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Abstract
Noisy data is inherent in many real-life and industrial modelling situations. If
prior knowledge of such data were available, it would be a simple process to remove or account for noise and improve model robustness. Unfortunately, in the
majority of learning situations, the presence of underlying noise is suspected but
difficult to detect.
Ensemble classification techniques such as bagging, [4] ^boosting [20] and arcing
algorithms [5] have received much attention in the recent literature. Such techniques have been shown to lead to reduced classification error on unseen cases,
and this Thesis demonstrates that they may also be employed as noise detectors.
Recently defined diagnostics such as edge and margin [6, 20, 41] have been used
to explain the improvements made in generalisation error when ensemble classifiers are built. The distributions of these measures are key in the noise detection
process introduced in this research.
This Thesis presents some empirical and theoretical results on edge distributions
that confirm existing theories on boosting's tendency to 'balance' error rates.
The results are then extended to introduce a methodology whereby boosting may
be used to identify noise in training data by examining the changes in edge and
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margin distributions as boosting proceeds.
Further enrichment can be made by detecting clusters of observations behaving
differently to the main 'core' of data, as opposed to detecting single, unique noisy
observations. These clusters may form boundaries, and in extreme cases form inverse models, which undetected lead to overestimated generalisation errors. Using
edge distributions to perform this task is trivial in comparison to the significant
effort required to undertake this task in large multi-dimensional datasets using
visual methods or sorting algorithms. Partitioning datasets according to clusters
leads to significant improvements on generalisation error for each partition, along
with the benefit of simpler classifiers on each partition.
However, this process requires a new technique for estimating generalisation error

as classifiers are trained on subsets of the original dataset and generalisation error
is not representative. A classifier trained and tested using a biased subset of the
data will be overly optimistic and give no indication of the proportion of data for
which this error estimate applies.
This notion leads to the key result of an analyst being able to partition generalisation error into components pertaining to incoming data noise and model noise.
Depending on the magnitude of each component, analysts can directly concentrate on the process step having the majority contribution to the generalisation
error.

Chapter 1
Background : Knowledge
Discovery in Databases and Data
Mining
1.1 Background to Data Mining
The emergingfieldof data mining is receiving much attention in both the machine
learning and statistical communities, both of which share c o m m o n goals in:

1. extracting meaning from data [25]

2. learning from data [17]

Data mining is most often considered to be afieldof research which deals with
vast databases containing large numbers of observations and variables. Research
into data mining aims to develop tools by which to extract meaningful information from such databases. T h e field has been defined as "computer automated
exploratory data analysis of (usually) large complex data sets" [22] and "any algorithm that enumerates patterns from, orfitsmodels to, data" [19]. Data mining
is a single, yet central step in the Knowledge Discovery in Databases ( K D D )

1
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process [19]. KDD refers to the process of extracting useful information from
data and encompasses data warehousing, targeted data selection, pre-processing,
transformation, model selection, evaluation and interpretation. Data mining is
the process step in which pattern extraction takes place. Interest has been propelled by recent advances in computing technology and the ability to collect and
store vast amounts of data.
The need for analysis tools in a world which is becoming increasingly data overloaded is paramount. Many industries now have the capacity to collect and store
massive amounts of data, with data being accumulated at an extraordinary rate.
As databases move from megabytes to gigabytes to terabytes, demand for tools

which can quickly exploit information available in existing databases is increasing.
In making better use of existing data, companies can gain significant competitive advantage when data is converted into information for decision making. For
example, in the manufacturing sector, databases may contain untapped optimisation opportunities and keys to improving processes.
The concept of data mining has had negative connotations in statistical literature [19, 30] and has been referred to as data dredging and data archaeology.
Such criticisms may have arisen from the notion of naive data mining, whereby
data is 'crunched' through a black box software tool. Blind searches with poor
input data inevitably lead to misleading and spurious conclusions. Like all data
analysis methods, data mining is open to abuse where, under continual probing,
false patterns may be revealed. However, as ideas from the two fields merge,
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negative suggestions are being addressed and dispelled. Huber [27] claims that
advancement of data mining knowledge by the statistics, database and artificial
intelligence (AI) communities are now showing signs of union. It is now widely
recognised that advances in data mining will come about with the merging of
ideas from the computer science and statistics disciplines. There needs to be a
growth in methodologies which have come about via the pooling of skills in com-

puter science and statistics. It is perhaps with this is mind that the statistician
Peter Huber , quoted in [18] makes the following skeptical comment:
I do not think that I am doing injustice to the present situation by
contending that data mining is still a nearly empty hull, held in place
by hot air, and serving as place-holder for more substantive contents
to come.
Fayyad [18] argues as follows that there may be a misunderstanding of the aims
of data mining.
Data mining is not about automating data analysis. Data mining is
about making analysis more convenient, scaling analysis algorithms
to large databases, and providing data owners with easy-to-use tools
to help them navigate,visualize, summarize, and model data.
I personally look forward to the proper balance that will emerge from
the mixing of computational algorithm-oriented approaches characterizing the database and computer science communities with the powerful mathematical theories and methods for estimation developed in
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statistics [18].

Data mining is not considered a subset of statistics due to the scalability issues and statistics methodologies not having been designed to deal with massive
datasets. Dietterich [12] lists scalability of existing algorithms as an important
direction in current machine learning research. However, the statistical literature
has a wealth of technical procedures and results to offer any attempt to extract
information from data. Much commercial data mining activity uses relatively
conventional statistical methods. Yet, with the increase in data collection ability
comes problems in the scalability of existing data analysis methods and algorithms. Complex structure is a recurring issue in massive datasets, often caused
by the nature of data collection. Such structure may cause traditional statistical
methods of data summary and subsampling to fail.
To date, the statistics literature has been primarily focused on hypothesis verification as the primary mode of analysis and many statistical methods do not
provide searches over models and parameters.
Many analyses require significant data manipulation, often merging several datasets
and deciding on a consistent format. Required is a data analysis strategy able to
step from massaging the initial dataset to a targetted search for patterns. Along
with this need arises the issue of computational efficiency and interpretability
versus statistical consistency and model accuracy [19]. With the size and complexity of such analysis arises a complexity versus accuracy trade-off. Effective
means for dimensionality reduction should form part of the pre-processing steps
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for data analysis.
Authors from the statistics, database and artificial intelligence communities stress
the need for good data [25, 27, 38]. Key understandings are based on the notion
that resulting inferences are only as good as the data allow and mixing highly
accurate methodologies with unreliable data will make the resulting database
only as good as the inaccurate data [30]. Data can be collected via designed experiments or by exploiting observational studies where little control is exercised
over the data generating process. Branches of statistics such as observational
studies and experimental design are very applicable in the initial stages of data
mining. The massive datasets usually associated with data mining rarely come
from designed experiments and are often collected as a matter of course as part
of an industrial, financial or medical process, to name a few. Some applications,
however, are specific to their individual fields. Yet observational data analysis is
often teeming with statistical pitfalls and a good measure of healthy skepticism
by the analyst will go a long way in avoiding spurious information and models
from data.
Glymour et. al. [25] list three themes of modern statistics that are of key importance to data miners. These are:

1. clarity of goals

2. appropriate reliability assessment

3. sufficient accounting for sources of uncertainty
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An analyst should be able to pose appropriate questions before undertaking analysis. Directed searches, as opposed to blind searches, can reduce computational
complexity significantly. However, the formulation of goals requires human cognition and many authors have highlighted the human interface necessary for successful data mining. A debate appears to be continuing as to the need for human
interaction versus shielding the users from underlying algorithms. Tukey [44],
a defender of the exploratory data analysis school, expressed the desire for the
'information extraction' process to be human-centred, arguing that theory should
adapt to the scientific method. A human's ability to inspect vast databases is
limited not only by computational limitations but simply by the human optical
system [45].
If experimental design is so important, why the push for data mining - does
statistics now have to "loosen" its assumptions? Is data collection driven by an
understanding of what is worth collecting? Methods applicable to Exploratory
Data Analysis (EDA) have a large overlap with the methods and tools of data
mining. There is now wide agreement that while observational databases have
their uses e.g. in drawing attention to side effects, they are unreliable and potentially misleading sources of information for decision making. Causal inference
is a difficult and challenging area in which to work. A more exploratory form of
data mining applies a search process to a dataset and looks for interesting associations. Data may have been collected for a different purpose, to answer different
questions. There is an expectation that further searching may provide interesting
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and potentially useful information. Data collection is often undertaken to answer
a particular question, and there is an expectation that something "more interesting" may lie in the database and the ability to extract this bonus information is
paramount. Statisticians may deem interesting or unusual features outliers and
this has been the focus of much research in data mining.
With the explosion in interest comes an explosion in commercially available data
mining tools. A study has been made on the leading data mining tools by [16].
Tools such as neural networks, decision trees and association rules appear in the
document. Data mining packages are marketed as time and cost saving methods
allowing one to make better use of the data one already has. Marketing strategies
for such software claim that one will be disadvantaged by not exploiting information available and remaining less informed than competitors who are making use
of data mining technologies.
Collaboration between the statistics and machine learning communities can also
serve to advance existing methodologies. Researchers from both fields share common goals in extracting meaning and learning from data. The vigorous growth
in new methodologies and a glut of data provides abundant opportunities for
research and application development.

1.2 The General Learning Problem
Concept learning or concept formation is the process by which
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information is generalized into categories for efficient storage and communication as a basis for further exploration in the environment [10].

Representation may differ, but all learners have the common goal of accurately
predicting unseen future values given input attributes for the new data. A learner
is trained using data from a training set and future performance is measured
on accuracy from unseen instances in a test set. In the statistics literature,
performance on a test set is often referred to as out-of-sample performance.
A training set consists of attribute-value pairs of the form, {(x^, yi),i = 1..., N}.
The 2/j's are measured responses to the input vectors x^. Using this training set,
procedures capable of forming hypotheses /i(x) are sought. Such hypotheses are
estimates of the unknown relationship y = /(x) and allow future values of yi to
be predicted given the input values of Xj.
Many hypotheses predict well on the training set but yield a significant drop in
accuracy over unseen cases. The accuracy of the learner on unseen cases gives a
truer indication of the learner's future performance. Error measured on unseen
cases {test set) is referred to in the literature as generalisation error [37], with
the best learning methods having the smallest generalisation error. A learner
with low error over the training set and high generalisation error is often said to
be overfitted, with overfitted models tending to be highly complex. Overfitting
occurs whenever there is a large number of plausible hypotheses and it is possible
for learners to find meaningless relationships in the data. The term overfitted has
a similar meaning in statistics referring to models that are highly parameterised
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in relation to the number of data observations available. Controlling overfitting
is paramount in successful data analysis, with the accuracy versus readability
trade-off being a key issue. Several authors have related this notion to Occam's
razor1:

The most likely hypothesis is the simplest one that is consistent with
all observations. [37]

1.2.1 Data Mining Tools
In many data analysis and modelling pursuits, the focus is moving towards simple and interpretable models such as rules, trees and graphs. Primary tasks of
data mining are considered to be classification, regression, clustering, dependency
modelling and change and deviation detection. Data mining methodology can be
grouped under the following headings:

• decision tree induction (tree based regression eg. c4.5 [33], CART [8])

• rule induction

• association rules

• clustering analysis

• hot spot analysis (identifying subgroups of cases which show especially significant patterns.)
Sometimes spelled "Ockham"
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Decision trees, neural networks and similar methods seem to be favoured by software developers. Hybrid methods combine the two. CART, originally a decision
tree system, now incorporates logistic regression. A neural network is essentially
a non-linear mathematical model for a learning process, good at pattern recognition and solving problems where algorithms suffer from computational complexity.
There is a close connection between neural networks and some statistical methods
but neural networks are often criticised because of their " black box" method of
operation. Neural networks have received significant attention from engineers,
computer scientists, biologists and neuro-physicists. They require the same assumptions as standard statistical techniques, in particular assumptions placed on
the error structure. Decision tree s and neural networks are most effective with
large datasets. They seem to make the best trade-off between sampling variance
and model bias. Larger datasets may be more susceptible to model bias. Neither
of the latter tools are an everyday tool for statisticians yet.

1.2.2 Types of Learning Problems
Learning problems can be classified into many groups [37]:

• supervised learning - this requires prior identification of relevant model
inputs and correct outputs. This type of learner cannot operate without a
human trainer, e.g. neural networks, decision trees

• unsupervised learning - the learner is given no indication as to the correct
value of the output, e.g. clustering
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• reinforcement learning - the learning system receives occasional positive
or negative rewards, rather than being told the correct action.

• passive learning - the learner watches the world go by and tries to learn
the utility of being in various states.

• active learning - the learner must act on learned information and uses its
problem generator to suggest explorations of the unknown environment at
every instance.

• incremental learning - the old hypothesis is updated whenever a new example arrives.

• batch learning - the learner is provided with all examples at once and forms
its hypothesis using all data.

The performance of a learner can be assessed by plotting a learning curve as
follows [37]:

• collect a large set of data (examples)

• divide the data into a training set and a test set

• apply the learner to the training set to generate the hypothesis /i(x)

• measure the error of h(x) based on data in the test set

The above steps are repeated for randomly varying training sets and varying
training set size. Average prediction accuracy can then be plotted as a function
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of training set size. Another method of assessing a learner's performance is that
of cross-validation. A;-fold cross-validation is applied by splitting the training
set into k smaller groups. One of these groups is set aside as the test set and
the learner is trained on the remaining k — 1 groups. Error on the test set is
measured and the process is repeated, with each of the k subsets of the original
data becoming the test set. Accuracy results are averaged for all k subsets to give
an average error rate and a variation in error rate. This process is very similar
to the jackknife method commonly used in statistics [14].

1.3 Classification - a Specific Learning Problem
Classification is an induction task relevant to a wide variety of domains. Several methods have been developed in both the statistical and machine learning
communities to solve such a problem. The general classification problem is posed
formally as follows:

• A learner is presented with a series of N labelled training examples
(XI,2/I),(X2,2/2)}---J(XJV,0JV)

• yi is the class label associated with the vector of input attributes Xj

• Xj = {xij, x2,i, • • •, XL,i}, where Xjti can assume real or discrete values

• yi = {l5..., k} is a A;-class discrete variable, which represents the response
given input x*
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In the learning theory literature, y^ is not restricted to take only discrete values
(for example regression allows ^ to be a real number). However, this Thesis is
restricted to discussion of the classification problem, whereby yi can only assume
discrete class values. For example, in an industrial setting, the Xj/s may refer
to temperature, incoming speed, colour or material type and yi may refer to the
severity of a particular defect or a breakdown condition. In the medical field, the
Xj.i may refer to a patient's blood pressure, age, sex, blood chemistry and yi to
the risk level of say, heart disease or the diagnosis of one disease over another.
This Thesis is concerned with the classification problem, whereby a learner is
presented with a training set comprising a series of N labelled training examples
of the form (xi? yi),..., (x/v, VN), with y^ G (1,..., k). The learner's task is to
use these training examples to produce an hypothesis, /i(x), which is an estimate
of the unknown relationship y = /(x). This 'hypothesis' then allows future
prediction of yi given new input values of x*.
The objective of such a learning system is to find a set of rules that covers the
observations of one particular class without covering data belonging to another
class. Geometrically, a learning system fits boundaries in space to distinguish
between classes. The ability to cover all of one class whilst omitting another class
rarely happens in practice due to presence of noise, missing values and measuring
inappropriate input variables.
Examples of existing classification methods include Fisher's linear discriminant,
clustering, decision trees (c4.5 [33], CART [8]), rule based systems, neural
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networks and instance based learning. These methods are discussed in more
detail in Section 1.4.

1.4 Classification Tools
Weiss and Kulikowski [46] give a good overview of the most popular classification
techniques:

• Neural networks

• Decision rules and trees

• Linear discriminant

• Clustering

1.4.1 Neural Networks
Neural networks are a form of non linear mathematical model which have links to
biological nervous systems. It is believed that neural networks loosely model the
operation of the brain, with interest fuelled by mankind's interest in modelling
the functioning of the human brain. Even the naming of neural network components match nomenclature for sections of the brain. Because of the biological

similies, it is often thought that the most potential for neural network application
lies in speech recognition or vision [32, 46].
The basic component of a neural network is a node. Essentially a neural network
comprises a series of interconnected nodes, where each node outputs a non linear
function of the input. Because of the network's connectedness, inputs may feed
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from a previous node, or straight from the input data source. In its entirety a
neural network is highly complex set of interdependencies. Output from one node
is input into another node so that information is disseminated through further
nodes. Networks can be made as complex as befits the problem at hand. Outputs
from one network may be fed as inputs into a new network resulting in highly
complex and non linear structure.
Neural networks are very useful tools for complex functions with continuous outputs and many noisy inputs. However, the computational speed and parallel
ability of neural networks has sparked significant interest and investigations but
interpretability is still an issue. Networks can be highly accurate but the underlying learned concepts are not always evident to the analyst.

1.4.2 Decision Trees and Rules
A common problem in many model building techniques is that of model inter-

pretability. In order to predict unseen cases, a human user often desires the abilit
to track the classification process. Mathematically inferenced models require the
simplification of models which is a daunting prospect for the non-inclined. This
problem led researchers to develop new methods capable of representing solutions
in a manner that is easily understood and more aligned with human reasoning
[46]. One representation that is easily understood by humans is that of logical
association rules such as :
if X\ > 10 and X2 = False then Y= Class 1.
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A3>0.165
other"--* (•)

Figure 1.1: Example of a binary decision tree.
Decision trees and rules are built upon a series of such propositions and are evaluated to associate input data to a single class. Rules that are presented in a
logical form are reassuring to humans.
Yet does this increase in interpretability lead to a decline in accuracy? Empirical studies to date have shown that techniques in logical rule representation are
comparable in accuracy performance to other existing methods [32].
Decision trees consist of nodes and branches: an example of a simple binary deci-

sion tree is given in Figure 1.1. Each node represents a single decision step whose
result decides along which branch to next proceed. Terminal nodes or leaves are
responsible for the final allocation of class. Rule induction is used to build the
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optimal tree with several algorithms currently existing to perform this task. Popular decision tree algorithms that currently exist are CART [8], c4.5 [33] and
CHAID. Rule based systems include Induct, Ripple Down Rules and c4.5's rule
formation capacity.

Tree based algorithms often differ in splitting criterion, with popular splitting cri
terion including information gain, Gini criterion and residual least squares. The
amount of pruning applied to tree growth is another powerful option in decision
tree algorithms. Forward pruning involves building a decision tree one split at
a time whereas backward pruning is based on building a tree that is too large
and pruned up the branches. The latter is the basis of pruning for the c4.5 and
CART algorithms.

Chapter 2

Recent Advances in Classification
2.1 Ensembles of Classifiers
The area of ensemble classification is a very active area of research in the machine
learning community. Recall from Section 1.2.2, a learning algorithm is presented
with training examples of the form (xi,j/i), (x2, y-z), •••,

(XJV,2/JV)>

an

d outputs

an hypothesis h(x) which is an estimate of the unknown relationship y = /(x).
Ensemble classifiers comprise of several /i(x)'s whose individual predictions are
combined in some fashion to produce a single classifier. Methods of combination
vary, but weighted or unweighted voting currently appears to be the most popular.
Research into these methods is currently very active in the machine learning
and statistical communities. Several authors have demonstrated improved generalisation error by employing ensemble classifiers to a variety of classification
problems [4, 12, 34, 41, 42]. These empirical studies have demonstrated that
the final accuracy of a combined classifier is often better than the accuracy of
individual classifiers making up the ensemble. Several authors have attempted

18
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to address the reasons for improved classifier accuracy w h e n ensembles of classifiers are grown. Ensembles have been shown to lead to improved performance on
unstable learning methods, i.e. methods where small changes in the input data
lead to large changes in the learned classifier. Methods such as decision trees
and neural networks are considered unstable. An ensemble can be more accurate

than individual classifiers only if there is a conflict in classification between the
individual classifiers [12, 26]. Essentially, this equates to errors in the h{x)'s
being uncorrelated, which can be explained intuitively as follows.
Assume we have hypotheses h\(x),..., hM(x), all of which output the same pre-

diction for y{. If the prediction for y^ is incorrect, no amount of voting or reweight
ing will produce the correct classification. However, if the class predictions for
the /ij(x)'s differ, appropriate combination of these predictions should lead to
a more accurate classifier overall. Dietterich [12] simulates error rates for L
hypotheses, all of which have error rates, e < 1/2. If errors are independent,
the probability that the majority vote is incorrect is equal to the area under a
binomial distribution where more than L/2 hypotheses are wrong. This is true
since

Pr(h(xi) j-yi) = p

The probability that more than | hypothesis will be incorrect is given by:

Hf+i]
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which is the area under a binomial distribution.
Dietterich [12] simulated this result for 21 hypotheses, each with an error rate
of 0.3. The probability that more than 11 hypotheses would be simultaneously
wrong is equal to 0.026, which is clearly much less than the individual error rate
of 0.3. However, if the individual error rate exceeds 0.5, voting can increase
the combined classification error. Vital to successful voting methods is ensuring
individual classifiers have error rates less than 50%, with minimal correlation
between error rates.
Ensemble generating methods can be classified into the four areas listed in Section
2.2. Several methods also exist for combining ensembles of classifiers once the
individual classifiers have been built.

2.2 Methods for Generating Ensembles
Dietterich [12] groups existing ensemble growing methods into 4 distinct groups:

1. Subsampling training examples (or reweighting training examples)

2. Manipulating Input Features

3. Manipulating Output Targets

4. Injecting Randomness
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Subsampling Training Examples

A series of classifiers can be built by training a learning algorithm on different
subsamples of the original training set. The notion of subsampling to improve estimation has been applied extensively in the statistics community. Quenoille [14]
first introduced the jackknife method as a means of eliminating bias in statistical
parameter estimation. Tukey [44] suggested that the technique may be used to
estimate variances and since then the jackknife has been applied and researched
broadly [14]. The jackknife procedure applies a leave one out methodology of
subsampling and estimation, similar to cross-validation.
The bootstrap is another non-parametric method for estimating the variance and
bias of a population parameter. Bootstrapping was first introduced by Efron in
1979 [15] and has since proved a popular tool within the statistics community.
Bootstrapping is a resampling procedure which is based on observations being
selected from a parent sample in order to form several subsamples. A bootstrap
replicate of the original training set of N elements is taken by selecting a random sample of size N with replacement from the original training set (i.e. each
element has probability 1/N of selection). On average, 63.2% of the original
training set is included in the bootstrap replicate, with some original training
examples appearing more than once. (The figure 63.2% is asymptotic in N since
limN^oo{l - jj)N = e"1)
Ensemble generation methods based on the bootstrap and a weighted form of
the bootstrap have been developed by both computer scientists and statisticians.
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These methods are described in more detail in Section 2.3 and form the backbone
of the analysis in this Thesis.

2.2.2 Manipulating Input Features
This method of ensemble generation changes the form of input data available to
the learning algorithm. Sammut et. al. applied this method to the problem of
learning to fly a Cessna on a flight simulator [39]. The aim of the study was to
learn the correct mapping from a series of input parameters to 90,000 examples,
each with 20 state variables. The decision tree algorithm c4.5 [33] was used and
fed back into the control system, resulting in the program learning to fly. Similar
statistical approaches include principal component analysis and factor analysis
for dimensionality reduction. Manipulating the input features works well when
some of the input features are redundant.

2.2.3 Manipulating Output Features
Many methods (for example, neural networks) are well suited for the problem of
learning binary tasks. However, in many applications, we are faced with a multiclass target variable. The method of Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC)
accommodates for this by formulating a series of new binary classification problems, which may then be combined to predict the value of a multi-class variable.
Dietterich and Bakhiri [11] first introduced the method of ECOC, with its aim
being the reformulation of a single £;-class problem into k 2-class problems. This
technique is particularly effective as k, the number of classes increases.
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Injecting Randomness

Studies have been carried out on neural networks by injecting randomness into the
initial weights. The same examples are used for modelling but they have varying
initial weights. Decision trees such as c4.5 can also accommodate the injection
of randomness. c4.5 makes split decisions based on an information gain criterion
to rank possible contenders for a branch split. Dietterich [13] et. al. devised
a version of c4.5 which chooses randomly with equal probability among the top
20 best tests. Results of their empirical study show that injecting randomness
performs more favourably than bagging and c4.5 applied with no randomisation.
Ali and Pazzani [1] published work based on the FOIL learning system which
showed error reduction can take place through learning multiple descriptions.
The authors ranked all candidate conditions that scored within the top 80% of
information gain and applied a random choice algorithm using these weights.
Work has also been done on randomisation in the neural network field. Much of
this work is closely related to the statistical technique of Markov Chain Monte
Carlo simulation.

2.3 Ensembles Built via Resampling
Resampling techniques have proven to be successful in statistical estimation problems when high variance was encountered in the parameters to be estimated. Similarly, [12] indicates that ensembles grown from repeatedly applying a learning
algorithm over different subsets of the training data, improve generalisation error
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for unstable learning algorithms (i.e. algorithms with high variance whose output
classifications vary significantly with small perturbations in the training data).
Decision trees, neural networks and rule learning methods are all considered to
be unstable, whereas linear regression, nearest neighbour and linear threshold
techniques are usually stable [5, 12].
Thefirstsubsampling method for ensemble building was introduced by Breiman
in 1996 [3]. Bagging or bootstrap aggregating sees the learning algorithm applied
on several training sets which are bootstrap replicates of the original training
set. Bagging applied to C A R T

1

showed significant decreases in test set error.

Bagging is a variance reduction technique and since trees are high in variance,
bagging produces good results. Brieman also noted that the stable methods of
nearest neighbour and linear discriminants did not yield significant improvement
when resampling procedures were applied.
The term arcing (adaptive resampling and combining) was coined by Breiman
in 1996 and refers to the procedure of reweighting the data in the training set,
building a new classifier based on the reweighted data, and combining the resulting classifiers [4].
In 1996, Freund and Schapire [20] introduced an extremely successful arcing procedure, AdaBoost. The AdaBoost algorithm is based on repeated resampling from
a probability distribution Dm, where Dm is adjusted multiplicatively at each iteration so that observations which are predicted incorrectly in the previous iteration
* C A R T : Classification and Regression Trees [8]
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are given more weight in the next round. T h e system 'boosts' a weak learner and
forces it to form predictors from 'harder' sections of the space, ('harder' refers to
those sections of the space which are difficult to predict). Boosting is presented
in more detail in Section 2.3.1.
Brieman [5] claims that the main effect of bagging and arcing is to reduce variance, where reduction comes from the adaptive resampling and not the specific
form of the arcing algorithm. Brieman also comments that it is not clear what
the optimal arcing algorithm will look like and defines another arcing algorithm
arc-%4 [5] as follows:
• let ra(n) be the number of misclassifications of the nth case by hi, h2,..., hm
• w*+1 = y\i+mtn\4\ (wt+1 is the t+1 step weighting for observation i)
• after m iterations, the hi, h2,..., hm are combined by unweighted voting
This algorithm has similar empirical advantages of reducing training error and
was developed ad-hoc to prove that the concept of adaptive resampling is what
really reduces error. Breiman [5] claims that arcing is more successful than
bagging in variance reduction. It is widely recognised that
additional research aimed at understanding the workings of this class
of algorithms will have a high pay-off [5].

2.3.1 Boosting
Introduced by Freund and Schapire [20] in 1995, boosting is recognised as being one of the most significant recent advances in classification. The algorithm
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'boosts' a weak learner to yield a combined classifier with improved generalisation
error. Since its introduction, boosting has been the subject of many theoretical
and empirical studies [20, 34, 41, 42]. An advantage of this method is that it does
not require any background knowledge about the performance of the underlying
weak learning algorithm.

Boosting works on the premise of maintaining a distribution, Dm, of weights
for each observation. At the m-th iteration, a sample is taken from the original
training set according to Dm. Weights are adjusted multiplicatively at each iteration according to whether a particular training example was classified correctly
by the most recent classifier. Those examples which were classified incorrectly
have their weight increased so that the total weight on incorrect observations is
|. Hence the learning algorithm will be given more opportunity to explore areas
of the training set which are more difficult to classify.

Hypotheses generated from these difficult parts of the space make fewer mistakes on these sections and can play an important role in prediction when all
hypotheses are combined via weighted voting. The weighted error rate of the
classifier at each iteration is calculated, stored and used in the final voting weight
when individual classifiers are combined to form the ensemble. Accuracy of the
final hypothesis depends on the accuracy of all the hypotheses returned at each
iteration and exploits hypotheses that predict well in more difficult parts of the
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instance space.

The AdaBoost algorithm is first presented for the two class problem where yi G
{0,1} and is extended to include the multi-class problem where yi G {1, 2,..., A:}
(AdaBoost.Ml). A further enhancement involves using pseudo-loss to adjust
weights as opposed to weighted error at each iteration. The AdaBoost .Ml algorithm is outlined in Table 2.1. At each iteration (1,..., M), a sample of N
observations is taken from the initial training set according to a distribution Dm.
Initially Di(i) = -^ Vi. WeakLearn is called on the sample resulting from Dm
to produce a weak hypothesis, hm. The weighted error from hm is calculated as
em = Pri^Dm[hm(x.i) 7^ y^], and hm should have low classification error on the
observations with high weights according to Dm . Based on the value of em, Dm
is updated multiplicatively in such a way that weight is increased on examples
which were classified incorrectly. The resulting weights reflect the relative importance of each example for the next round. Classifiers are then combined by
weighted voting involving the em's.
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Table 2.1: AdaBoost:Ml

AdaBoost :M1
Input: N training instances Xj with labels yi. Maximum trials, M. Base learner,
M.
Initialization: All training instances begin with weight wf = 1/N.
Repeat for M trials:
• Induce classifier, /im(x), using weighted training data and H.

• em = weighted error for /im(x) on the training data. If em > 1/2, disc
hm and stop boosting. (If em = 0, then hm gets infinite weight.)
• Classifier weight, Pm = log^^
• Re-weight training instances:
if hm(xi) ^ Vi then, < + 1 = </(2e m )
else,
< + 1 = </2(l - em)

Unseen instances are classified by voting the ensemble of classifiers h

weights pm.
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Note the weight update rule is multiplicative since w™+1
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^

For the 2-class problem, Freund and Schapire [20] prove upper bounds on the

error of the final hypothesis with respect to the training set. It can be shown that
this error is bounded by exp(-2 Y^m=\ 7m)> where em = 1/2 - jm is the error of
the ra-th hypothesis. These bounds have been shown to be overly generous by
several authors, and empirical studies have demonstrated that boosting achieves
far better accuracy than the derived theoretical bounds. It remains a research
challenge to develop tighter bounds on this error. Freund and Schapire explain

7m measures the accuracy of the m-th hypothesis relative to random
guessing (which has expected error 1/2).

Hence, if a weak learner can consistently produce hypotheses with error better
than 1/2, then the error of the final hypothesis drops exponentially fast. They
prove upper and lower bounds on the ^ w™+l and then imply lower bounds on
the loss. In this case, the loss function is a form of the indicator function, i.e.
I™ = 1 — ||/im(xj) — yi\\ and is smallest when hm produces an incorrect classification. Therefore, the exponent of pm in the weight update rule is decreased when
a correct classification is made. Decreasing pm also increases log(l//?m) which is
allocated to hm in the final classification decision. Therefore more accurate hypotheses result in larger changes in Dm and have more influence on the outcome
of the final hypothesis.
Recall that final error is defined as e = Pri^D[hm{*i) ^ yi\. Freund and Schapire
[40] prove that the error is bounded above by e < 2M []m=1 y/em(l — em). This
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implies that the final error depends on errors of all input hypotheses [20]. A n
important theoretical property to be noted is that if the error of individual classifiers is less than |, the final error drops exponentially fast to zero. For binary
classification this implies that individual classifiers need only be slightly better
than random guessing in order for boosting to yield improvements. Now while
the training error drops exponentially fast, this says nothing about generalisation
or test set error.
The resampling techniques described above fall into the category of 'perturbing and combining', whereby multiple versions of the classifier are generated by
perturbing the training set and then combining these classifiers to yield a final
predictor.
Authors such as [24, 40] have presented the AdaBoost.Ml algorithm in terms
oi yi € {—1,1} with varying update rules. The proof below demonstrates the
consistency of both notations.
Redefine Freund and Schapire's AdaBoost in terms of y{ € {—1,1}
N

Cm

=

^2p?\\hm{Xi)

-Vi\\

i=l
N

i=\

= ^[ItMxOjfcyj)]
= ^I>m[1(fcm(Xi)#yi)]

em is the same as e as defined in Friedman et. al. [22].
Let

0m = (l^)
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Now, in Freund/Schapire [20]

P?+l = P?P

771+1

=

6

pm P1-Whm(^i)-Vi\\
*

=

v

'

ft I

pm(

^

)1-Hftmte)-Tfe||

= prexp(log(-3^)1-|l^^)^"N)
\
= P?

eX

t

e

m

J

P C1 ~ IMX*) - Vi\) log( _m )
J-

Cm.

Now,

1 - ||^m(xi) -yi\\ = 1

ifhm = y

= 0 i/hm =^ j/
Therefore 1 - ||/iTO(x;) - j/i|| = l^fo)^)

Pf+1 = Prexp[log(-^L_)l(,m(xi)=2/i)]
Vote with weight log(^-) = logf11^)
v

Pm y

v

Cm. '

So the weight is decreased if hmCxi) = yi. i.e. exp(log(Tl2:H-)) = (T^M < 1,
and if hm(xi) ^ j/i, then u>™+1 = u>f\

Comparing this updated weight rule to that of Friedman et. al.

[24], Fre-

und and Schapire actively decrease weight on correct estimation. Friedman
et. al. actively increase weight on incorrect estimation so that w(y\x) <—
«;(y|x)xexp(log(^)l(y?4/)).
Now log(1^11) = log(^) and H{x) = sign(^ cmfm) where cm = log(^)
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Using the value for c m derived in Friedman et. al.

sign(^2 Cmfm) =

sign I - ^

log( — ) /m ,

= ^nQ^log(i-)/m)
= sign I 5Zlog(—)fm)

Hence the results derived from Freund and Schapire's AdaBoost

[20] paper match

Friedman et al. [24].

2.3.2

Results from Existing Empirical Studies on Ensembles Built via Resampling

Several empirical studies using a selection of representative datasets have been
carried out on boosting and bagging. The common conclusion of studies is that
a weak learner's performance can be considerably improved by forming ensembles via resampling. Based on the results published to date, boosting appears to
have an advantage over bagging. Quinlan [34] conducted a study on the performance of boosting and bagging when applied to the decision tree learner, c4.5.
The study presented results of applying boosting and bagging with c4.5 as the
underlying learner to datasets from the UCI2 [2] repository for M = 10 rounds
of boosting. Quinlan remarked that in most cases, the additional computational
complexity required to form ensembles could be justified in light of the marked
improvement in classification accuracy. Overall, boosting appears to be more
2

U R L = http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html
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effective than bagging in error reduction when applied to c4.5. It was also noted
that the variance of the bagged ensembles was lower than boosting.
Because boosting's performance is not consistently better, an open question still
exists. Quinlan suggests that weights may be adjusted separately within each
class without adjusting overall class weights and also comments on whether the
weight distribution might have something to do with why boosting may sometimes fail. Freund and Schapire [20] discuss results from experiments with a
boosting algorithm. Their study used M = 100 as opposed to Quinlan's M = 10
and may explain the slight discrepancies in their results. Non-randomness was
removed by Quinlan by retaining weights as opposed to resampling performed by
Freund and Schapire. This may also explain some of the varying results. Schapire
also looked at combining ECOC [11] with boosting to yield significant improvements [40].
Freund and Schapire designed AdaBoost to drive training error rapidly to zero.
But how does it perform on test set error? Breiman [5] tried running bagging
and AdaBoost, exiting when the training error became zero and keeping track of
both the number of iterations to exit and the resulting test set error. Breiman
concluded that AdaBoost reaches zero training error very quickly but the accompanying test set error is higher than that of bagging which takes longer to
reach zero training set error. To produce optimum reductions in test set error,
AdaBoost must be run far past the point of zero training set error. Brieman
concludes by commenting that
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Arcing algorithms have a rich probabilistic structure and it is a challenging problem to connect this structure with their error reduction
properties. [5]

Breiman indicates that steady state probability structure is important based on
the outcome of his experiments but how this is so is not clear. What is known
is that arcing derives most of its power from the use of adaptive resampling to
reduce variance, as demonstrated by the ad-hoc arc — x4. In other words, it is
not so much the exact form of the arcing algorithm but rather the concept of
adaptive resampling which does the job by focussing on those cases that are hard
to classify. It is not understood why AdaBoost degenerates below the performance
of bagging, particularly on smaller datasets. A possible explanation may be the

presence of outliers - an outlier will be persistently misclassified so its probabili
of being resampled increases to the point where it is sampled several times in the
perturbed training set and distorts the classifier.
Most recent empirical studies boost by reweighting where Dm can be supplied
directly to the learner. Boosting by resampling involves using Dm to actively
take a subsample of the original training set and this new subset is presented to
the learner. Resampling adds further randomness to the process and results in a
slight decrease in performance.
Freund and Schapire [20] show that boosting can improve the performance of a
weak learner when the performance of the weak learner is only slightly better than
random guessing. Boosting was also compared to bagging in order to discover
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the effect of the underlying sampling distribution . T h e following weak learners
were used :

1. Non-randomness is removed by retaining weights as opposed to resampling.

2. A rule learner which searches for simple prediction rules based tests on a
single attribute

3. An algorithm that searches for a single good decision rule, testing on conjunction of attribute tests similar to RIPPER [9] and IREP [?]

4. The c4.5 algorithm [33]

Datasets used were a representative set of 27 from the UCI [2] Machine Learning
Repository. It was concluded that boosting consistently performs better than
bagging when weak learners produce simple classifiers 1 and 2. With c4.5 and
nearest neighbour methods, boosting still performs better but the results are
not as convincing. Freund and Schapire [20] also introduce a new boosting algorithm AdaBoost.M2 whereby a set of plausible classifications are output as
opposed to a single yi. Freund and Schapire explain that they experiment with
this new algorithm to test if boosting using pseudo-loss as opposed to error is
worthwhile. Their results indicate that pseudo-loss boosting outperforms standard error boosting as applied in AdaBoost.Ml. Non-binary problems perform
better if pseudo-loss is used. Friedman [23] has recently introduced a gradient boosting algorithm which is demonstrated to perform comparably to existing
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boosting algorithms.

2.4 Why Does Boosting Work?
The area of ensemble classifiers and the reasons for their improved generalisation
performance remains a fertile ground for further research, with significant gains
still possible if such reasons are addressed. In theory, as the combined classifier
complexity increases, the gap between training and test set error should increase.
However, this is not reflected in empirical studies. There is strong empirical
support for the view that overfitting is less of a problem (or perhaps a different
problem) when boosting and/or arcing methods are used to improve a learner.
Some authors have addressed this issue via bias and variance decompositions,
which have been applied in an attempt to understand the stability of a learner
[3, 21]. Although Breiman's and Friedman's definitions differ mathematically,
their underlying concepts of bias and variance are the same.
Bias refers to the repeated error of the learning algorithm, which is the error that
would be observed when an infinite number of independently trained classifiers
were trained. The variance term refers to the wavering that can occur when
a single classifier is trained. The idea of combining is to average over many
classifiers to reduce the variance term and hence the resulting expected error.
Friedman [21] gives the following explanation:

The variance reflects the sensitivity of the function estimate to the
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training sample. Less sensitivity means that the estimate will be more
stable against changes (sampling variation) in the data and thus be
less variable under repeated sampling. ... The bias reflects sensitivity
to the target function /(x). It represents how closely on average the
estimate is able to approximate the target.

Boosting is capable of bias and variance reduction and thus differs fundamentally
from bagging. Schapire et. al. [41] claim that a weighted algorithm performs
better than weighted resampling at each iteration as it removes the randomisation.
According to Breiman's [5] definition of bias, trees have high variance and low
bias, whereas linear regression has low variance and high bias. Authors have developed bias-variance decompositions for classification problems which may address the problem of overfitting as statistics deals with overfitting via analysis of
bias and variance. Breiman [5] claims that the main effect of bagging and arcing
is to reduce variance, where reduction comes from the adaptive resampling and
not the specific form of the arcing algorithm.
Further ideas as to why boosting works include a lack of overlap of datasets at
each iteration through resampling or reweighting, resulting in uncorrelated errors.
Another theory posted as to the success of ensemble classifiers is the non-overlap
of errors, i.e. observations which are classified successfully by one hypothesis, are
classified incorrectly by others and vice versa.
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In theory, as the combined classifier complexity increases, the gap between training and test set error should increase but this is not seen in empirical studies.
Empirical studies such as [5, 34] and [41] prove that large variance of the base
classifier is not a requirement for boosting to be effective. In some cases, boosting increases the variance while reducing overall generalisation error. The idea
of combining classifiers is to average over many classifiers to reduce the variance
term and hence the resulting expected error. Studies have demonstrated that
large variance of the base classifier is not a requirement for boosting to be effective [3, 34, 41]. In some cases, boosting increases the variance while reducing the
overall generalisation error.
It is conjectured in existing studies that boosting helps algorithms with the following properties:

1. Observed examples have varying degrees of hardness.

2. The learning algorithm must be sensitive to changes in training examples
so significantly different classifiers can be built.

Freund and Schapire [20] indicate that the greatest improvement in performance
on a complex algorithm will be obtained when large amounts of data are available.
Boosting is similar to bagging [4] in that it is best when underlying classifiers
are unstable. Boosting changes the distribution over training examples more
dramatically than bagging. Two reasons are conjectured as to why boosting may

work [20]:
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1. It generates hypotheses whose error on the training set is small by combining
many hypotheses whose individual error may be large.

2. Variance reduction occurs by taking weighted majority of hypotheses, random variation is reduced.

Boosting, however, reduces bias more than bagging [5, 29].

If it is possible to build ensembles that improve classification accuracy, why
not possible to build a single classifier in the first step which outperforms

individual classifiers? Dietterich [12] answers this question by explaining th

machine learning algorithms search a space of possible hypotheses for the most

accurate hypothesis /i(x) which best fits the given training data, not necessa
the test data. Dietterich also makes the following observations:

• If the hypothesis space is large, we need a good sized training set in order
to find a good approximation to y = /(x). In a 2-class problem we need
0(log \h\) (where h is a measure of the size of the hypothesis space) examples

to select a unique classifier from the space. Therefore the given training dat
may not provide sufficient information for choosing a single best hypothesis.
All hypotheses may have similar accuracy with respect to the training data
as the training space is not representative of the entire environment.

• A learning algorithm may not be capable of solving difficult search problems. For example, some tree search problems are NP-Hard and have been
implemented using a greedy search heuristic.
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• T h e hypothesis space m a y not contain the true value of /(x) but m a y only
include approximations to /. By weighting different versions of approximations to /, we can achieve an estimate of / outside the available space.

Ensembles overcome representational inadequacies in the hypothesis space. The
following comments and conclusions on boosting have been made to date in the
literature:

• More recently, Breiman's position is equalising. Equalising refers to the
tendency for the proportion of misclassifications for each observation to
become more uniform as the number of boosting trials increases. [7]

• Successful ensemble classification is due to the non-overlap of errors [12] i.e.
observations which are classified correctly by one hypothesis are classified
incorrectly by others and vice versa. This notion is similar to that of nonoverlapping subsamples and negatively correlated errors.

• If the final hypothesis is given by H{x) = signi^ am/imx) where am is
chosen to minimise a normalisation factor, then with respect to distribution
Dm+i, hm(x.i) is exactly non-correlated with yi. [20, 42]

• If the final voted classifier is denoted as F(x), then the following corollary
holds: "At the optimal F(x) the weighted conditional mean of y is zero."
ie Ew(y\x) = 0, with y being the response or class variable. [20, 24] This
is result is similar to that described in the item above.
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• T h e original intuitive idea behind AdaBoost is to concentrate weight on
instances most likely to be misclassified. Breiman [5] developed arc-x4
which aggressively concentrates weight on hard-to-classify examples and
yielded comparable generalisation error to AdaBoost.

• Margin and edge analysis are recent explanations. More detail on these
measures is provided in later sections of this Thesis (Sections 2.5 and 2.5.1).

• Schapire et. al. [41] proved results involving two terms for the upper
bound of generalisation error: one term a function of the margin and the
other being a complexity term. The complexity term is very loose for rich
function classes such as decision trees.

• Breiman's recent study [7] introduces a new algorithm which whilst successful in minimising a criteria other than misclassification at iteration j, results
in a concentration on many examples that would have not been considered
difficult to classify. This new algorithm still gives lower generalisation error
and this evidence seems to refute the notion of generalisation error improving by concentrating on difficult to classify examples. However, I am
grateful to the examiner for pointing out a counterexample. This example
follows:
Let Algorithm A find a large margin combination from some small subset of a class F and Algorithm B find a large margin combination from all
of F. Schapire et. al's bound still applies since both algorithms use class F.

42
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If, for instance Algorithm B finds a better margin distribution but results in
more complex functions in F then it would not be surprising to find higher
error for Algorithm B's combination. This example does not contradict the
bounds of Schapire et. al [41], nor their qualitative conclusions.

2.5 Edge and Margin Analysis
A repeatable phenomenon of boosting experiments is a non-increasing of the
generalisation error, even as boosted ensembles become very large and perhaps
overfitted. Recent explanations as to the success of boosting algorithms have
their foundations in margin and edge analysis. These two measures are defined
for the z-th training observation at trial m under voting vector c = (ci... cm) as
follows:

• edgeiim, c) = total weight assigned to all incorrect classes. The edge is defined formally in [3]. Assume the ensemble comprises a combination of base
learners, each of which produce hm{x) at the m-th iteration. From hm(x.),
an error indicator function 7m(xj) = I{hm{yLi) ^ yi) may be determined.
Let cm represent the unnormalised vote for the m-th hypothesis. Then, for
the i-th observation

edgeiim, c) =

m

2-tf=l C3

(2.5.1)
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• marginiirn, c) = total weight assigned to the correct class minus the maximal weight assigned to any incorrect class.

For the 2-class case marginiirn, c) = 1—2 edgei(m, c) and in general marginiirn, c) >
1 — 2 edgeiim, c) [3]. For each observation, the edge is essentially the proportion
of votes assigned to incorrect classes.
Whilst more difficult to compute, the value of the margin is relatively simple to
interpret. Margin values will always fall in the range [—1,1], with high margins
indicating confidence of correct classification. An example is classified incorrectly
if it has a negative margin. The edge on the other hand cannot be used as an
indicator variable for correct classification (except in the 2-class case). Whilst
the margin is a useful measure due to its interpretability, mathematically it is
perhaps not as robust and tractable as the edge. These two diagnostics have
been the subject of several recent empirical and theoretical studies [6, 7, 41].
Schapire et. al. [41] claim that

Boosting is particularly good at finding classifiers with large margins
in that it concentrates on those examples whose margins are small
(or negative) and forces the base learning algorithm to generate good
classification for those examples.

i.e. boosting results in a higher 'distribution' of margins with boosting giving an
overall higher margin distribution than bagging.
Breiman's position is made clear in [6], where he claims that the margin distribution does not determine generalisation error. This is demonstrated empirically
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by introducing a n e w algorithm, arc-gv, which actively minimises the value of
max[ed^ej(m, c)]. This is equivalent to tracking the proportion of training examples with margin less than some threshold, which is the explanation for boosting's
success given in the Schapire et.al. paper [41]. Empirical results show that arcgv results in lower edge values and hence higher margin values than AdaBoost.
However, this is not reflected in a lower generalisation error. Brieman concludes
that the current margin explanation is incomplete and the "explanation must run
deeper". [6]
In their paper, Schapire et. al [41] derive bounds for the generalisation error
based on VC-dimension and the margin distribution on the training set. These
bounds are loose, and whilst correct in direction, do not give a true indication
of the expected magnitude of generalisation error. Bounds show for a fixed VCdimension, the larger the margin, the smaller the generalisation error.
To check this empirically, Breiman performed some empirical studies on AdaBoost
versus arc-gv with VC dimension fixed. Recall arc-gv actively reduces topm(C)
to its minimum value, equivalent to maximising the margins. Whilst AdaBoost
does not actively pursue this strategy, Schapire et. al. claim that its power lies in
its ability to increase margins. We would therefore expect arc-gv to outperform
AdaBoost in terms of generalisation error as it is more aggressive in its margin
maximisation. Empirically, this is not the case : test set errors are close, with
AdaBoost generally performing better, but the values of topm(C) are significantly
smaller for arc-gv. These results are almost the reverse of what would be expected
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theoretically if margins are the key for improved generalization error. Examples
show that vastly different margin distributions with fixed VC-dimension have little effect on generalisation error. In some cases the opposite margin effect was
seen. Results so far provide grounds for further investigation leading to work in
this Thesis grounded in analysis of different aspects of the edge and margin distributions. Breiman [6] derives different bounds based on VC-dimension and a
measure, topm(C). When all training examples are given zero margin cost, Brieman's bounds are approximately the square root of the Schapire et. al. bounds
and imply a similar trend - i.e. with increasing margins, lower generalisation
error results. Although Breiman's bounds do not always give non-trivial results,

they result in similar implications. If the Schapire et. al. explanation is correct,
the VC based bounds are giving the correct qualitative picture.
In recent work, Breiman [7] generalises ensemble methods to Random Forests
whereby an ensemble is considered to be a " forest" of trees. Each tree is built
on a sample drawn using random vectors with the same distribution for each
tree. New measures of strength and correlation as average margin and correlation between ensemble errors respectively. Both of these measures are found to
be factors in determining the error rate of the entire forest. Breiman also tests
random splits for node determination, (refer also to Section 2.2.4 for a summary
of other methods which rely on injecting randomness).
To improve accuracy, Breiman conjectures that correlation needs to be minimised
while maintaining strength. Randomness is injected via sampling and the goal is
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to optimise strength via random sampling. Again, this is a similar conclusion to
that presented by Schapire et. al. [41]. Breiman also proves upper bounds on
the generalisation error with correlation and strength terms. Although loose, the
bounds lie in the same direction as other bounds developed in the literature - in
particular the VC-type bounds. The similarity lies in the two key constituents in
the bound being strength and correlation expressed in terms of margin functions.
Sections 3.1 and 3.3 in this Thesis examine the variance of the edge values versus
the number of boosting trials performed. Methodology for this study is discussed
in detail in Section 3.1 of the next Chapter.
Shown below is the proof for the binary classification problem that:

E[edgei(m, c)] = 1 — -E[margini(m, c)] (2.5.2)

And

Var[edgei(m,c)] = -Var[margini(m,c)] (2.5.3)

Therefore any overall trends and results presented in this Thesis pertaining to
edge variance will hold true for margin variance and mean edge will be inverse
to mean margin. Recall for the 2-class case margini(m,c) = 1 - 2edgei(m,c).
Hence:

E[margini{m, c)] = E[l - 2edgei(m, c)]
= 1 — 2E[edgei(m, c)]
.-. E[edgei(m, c)] = 1 - -E[margini(m, c)]
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And:

Var[margini(m,c)] = Var[l-2edgei(m,c)]
= 4Var[edgei(m, c)]
.'. Var[edgei(m, c)] = -Var[margini(m,c)]

2.5.1 Current Margin and Edge Hypotheses

The current explanation for boosting's effectiveness is the margin hypothesis

It is widely believed that boosting performs well because it forces low margi

to become large. Breiman describes this as 'equalising', whereby high margins
(low edges) are sacrificed at the expense of low margins (high edges) to form
an improved classifier. Breiman, however, also claims this margin explanation

incomplete. The frontier paper on margin analysis is that by Schapire, Freund,

Bartlett and Lee [41]. They show cumulative empirical margin distributions an
claim that the minimum (tail) has been pushed up by boosting. Although not

clear from the presentation, it can be seen that the variance of these distri
tions is reduced via boosting - this result is analogous with results on the
distribution obtained in Section 3.1 of this Thesis.

Now, boosting uses reweighting and forces the base classifier to deal with mo
difficult (i.e. harder to classify) sections of the input space. This active

shifting a classifier's focus should result in uncorrelated errors. For exampl

iteration 1 a classifier misclassifies observations in a particular section o
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Reweighting increases the importance placed on such observations and decreases
the relative importance of correctly classified observations. T h e aim of this is to
correctly classify those observations with the n e w high weights. In subsequent
iterations this methodology will lead to zero or negative correlation between the
errors m a d e on individual observations by each classifier. Those classifiers with
lower weighted error are given a higher voting weight in the combined classifier.
Bagging on the other hand does not actively reweight examples but takes a bootstrap sample at each iteration. T h e original dataset is still disturbed but not as
aggressively as boosting. In this case w e would not necessarily expect zero or
negative correlation between errors on individual classifiers as each observation
retains a selection probability of jj.

2.6 Recent Published Work on Boosting and Ensemble Learning
Since its inception in 1995, boosting has been the subject of many theoretical and
empirical studies [3, 7, 41, 42]. It is widely recognised that noisy data or patterns
are difficult to learn. Such data can result in the overall performance being
sacrificed as boosting tries to support increased margins on incorrect classification
at the expense of data with already high margins. AdaBoost performs gradient
descent in a margin related function , concentrating on patterns which are hard
to learn. Empirical studies have demonstrated boosting's poorer performance
on noisy data [34, 35]. Even the frontier m i n i m u m margin paper by Schapire
et. al. offers explanation for boosting's superior performance, resulting in test
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error bounds involving the fraction of observations with a margin smaller than
threshold value. Clearly if a higher proportion of observations were associated
with higher margin, poor generalisation error would result. Variations of the
standard AdaBoost algorithm have been proposed [31, 35] which balance the
number of margin errors (misclassifications) and the magnitude of the margin.
These new algorithms involve new parameters which in practice are not easily
interpretable. Raetsch et. al. [36] propose a new boosting algorithm which
also allows for the presence of a certain amount of noise, using a parameter
which represents the fractions of observations permitted to have low margin.
The algorithm u-Arc allows the user to specify the fraction (u) of observations
that are difficult to learn. Such patterns will have lower margins (high edge)
and z^-Arc allows for a certain fraction of margins to lie on the incorrect side of
the decision boundary. Some of these observations will be misclassified by the
combined hypothesis and some will be classified correctly, despite having a small
margin. Essentially these low margin observations will have negligible weights
when the next stage of hypothesis building is occurring. A linear programming
problem motivates u-Arc, and in such circumstances it is not possible to reduce
the influence of noisy data more than penalising them linearly. Once a pattern
is recognised as being noisy, its classification by the final model is irrelevant.
Ratsch et. al. tolerate noise if it results in benefits to other parts of the data by
substantially increasing margin on 'non-noisy' observations.

Chapter 3
Variance Reduction of the Edge
3.1 Empirical Trials on Edge and Margin
It would be beneficial at this point to introduce new notation for the quantity
edgeiim, c) as defined in equation (2.5.1). Since the AdaBoost algorithm is used
for all trials with known values of the cm's, the c term may be dropped and replaced by an i to indicate that the edge values are calculated for each observation.
Therefore

edgeiim, c) = edge{m,i) (3.1.1)

For example, edge(5, 2) would be the value of edge calculated for the second
observation after 5 iterations.
In all experiments discussed in this Chapter, the decision tree learner c4.5 with
default options and default pruning was used as the base classifier, with a boosted
ensemble being built from m = 50 iterations. Datasets tested are a selection from
the UCI Machine Learning Repository [2]. The datasets were chosen to provide
a representative mixture of size and boosting performance previously reported.
The results shown in Figures 3.1 - 3.6 for the variance and mean of the edge
50
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across observations are representative for all U C I datasets tested. Table 3.1 gives
a listing of the datasets and their features as used in Thesis.
Table 3.1: Summary of UCI datasets used in this study - as per [34]
dataset

Cases

Classes

Continuous
Attributes

bands
colic
credit
glass
heart-h
heart-c
hepatitis
letter
census

512
368
690
214
294
303
155

2
2
2
6
2
2
2
26
2

20
10
7
9
8
8
6
16
6

20000
32000

Discrete
Attributes

20
12
13
0
5
5
13
0
8

The original training data was shuffled randomly and split into 10 equal-sized
partitions. Each of the ten partitions was used in turn as a test set for the
ensemble generated using the remaining 90% of the original data as a training
set. The shuffling step was added to ensure randomness in the order of class
distributions prior to partitioning.
At each iteration, the values for edge(m, i) were calculated for each observation
in the training set. The mean and variance of edge[m,%) were calculated at each
iteration over all observations as follows:

Ei[edge[m,i)\ =

—^edge[m,i)

i=i

1

N

Vari[edge(m, i)} =

— ^ ( e d # e ( m , i) - Ei[edge(m, i)])2

Note the i subscript on the expectation and variance calculations indicate that
expectation is taken over all observations for each iteration. The results of these
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trials appear in graphical form in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. These figures show
plots of Ei[edge(m, i)] and Vari[edge(m, i)] across observations versus the number
of boosting trials for the glass, letter and colic datasets. Each plotted symbol
represents the result across observations for a single fold of the 10-fold crossvalidation trial. Whilst results are only presented for 3 UCI datasets, the results
are representative of all datasets tested. The same signature mean and variance
behaviour is observed, independent of the dataset being tested.
An apparent exponential decrease in variance is noted for all datasets tested,
perhaps indicating an asymptote of zero or some small value, e. This possible
limit has not as yet been determined theoretically and these initial results prompt
the question "does boosting homogenise the edge?". The most dramatic variance
decay is seen in boosting trials m < 5 i.e. most of the 'hard' work appears to be
done in the first few trials. This observation is consistent with several authors

noting in earlier published empirical studies that little additional benefit is gained
after 10 boosting trials [12, 34]. The presence of a similar increasing trend in the
average edge can also be seen in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. If the above variance
trends are truly exponential, replotting Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 on a log scale will
show a linear trend. Refer to Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, which exhibit non-linear
trends when Vari[edge(m,i)} is plotted on a log scale. Hence this leads to the
conclusion that the observed decrease is not strictly exponential.
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Edge statistics versus number of boosting trials - glass data with 10-fold XVal
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Figure 3.1: Vari[edge(m, i)] and Ei[edge(m,i)] vs. number of boosting trials
glass data.

Edge statistics versus number of boosting trials letter data with 10-fold XVal
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Figure 3.2: Vari[edge(m,i)] and Ei[edge(m,i)] vs. number of boosting trials
letter data.

Edge statistics versus number of boosting trials colic data with 10-fold XVal
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Figure 3.3: Vari[edge(m,i)] and Ei[edge(m,i)] vs. number of boosting trials
colic data.
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Figure 3.4: log(Vari[edge(m,i)]) vs. number of boosting trials : glass data.
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Figure 3.5: \og(Vari[edge(m, i)]) vs. number of boosting trials : letter data.
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Figure 3.6: log(Vari[edge(m,i)]) vs. number of boosting trials : colic data.
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Test error versus average edge - glass data with 10-fold XVal
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Figure 3.7: Test set error vs. Ei[edge(m,i)]: glass data m = 5 0 iterations.
It has been suggested in recent studies [3, 41] that reduction in test set error
may correlate with a reduction in the edge values (equivalent to an increase in
margin values). With the exception of the letter dataset, plotting the average
edge versus test set error for all crossvalidated folds showed no correlation between
decreasing edge values and a reduction in test set error for all datasets but the
letter dataset. A possible explanation for this may be the larger dataset size
and the increased number of response classes. Refer to Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9,
where test error was measured as the percentage of incorrect classifications on
the 10% leave aside test set in the cross-validation procedure. The correlation
coefficients for these plots are -0.134, -0.713 and -0.076 respectively. It was also
noted that boosting with equal votes where the vote for each classifier was equal
to — resulted in a similar 'exponential' decrease in variance of the edge.
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Test error versus average edge - letter data with 10-fold XVal
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Figure 3.8: Test set error vs. Ei[edge(m,i)]: letter data m = 50 iterations.

Test error versus average edge - colic data with 10-fold XVal
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Figure 3.9: Test set error vs. Ei[edge(m,i)]: colic data m 50 iterations.

3.2

Theoretical Analysis of Average Edge Trends

A simplified expression for average edge m a y be derived as follows:
1

m

Ei[edge(m,i)] =

Ei[=^-^CjIj{i)\
^

C j

i=i
m

1

1

- i5^El0S(^(l))1
i

m

i
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Now, define ej as Ei[Ij(i)], giving:
1

m

1
Ei[edge{m,i)} = — ^ — _ x - ^ l o g ( — )
2^j=ii0Z\p.) j=x
Pj

(3.2.1)

& j

Empirical results from Section 3.1 show an increase in average edge as the number
of boosting trials (m) increases (Figures 3.1 - 3.3).
The condition for this to occur is Ei[edge(m,i)] < em+i and is derived below.
E^edgeim+l,z)}

m + l }nrr( i

=

^-^^^log{j.)ej

EiledgeimAftxZ?^1 l°9(w:)e
Medgeim^ZfJi^osiw:)
£i[ed9e(m,i)]x£™+1 logifrej
Ei[edge(m,i)] ZjLi log(47)+£i[ed3e(m,i)] l o g ( ^ — )

Y/f=i Mjr)^
=

Ei[edge(m,i)] x

J
Er=ilog( ^ )e . + ^ [ed5e( m . )]log( ^_iy

= Ei[edge{m,i)]x factorm
For Ei[edge(m + l,i)] > Ei[edge(m,i)], factorm > 1 and since numerator and
denominator are both positive, the condition becomes:
m+l

1

m -

1

Vlog(—)e^
~[

Pj

>

Y\log(—)ej + Ei[edge{m,i)]\og{~[

log(- )em+1 > Ei[edge(m,i)]\og(- )
Pm+l

Pj

)

Pm+l

Pm+l

Ei[edge(m,i)] < em+i

Therefore the average edge will increase between the m-th and (m+l)-th boosting
trials if the unweighted error of the (m + l)-th trial is greater than or equal
to the average edge calculated at the m-th trial. Empirically it is seen that
max(Ei[edge(m,i)]) < max(em), where the maximum is taken over estimated
edges for all observations at iteration m. Generally the average edge increases
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Figure 3.10: em versus number of boosting trials, letter data.
but stays below a threshold of the maximum unweighted error of hypotheses
indicating that the maximum unweighted error is an upper bound on average
edge.
Empirical evidence from this study indicates that ei < em+i (z < m), with the
results for the letter dataset given in Figure 3.10. This plot is indicative of em
trends observed for other datasets tested i.e. the training set error, ej appears to
be increasing.

3.3 Theoretical Analysis of Variance Reduction
Trends
We have seen empirical results of variance reduction trends for the edge when
boosting is applied (Section 3.1). It would be beneficial to quantify these empirical observations and develop theory to give structured representation to the
empirical results observed to date.
An alternative expression for Vari[edge(m,i)] is derived below. Firstly, the definition of edge follows that given in equation (2.5.1) [3] and the new notation
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introduced in Section 3.1 in equation (3.1.1). Retaining the definition of Cj, an
expression of edge(m, i) is given as:
V ^ CJI M x * ) ^ Vi]
>
^
i

( -\
edge[m,i) =
J

3
m

Let ej represent the unweighted error of the j-th hypothesis and ej the weighted
error of the j-th hypothesis, i.e.
n

1
^
n

=

-^2l[h(*i)^yi}

i=i

n
£j = Ys^K^^ViWi
-

z=i

The following elementary statistical rules are used in the variance derivation:
. Var[Xi +X2 + ...Xn) = Var\£ X,] = £ VariX,} + 2 £ £,<. Cov[Xt, Xj]
• Var[aX] = a2Var[X]
• Cov[aX, bY] = abCov[X, Y]

• Cov[X, Y] = E[XY] - E[X]E[Y]
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So, letting I[hj(xi) =£ yt] = Ij{i):
1

m

Vari[edge{m,i)]

=

Vari[——^Cjljji)}
L, CJ j=i
-

m

= {^c.y^ari[^2cJIj(i)]
rm

Var

i[cJIj(i)] +2 YYCwiWA1)! ckh{i))

ryc.\2 ( YI
-*

/

m

m

"<•

lit,

PPN2 1] ^W^W] +
KZ^Cj) \ j = i
N o w for AdaBoost

2

X^ CjCkC0Vi[Ij(i), Ik(i)]
j<k

, Cj = log(-^-) = log(4:).

Therefore,
Vari[edge(m,i)]

—

Ef^iOog ^)2Van[Ij(i)}+2Y: Y™<k

log(^) log(^)Cw<[/J-(i),Jfc(i)]

(3.3.1)
_

2

Ef=iaog/3i) ^n[/3ft)]+2E Ef<fc log/3j log/9fcCwi[/J-(t),/fc(t)]
(Er=1log/3,)2

Now, Ij(i) is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter p — ej, where ej represents the unweighted error of the j'-th hypothesis. Therefore, Vari[Ij(i)] =
ej(l — ej), and
Vari[edge{m,i)]

=

E

'~ ( E ^ f i d g ^ 2 ^

2E ET<k lpg/% logi9fcC'a«<[JJ-(i),Jfc(i)]
+
(E^alog^) 2
But CoVi[Ij(i),Ik(i)} = Eiil^hii)]

(3.3.2)

- Ei[Ij(i)]Ei{Ik(i)}.

Therefore,
vari\eage\m,i)\ - (vj^iog/^ + (E^iogft)2 ^ 3 ^
2EEr<^og^l°g^ejefc
(Epilog/?;)2

T h e expression derived for Vari[edge(m,i)]

in equation (3.3.3) is dependent only
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on €j,ej and Ei[Ij(i)Ik(i)]. It is unlikely that there is a simple expression for
Ei[Ij(i)Ik(i)], where Ij(i),Ik{i) are Bernoulli random variables, since the expectation depends on the interactions of errors of hypotheses hj(x) and hk(x). However, it may be possible to determine bounds on this expectation.
Intuitively this result makes sense, since at each iteration, the learner attempts to
correctly predict observations that were predicted incorrectly at the previous iteration. For this to happen, the indicator variables for unweighted error should be
negatively correlated for pair-wise iterations. If errors were positively correlated,
voting could degrade performance since individual hypotheses may consistently
vote incorrectly on some observations and never be given the chance to explore
different areas of the training set. Hence, from the expression derived, negative
or zero covariance terms will result in non-increasing values for Vari[edge(m, i)].
This equates to the predictions of the hj (x) 's being negatively correlated or uncorrelated, which is equivalent to Breiman's recent notion of "equalizing" [7].

3.3.1 Examining Components of

Ej= 1 g ) ( 1
ej)
( ^ ^ g^ ) 2""

In empirically examining the =ly™_ log/?-)2 ^

term in e uation

9

(3-3.3) , the

following was noted:

• \ogPm shows no trending as m increases for the glass and colic datasets,
but shows variance reduction and possible cycles for letter. Refer to Figures
3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. Note, however, that the values of Pj are highly variable
for the colic dataset. This is an interesting result as boosting degrades
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Figure 3.11: Pj vs. number of boosting trials: letter data

performance on this dataset.

Y^JLi^og Pj is linear in m, suggesting that log Pj is constant.

Since log Pj appears to be constant, ,ym \OR/3.\2

1S

strongly a ^ type curve.

Hence this normalising factor has a strong decaying effect. Refer to Figur

3.14. This is akin to the central limit theorem in statistics, which seems
to apply here since boosting forms a weighted average of the individual

classifications and differs only in the dependence between the classifiers
feature of boosted ensembles.

The (log Pj)2ej(l—ej) term exhibits quite a random scatter with no trendin

as m increases for the glass and colic datasets but a trend is detected fo
the letter dataset. Refer to Figures 3.15 and 3.16.
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Figure 3.13: Pj vs. number of boosting trials: colic data
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Figure 3.14: ,y{^ 0)2 vs. number of boosting trials.
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Figure 3.16: (logPj) ej(l — ej) vs. number of boosting trials: glass data.
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3.3.2 Proving that Vari[edge(m,i)] is a Monotonic N o n Increasing Function in m.
An alternative expression for Vari[edge(m, i)] has been derived in equation (3.3.2)
as:

T/ r

. , .„ E7=i^gPj)2ej(l-ej) + 2j:E?<k^gPjlogPkC0Vi[Ij(i),Ik(i)}

Vari[edge(m,i)\ = - ^

y a\i
0^j=il°gPj)

To prove that this is a monotonic non-increasing function in m, it must be shown
that Var\edge[m, i)} > Vari[edge(m + 1, i)] Vm > 1.

Er=i0og^)2ej(l-ej)+2 E E7<fc log/?.' logflfcCSM/jffl./fcffl]
(EJlViogft)2

+

(log/3rrt+i)2e7n+i(l-em+i)+2X!^Lilog/?jlog/?m+iC'otii[JJ(i),/r71+i(t)]
( E ^ x 1 log Pj)2

(Er=il°gft)2
Vari[edge(m,i)]
(E^Viog^
(log/?7n+i)2em+i(l-em.n)+21og^m+i E ^ i logftg^t/jCi),/,^^]
+

(E^Viogft)2

= Cml/arj[e<i#e(m, z)] + Am
Ideally, we seek the distribution of Am, which is essentially a cross-product covariance term and difficult to conceptualise. Hence alternative expansions for
edge(m+ l,i) and Vari[edge(m,i)} are developed below.

e<i#e(m-t-M) = ^+ilog/?.
E£=i log0jlj(i)+log0m+ilm+i(i)

E^V^sft

- ( 1 log^m+1 \

(3.3.4)

C(jnr(rn

j\ I log/3m+l/m+l(i)
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Figure 3.17: Cm vs. number of boosting trials.

Now,
2

Van[edge(m + l,i)} =

h - J|ggj^_J Van[edge(m,i)\

i (log/?m+l)2em+i(l-em+1) (3 3 5"\

(EfJi'iogft)2

v

'' '

+ (ES^)(EW^)C^[/-+l(2)'e^e(m'i)]

The variance expression derived in equation (3.3.5) differs from that derived in

equation (3.3.2) in its expression of the Am term. The latter two terms in equat
(3.3.5) are equal to the Am term in equation (3.3.2).
The Cm term is equal in both cases and is clearly less than 1, approaching 1 as
m increases. This quantity is plotted as Figure 3.17.
The new expansion derived as equation (3.3.5) contains terms which may be used

to explain the variance reduction behaviour. The second term in equation (3.3.5)
behaves as a 0(-^) term and will approach zero rapidly as m increases. The

covariance term will be neither strictly positive or negative but given the insi
we have on boosting, we expect this term to be negative and larger in earlier

iterations as boosting does the majority of the difficult work in early iteratio
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Figure 3.18: Am vs. number of boosting trials.

as it attempts to 'balance' misclassifications across observations. A decrease

this covariance is noted in later iterations as mathematical restrictions beco

influential when the number of pair-wise covariances increases. This notion is

reinforced in Section 3.4.2 where we observe the covariance (correlation) term

having less effect as the number of boosting iterations increases (Refer to Fi

3.22). The edge variance decreases dramatically in the first few iterations the

varies little as the covariance term is less significant and the O(^) term bec
smaller and smaller.

The above discussion is an intuitive proof for the variance reduction observed

empirically. An exact form of the covariance term is intractable due to the na

of the boosting algorithm and edge values being dependent on the misclassifica
or otherwise of each observation at each iteration. A plot of the Am term is
included as Figure 3.18 where we observe Am approaching 0 in the limit.
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3.3.3

Developing the Recurrence Relation for Vari[edge(m+

i,0]

In Section 3.3.2, the following recurrence relation was developed for Vari[edge

i,0].
Vari[edge(m + 1, i)] = CmVari[edge(m, i)] + Am (3.3.6)

But:

CmVari[edge(m,i)] + Am = Cm \Cm-iVari[edge(m - 1,i)] + Am_1J + Am
= CmCm_i \Cm_2Vari[edge(m - 2, i)} + Am-2)
+ CmAm_i + Am

T/~ r A n -M rrm r» E£i^(E,'±>gft)2
= Kari[edpe(l, *)] lli=i <^ + — ( E f f i i o g / ^ —
2

- Var\edae(l i)]Um <£''-* "*">>' i ^^(E^^
- var.le^e^l, zjj 1 1,=1 (E,+ilog/3.)2 +
2
2
ei(i-ei)(iogA) , E^i^KE-^iog^)
( E ^ 1 ^g ft)2 (E^Viogft)2
ei(l-ei)(log/3i)2+E£i ^ ( E j t l log/?,)2

(E^V^gft)2
And so,

„- r j , .„ ei(l ~ ei)(log A ) 2 + EI^T1 4 ( E £ log^f
Vari[edge(m,i)\ =
( V m log/3)2

(E™+ilog/3.)2
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10

Let Sm = Vari[edge(m + l,i)] — Vari[edge(m, i)].

5m

i+i
+
TtiMY,t>gPj)
=
(Er^iog^) 2
•VH-1
2
i \ log/3,)
ei(l - d) (logft) + £ £ ? A ( E<7=
2
(E7=1log/?,)
2
ei(i - ei)(iogA)

=

+

1
ei(l- C l )(logA)

(ES'iogft) 2

(E^iog/?,-)1

zr=i 4(££i log A-)2 E™; 1 ^ ( E S ^g A-)2
m+l T . ^ \2
(ET=i^gPj)

= ei(i-ei)(iogA)2

(EJliiog/%)2
l l

(ESiog^)2

(EJLiiog/?^

( E S 1 iog^)2

(Er=iiog^)^

m-l l+l

+ YMY1°Z^2
I=I

+A

j=i

= 4n,l + 4n,2 + &m

The Sm;i and 5mj2 quantities are plotted for the glass, colic and letter datasets as
Figures 3.19-3.20.

Now,
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<W

=
<

ei(l-ei)

(EE'iog/^)2

(E7=ii°g&)

0

An upper bound for Sm2 is obtained as follows:
Vari[edge(m + 1, i)] - Vari[edge(m, i)] =
=

<5m,i + 5m<2 + AT

< W + < W + Vari[edge(m + 1, i)]

— CmVari[edge(m,i)]
Vari[edge(m, i)](Cm - 1) =

<5m,i + <5m>2

0 > <$m,l + Sm:2
$m,2 < —b~m,l

Sm,2 < ||<WII
This upper bound for 8mt2 is loose and does not give any indication of the sign of
5mi2. However, we know 8mji + 8m:2 < 0 and again the complex Am term is

determining the sign of 8m. We have already seen that the Am term is equi

to the last two terms in equation (3.3.5) and are also plotted in Figure
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intuitive proof has already been given for Am to approach zero in the limit which
then suggests 8m < 0 as desired for a variance reduction.

3.4 General Forms of Voting Systems
Mathematical analysis of variance reduction may be simplified by considering
general forms of voting systems. This may also allow the variance to be partitioned into components pertaining to the voting mechanism and those pertaining
to the method of formation of a sequence of classifiers. In boosting, consecutive
classifiers are formed via an adaptive procedure but for bagging they are formed
via a sequence of bootstrap replicates. Examples of possible schemes to consider
are :
• Scenario 1: All m classifiers make identical predictions at each iteration
and hence have the same individual error rates with corri[Ij(i), Ik(i)] = 1.
The voting weight of the j'-th classifier = Cj (In this case Cj is normalised
so that Ej=i cj = !)•
• Scenario 2: The m classifiers do not make identical predictions at each
iteration but have the same individual error rates with corri[Ij(i), Ik(i)] = p.
(-^rj < p < 1) Voting weight of the j'-th classifier = ^.
• Scenario 3: The m classifiers do not make identical predictions at each
iteration but have the same individual error rates with corri[Ij(i),Ik(i)] — p
(-:=Zi < P < !)• Voting weight of the j-th classifier = Cj (In this case Cj is
normalised so that EJLi cj = !)•
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• Scenario 4: T h e m classifiers do not m a k e identical predictions at each
iteration and have differing individual error rates with corri[Ij(i), Ik(i)] = p
(^zi < P < 1)- Voting weight of the j-th classifier = Cj (In this case Cj is
normalised so that J2T=i cj

=

!)•

The variance expression, Vari[edge(m, i)] from equation (3.3.3) for each of these
scenarios is developed in the following sections.

3.4.1 Scenario 1: All m classifiers make identical predictions at each iteration and hence have the s a m e individual error rates with corri[Ij(i), hi})} = 1-

If all m classifiers make identical predictions at each iteration, all m classifiers w
have the same individual error rates with cofri[Ij(i), Ik(i)\ = 1. Voting weight of
the j'-th classifier is equal to Cj (Ej=i cj — 1)

• ej = ek = e

• Vanlljii)] = Vari[Ik(i)) = e(l - e)

• cdrri[Ij(i),Ik(i)] = 1

• CoVi[Ij(i),Ik(i)} = e(l-e)

anc

l hence:
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Vari[edge(m, i)] =
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^ ( C j ) 2 e ; ( l - ej) + 2 ] T ^
j=l
m

j<k
m
2

= B<• ) e(l-e) +
j

i=i
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=

e ( l --e)J>)
/ m
e(l-

" e)

2 ^ ^ C , C :Ae ( l - e)
j<k
in

2

J=I

=

CjCkCovi[Ij(i), Ik(i)}

+-2eU-e)EEcjC

k

j<k

2 2EE-iCkj
+
Efe)

777

=

e(l-

=

e(l-• c )

This expression for variance is constant and independent of m . Therefore, if this
type of voting scheme was employed, no reduction in the variance of edge values
would occur. This scenario is equivalent to a single classifier ensemble being built
and hence does not apply to boosting.

3.4.2 Scenario 2: The m classifiers do not make identical
predictions at each iteration but have the s a m e individual error rates with corri[Ij(i),Ik{i)] — p. Voting
weight of the j-th classifier = ^
In this scenario, the m classifiers do not make identical predictions at each iteration but have the same individual error rates, in which case,

COTTJ

[Ij(i), h(i)] = P

(m~Zi 5: P < !)• The voting weight for all classifiers is equal to ^. According to
Breiman's recent work [7], this seems to be the most likely scenario - i.e. "equalizing" where the training set misclassification rate is nearly constant across the
training set i.e. the e/s are equalised. This perhaps explains why such a good
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match is obtained when overlaying empirical results onto the plot of theoretical
variance obtained in Scenario 2. (refer to Figure 3.22). In this case:

• Cj = —

• ej = ek = e

• Vari[Ij(i)} = Vari[Ik(i)] = e(l - e)

• corralj(i),Ik(i)] = p
• CoVi[Ij(i), Ik(i)] = pe(l-e)

Under these conditions, edge values would vary between 0 and 1 and we would
not expect the variance of these edge values to be constant as m increases.
Now,

Vanledge^i)} = £

(EJLI^1

~ ej) + ^E7<kCoVi[Ij(i),Ik(z)})

= ^(E7=ie(l-e) + 2EE^M1-e))
= ^(me(l-e) + 2pC(l-c)EEr<*l)

(3A1)

= ^(rne(l-e) + 2pe(l-e)^^)
= ^(l + p(m-l))
The first term in this expression may be considered the voting component and
the second term involving p the component pertaining to the method of classifier
formation. Figure 3.21 shows the value of this variance expression with e fixed
at 0.04 and p varying. (j~ < p < 1)- The theoretical justification for p having
a lower limit of ^y is given in [28]. For this reason, it can be seen that the
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Figure 3.21: Plot of Vari[edge(m,i)] for varying p vs. number of combined
classifiers (e = 0.04).
0

variance becomes negative at m = 20 when p — —0.05.

To check the degree of cofri[Ij(i),Ik(i)] for the letter dataset, the var

ues obtained empirically are overlaid onto the theoretical variance tren

drawn as Figure 3.21. The value of e is again set at 0.04 which is a clo
to the values of ej obtained empirically for the letter data. Referring

3.22, it may be concluded that cofri[Ij(i), Ik(i)] for the letter data i
0 <corri[Ij(i),Ik(i)}< 0.10.

A limitation of this scenario is the assumption of the unweighted errors

equal for each iteration. This is clearly not the case in practice and i

has been observed empirically that the e/s tend to increase as the numbe

boosting iterations increases. This assumption leads to an underestimati

variance as the e(l — e) term is deflated. This is also evident in Figur

the empirical data (marked by a '+') falls above the e^~e' (1 + p(m — 1))
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all levels of p.

It should also be noted that the p = 0 line on Figure 3.22 demonstrates

variance reduction for a pure binomial model. We see this clearly not th
for the example dataset plotted and conclude that a correlation term is

present and significant in any edge variance expressions. This is partic
early iterations as boosting works hard to correctly classify difficult

resulting in significant negative cdrri[Ij(i), Ik(i)] between iterations
servations.

An extension to this class of voting system is to consider the where onl
bouring pairs of errors have correlation p. In this scenario we have:
r

, / M e(l — e) ( (m — 1)\
VarAedge(m, i)\ =

-

'- 1 + p-

m

\

'-

m

J

In practise, the above expression for Vari[edge(m, i)] will not differ s
from the expression derived as 3.4.1 in this Section.
These empirical results for Vari[edge(m,i)] confirm Breiman's notion of
ization" , whereby an ensemble classifier equalises the number of times

observation is classified incorrectly throughout the m trials. Looking a

tion, it may be interesting to track the percentage of incorrect classif
observation as m increases. This percentage should become approximately
stant as m increases. This is observed in Figures 3.23 and 3.24 for one

validated fold for the bands and letter datasets. It can be seen for the

dataset that the percentage incorrect for each observation has settled d
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Figure 3.22: Plot of Vari[edge(m, i)] for varying p and Vari[edge(m,i)] for th
letter data vs. number of combined classifiers (e = 0.04).

reasonably tight band about 20%. For the letter data, this band also falls around

20%, although it is difficult to distinguish visually because of the large num
of observations being plotted on a single graph.

Now, if in fact boosting is working at equalising the percentage of misclassif

cations across all observations, there may be some observations for which this
is not possible. Such observations may be considered to be noise or outliers.

Removal of such observations could lead to improved classification accuracy if

an ensemble is retrained without these observations. This notion is extended i

Section 4.2, where the next set of empirical studies tracks the percentage inc
rect at m = 1,5,10,50. The resulting edge(m,%ys are plotted to check if any

observations still have a high percentage of incorrect classifications after m
iterations. This would coincide with the observations having a higher average
edge value as they would always contribute an incorrect vote. Figure 3.23 shows
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Figure 3.23: % incorrect per observation number - varying m : bands data.
this scenario for one fold of the bands dataset. It can be seen that a small subset
of the observations have edge value equal to 0.4 after only 5 iterations and are
easily distinguished from the main cluster of observations.

3.4.3

Scenario 3 : T h e m classifiers d o not m a k e identical
predictions at each iteration but have the s a m e individual error rates with corri[Ij(i),Ik(i)] = p. Voting
weight of the j-th classifier = Cj (%2T=i ci= •*-)*

In this scenario, the m classifiers do not m a k e identical predictions at each iteration but have the same individual error rates. In this case, corri[Ij(i), Ik(i)] = p
^m-i — P

<

-0- Voting weight of the j-th classifier = Cj (Ej=i cj ~ !)•

So,
• ej = ek = e

Van[Ij(i)} = Vari[Ik(i)} = e(l - e)
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Figure 3.24: % incorrect per observation number - varying m : letter data.
corri[ej,ek] = p

CoVi[Ij(i), Ik(i)] = pe(\ - e)

Again, the edge values would vary between 0 and 1 and it is not expected that
the variance of these edge values to be constant as m increases. The value of
Vari[edge(m, i)] in this case is derived below.

Vari[edge(m,i)} =

*}T(cj)2ej(l -&j) +

^YYcjckCoVi[Ij(i),Ik(i))

j=i
m

j<k

= X>;)Ml-e) + 2^^c^e(l-e)
j<k

i=i

= e(!-e)

[Y^2+2pYYc^k
\j=l

j<k

Now, (E7=1 Cj)2 = Er=i(9)2 + 2EE£*cic*- Therefore,

^A i-E£ifo)2
^l^CjCk
j<k

=
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And,
Van[edge(m,i)} = e(l - e)[E™=i(cj)2 + p(l - E7=i(^)2)] , ^
(3.4.2)
2

= e(l-e)[E7=1(Cj) (l-p)+p]

It may be interesting and beneficial to test the value of Vari[edge(m, i)] on varyi
distributions of cm. Empirically, it is observed that the distribution of cm does
not have a consistent form across datasets. (Refer to Figures 3.11 - 3.13)
A simplified distribution for Cj is outlined below.
Let Ci... Or have equal weights totalling w.
w
Cj\j=l...r

r
1— w
"j\j=r+l...m

m —r
Now,

j=l

j=l

=

j=r+l

r x (—)2 + (m-r) x (
f
r
m —r
2
2
w
(1 — w)
r
(m — r)

A n d so,

Vari[edge(m,i)} =

w2
(1 — w)2
e(l - e)[p+(l - p ) ( — + " _ ' ))

= e(l — e) x F(m, r, w, p)

It can be seen that in each Vari[edge(m, i)] expression derived to this point, the
quantity e(l — e) is multiplied by a factor, F. When comparing voting schemes for
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Figure 3.25: Variance multiplying factor for m = 50 and p — 0.9.
maximum variance reduction, further analysis of this factor will be paramount.
In the first case (Section 3.4.1), this factor was equal to 1, in the second case
(Section 3.4.2) the factor was equal to — [1 + p(m — 1)] and now the factor is a
more complicated function of m,r,w, p. Since F is a multiplicative factor and if

boosting results in variance reduction, it would be of benefit to test conditions for
min(F) since a minimum F will result in greatest variance reduction, conjectured
to give boosting its greatest efficiency.
The function F(m, r, w, p) is plotted for m = 50, p = 0.1,0.5,0.9, w = 0.01, 0.5,0.9
and varying r. On the same plot, the value of

1

^~ ^is overlaid, which is the

equivalent multiplicative function for equal voting weights of Cj = — (denoted as
w=uniform in Figures 3.26 and 3.25).
Referring to Figures 3.25 and 3.26 it can be seen that:

• The lowest multiplicative factor and hence lowest Vari[edge(m, i)] occurs
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when Cj = ^ (denoted as w=uniform in Figures 3.26 and 3.25).

• Low multiplicative factors occur for high r O low w , r « y and low r <£4>
high iu combinations

• When the values of Cj are very unbalanced lower variance occurs.

This is the same principle which applies in many fields (e.g. finance, logistics)
where diversity increases variation and variation is minimised when uniform inputs are used.

3.4.4 Scenario 4 : The m classifiers do not make identical
predictions at each iteration and have differing individual error rates with carrelj(i), Ik{i)] = P- Voting
weight of the j-th classifier = Cj (2j=i cj = !)•
The m classifiers do not make identical predictions at each iteration and have
differing individual error rates. In this case, corralj(i),Ik(i)] = p(^zi < P < !)•
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Voting weight of the j-th classifier = Cj (Ejli cj = 1) a n d hence:

• ej ^ ek

• Vari[Im(i)] = em(l - em)

• corri[ej,ek] = p

• CoVi[Ij(i), Ik(i)] = py/ej(l - ej)^ek(l - ek)

m m

Vari[edge(m, i)] =

^(CJ)%(1
7=1
m

= Y(crfeAl ~ e^

+ 2p

c c

-&j) + ^ Y Y

j kCoVi[Ij(i), Ik(i)}

j<k
m

YlYc3ck\JejO- - ej)^ek(l-ek)}

j=l

j<k

This expression is unable to be simplified further, yet is the variance expression for the most general of voting systems. AdaBoost forms such a system yet
it appears that the variance structure for AdaBoost closely matches Scenario 3
whereby the classifiers do not make equal predictions at each iteration but the
pair-wise correlation between errors is equal across iterations. The theoretical
and empirical results presented in this Chapter point to the notion of boosting
equalising the proportion of misclassifications for each observation as the number
of boosting trials increases.

This Section has confirmed that the most likely form of the Vari[edge(m, i)] is an
^" expression multiplied by a factor which is a function of p and m. Variance
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decay is quite dramatic in early iterations and tapers off in later
more restrictions are placed on the strength of the covariance term.

Chapter 4
Noise Detection
4.1 Edge and Margin
In Section 2.4, we saw that recent explanations on the success of boosting and
ensemble methods have their foundations in edge and margin analysis. The definitions of these two measures are repeated below for convenience.
Assume we have a base learner which produces hypothesis hj(x) at the j'-th iteration, and an error indicator function, Ijfa) = I(hj(xi) -^ y^). Let Cj represent
the vote for the j'-th hypothesis with Ej=i cj — 1- Then, after m iterations:

• edge(m,i) — total weight assigned to all incorrect classes. Recall the
definition from Section 3.1 and Equation (3.1.1).

• margini(m, c) = total weight assigned to the correct class minus the maximal weight assigned to any incorrect class.

Schapire et al. [41] claim that boosting is successful because it creates a higher
margin distribution and hence increases the confidence of correct classification.
Schapire et. al. claim that
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boosting is particularly good at finding classifiers with large margins
in that it concentrates on those examples whose margins are small
(or negative) and forces the base learning algorithm to generate good
classification for those examples.

i.e. boosting gives a higher 'distribution' of margins with boosting giving an
overall higher margin distribution than bagging. Breiman, however, claims the
high margin explanation is incomplete and introduces new ensemble techniques
which actively improve margin distributions but do not result in improved generalisation error [7].
Section 3.1 demonstrated the tendency for boosting to 'balance' the edge (or
margin) in its quest to classify more difficult observations. Using this property,
a method of detecting noise and difficult boundaries in training data will be
presented in later sections of this Chapter.

4.2 Extending Variance Trends to Detect Noise
The notion of 'balancing' has been discussed previously in Section 2.4. This
property may be exploited to detect noise or 'difficult' sections in the training
data. Since the distribution of edge values is expected to become more uniform
as the number of boosting trials increases, deviations from this distribution may
be assumed to be caused by noisy or incorrect data, or data falling on or near
a classification boundary. Noisy data is certainly difficult to classify and some
observations may be too difficult to classify correctly in all but a few iterations.
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Such observations would have high initial edge values which remain high due to
persistent misclassification. If these deviations from the overall edge distribution
can be detected at say, m = 10 — 20 iterations, then the associated observations
may be deemed to be noisy data. Identification and if necessary, removal of such
observations should lead to improved classification accuracy on training and test
data. The optimal choice of m is still unclear but at m = 10 — 20, computing
time is still relatively small and deviations from the distribution should already
be apparent. Empirical studies have also noted that little gain in boosting is
made after 10 iterations [4, 12, 34].
To test this hypothesis, and check whether 'offending' noisy data could be identified, noise was injected into the letter and census datasets by assigning random
class labels to 5% of the data. These datasets were chosen because of their size
(20,000 and 32,000 observations respectively). To perform this randomisation,
the data was shuffled, then the first 5% of observations were assigned a random
class label before the data was reshuffled again. This ensured no systematic bias
in the noise while still retaining the observation number for later comparison. The
edge(m, i) values were captured after 15 iterations (i.e. edge(15, i)) and plotted
against observation number as displayed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
Referring to Figure 4.1 for the letter dataset, a clear distinction between edge
values can be seen around observation 1000. For the letter data, observations
0-1000 were deliberately relabelled with random class values to simulate noise.
The remainder of the observations were untouched, yet it is still possible that
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Figure 4.1: edge(15,i) vs. observation number: letter data with class labels
randomly assigned for observations 1-1000.
some of these observations may be noisy but as yet undetected in the raw UCI
[2] dataset. For the census data plotted in Figure 4.2, another clear boundary
is evident, this time with earlier observations (i.e. observations 0-1500) showing

failure to reach lower edge values - (note the gap in the plot on the lower left hand
corner). Although this example is contrived with known noise being introduced,
it demonstrates an important result in being able to identify and eliminate noise.
These results indicate that truncating the edge distribution or setting a threshold
on edge values and re-learning could be an effective way of reducing noise and
improving model performance.
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4.3 Results on the BHP Dataset
As is widely known, noise is inherent in many real-life databases and the industrial
domain is no exception. A dataset provided by BHP Steel has been collected over
a 6 month period on a continuous steel coating process 1. T h e dataset comprises
5447 observations, 27 input (predictor) variables and a 0/1 response representing
a steel coating defect. A response value of 0 indicates defect free steel and a
response value of 1 flags the presence of a defect. T h e 27 input variables include
zone temperature, line speed, cleaner mode, pressure, supplier, steel dimensions,
steel strength etc.
The BHP data was run through 10 boosting iterations using c4.5 with default
options as the base learner. T h e edge(m, i) values were saved after each iteration
for all observations, and sample statistics calculated after 10 iterations. Plotting
edge(10, i) versus observation number in Figure 4.3 shows a distinct band of lower
edges for observation numbers in the vicinity of 2500 — 3000.
Closer inspection reveals this to be observations 2480 — 3021. Because the noise
in this dataset is not contrived as for the letter and census datasets, analysis
can proceed by trying to determine reasons for the area of low noise, possibly
improving classification accuracy and ultimately reducing defect losses through
more robust defect prediction. T o proceed with analysis on this dataset, a n e w
variable obsflag was appended to the existing BHP

dataset, creating a n e w

dataset n a m e d BHPflag. T h e obsflag variable was assigned a value of 1 if the
^ H P Steel : Metal Coating Production Line, Port Kembla, N S W Australia
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Figure 4.3: Plot of edge(10, i) vs. observation number : BHP

data.

observation number fell within the range 2480 — 3021 inclusive and 0 otherwise.
At this stage it is suspected that the central band of observations belong to a
context change where the process is operating under different conditions to those
of the remainder of the data. In order to determine what, if anything is unique
about the predictors (operating conditions) in this centre band of observations,
a single c4.5 decision tree was fitted. All previous 27 input variables were used
as predictors, with the response being the new obsflag indicator variable for
observation number defined previously. The resulting tree shown in Figure 4.4
had a simple structure with only 8 leaf nodes. To check consistency, an Spins
tree was also built, making use of the recursive partitioning rpart function [43].
The Splus tree resulted in very similar split and branch variables. In simple
terms, there are two distinct operating regimes as determined in Figure 4.4 via
the decision path given input attributes.
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Figure 4.4: Decision tree for obsflag : BHP

data.

1. observations 2480-3021

2. observations 1-2479 and observations 3022-end

These trees give concise decision rules for several different operating regimes using
combinations of the input predictors. The advantage of such trees is that future
observations can be classified into various operating regimes using the known values of their input attributes. Refer to Section 4.5 for a comprehensive list of all
cross-validation results for the BHP dataset.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 detail how each regime has a different mechanism for defect occurrence. If the BHP data was shuffled, these contexts would probably go
undetected. Yet as a continuous industrial process, preserving the order of observations is vital in retaining key information regarding the process. Time variables
in such processes are important markers in the progression of the process.
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If a decision tree is built to classifiy defect presence including observation number
(obsnum) as a predictor, context change may be detected if any split points on
obsnum are returned. This would detect a context change in the classification
variable (defects=0,l) but may not detect context changes in the input variables.
When this notion is tested on the BHP data, the resulting decision tree is highly
complex but does have an obsnum split point at obsnum = 2338. This split point
occurs at depth 3 on the decision tree and is perhaps not as apparent as the context change detected in the edge(lO, i) versus observation number plot (Figure
4.3), yet still alludes to different structure beyond observation 2338.
When checking for incorrect predictions, most misclassification came from several
clusters of consecutive observations. Two things could be occurring in relation to
these misclassified clusters.

1. Observations falling within the range 2480 — 3021 may have 'slipped' out of
the common operating setup, resulting in brief sections where the process is
not operating consistently. This may result in predictions implying that the
process is operating outside the unique conditions in this flagged section.

2. Smaller clusters of observations outside observation range 2480 — 3021 may
have operating conditions which fall within those modelled by the decision
tree in Figure 4.4 for the easily detected section of 2480 — 3021. These
smaller clusters are not visually detected by the edge(10, i) versus observation number plot but may still be important when separating the dataset
into 2 smaller datasets, each with distinct contexts.
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Hence for future unseen observations, the first stage of classification would be
to initially classify into obsflag classes (2 sub contexts) according to the path
followed in Figure 4.4. This now points to a possible 2 stage classification process. The next stage in the classification process for defects on the BHP data is
described in Section 4.3.1.

4.3.1 Splitting the BHP Dataset
The BHP data can now be split into two distinct subsets, according to the decision tree drawn previously in Figure 4.4. Each of these subsets may be used as
training data in their own right requiring us to embark on 2 new classification
processes. The splitting should reduce any confounding caused by having data
from two distinct contexts merged into a single dataset. It was decided not to
remove any of the misclassified observations from the obsflag classification process as the process operating variables are within a reasonable range and cannot
be considered outliers, but perhaps may be considered examples of sub-optimal
process control.
In stage 2 of the analysis on BHP data, the data was split into two smaller
datasets according to the following rules: BHPsmall = observations predicted as
obsflag = 1 and BHPlarge = observations predicted as obsflag = 0 (according
to predictions made by Figure 4.4). It was noted that the defect rate (original
response variable) is significantly different for each sub-dataset. The BHPsmall
dataset has a steel coating defect rate of 2.96% as opposed to the defect rate of
16.69% for the BHPlarge dataset. This already shows a clear distinction between
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the 2 groups. If w e can use information from the inputs (predictors) in each of the
split datasets to determine further conditions for defects, the classification process will be considerably more robust than the initial single stage process using
the entire BHP dataset.

4.4 Results on the BHPsmall Dataset
As outlined in Section 4.3.1, the dataset BHPsmall contains all observations
which were predicted to have obsflag — 1 based on the decision tree drawn as
Figure 4.4. Now that this subset of the BHP dataset is free of context differences, the process reverts to the original classification problem. Recall the aim
of the classifier was to predict the presence of a steel coating defect (0/1) using
a combination of 27 available process variables.
Two decision tree algorithms were applied (Splus and c4.5) to try to predict 0/1
defects as a response to 27 input (predictor) variables. c4.5 produced the simple
decision tree shown in Figure 4.5.
Therefore, according to the decision tree output by c4.5, the key input predictors
are simply cleaner mode and supplier. The error rate of this decision tree on the
training data is 1.85%. Checking test set error via 10-fold cross-validation gives
an estimated generalization error of 2.98%. A tree can also be built using the
rpart function within Splus. Again the resulting tree has a simple structure with
high accuracy on the training set. However, the split variables and points for this
alternative tree building method are different from c4.5's. This Splus tree has a
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Figure 4.5: Decision tree for defect= (0/1) : BHPsmall

data.

single split with error rate of 2.03% on the training data.
Checking those observations where an error was made shows that most errors resulted from fairing to detect a defect. Also, the errors made by c4.5 are occurring
are an overlap of 80% on the observations which were misclassified by the Splus
rpart function. Therefore observations which are likely to be misclassified seem
independent of the method of classification. These observations are the same as
those identified in Figure 5.11 as potential outliers.

4.5 Results on the BHPlarge Dataset
The BHPlarge dataset contains all observations from the original BHP dataset
which were classified as obsflag = 0 according to the tree in Figure 4.4. Recall that the resulting BHPlarge dataset has a significantly higher defect rate
of 16.69%. A single tree using Splus1 rpart function results in another simple
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tree but it has a high error rate on the training data. (16.3%). Checking the

results from a single decision tree built using default settings for c4.

complex tree with 11.4% training set error. 10-fold cross-validation res

estimated test set error of 19.43%, which reduces to 17.07% when 10 iter
boosting is applied.

dataset
BHP
BHP
BHPflag
BHPflag
BHPsmall
BHPsmall
BHPlarge
BHPlarge

4.6

Table 4.1: Cross-validation results for BHP dataset.
mean
response
method
defect (0/1)
c4.5 single
15.44(4.64)
defect (0,1)
c4.5 10 boost
15.50(4.70)
obsflag (0/1)
c4.5 single
2.05(2.60)
obsflag (0/1)
c4.5 10 boost
2.62(5.33)
defect (0,1)
c4.5 single
2.98(4.55)
defect (0,1)
c4.5 10 boost
3.16(4.54)
defect (0,1)
c4.5 single
19.43(3.58)
defect (0,1)
c4.5 10 boost
17.07(5.45)

Boundary Detection

This Chapter has presented some interesting results from an empirical st

2 larger UCI datasets and an industrial dataset, demonstrating that it i
to track deviations in the edge (or margin) distribution when trying to

the existence or otherwise of noisy data. Although this concept was only

on known datasets from the UCI repository [2], as well as the BHP indust

dataset, initial results are certainly encouraging and further applicati

search on more UCI repository datasets should lead to a strong framework

detecting noise using boosting. Subsequent models will then be more robu
unseen observations.
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It is possible that the notion of disturbed edge distributions can be extended to
detect boundaries and express them in an easily interpretable and user friendly
manner. In 2 and 3 dimensions, boundaries between classes can be easily detected
by eye. However, as dimensionality increases, visually interpretable boundaries
are rarely apparent. Obtaining easily explainable classification boundaries is a
key goal of many analysts. For example in the medical field, it could be the distinction between mis-diagnosis of a disease; in industry, operating in boundary
regions may cause a higher defect rate than is profitable. In the financial sector,
borderline decisions are vital when deciding whether or not to enter or exit a
position.
Instead of applying edge diagnostics to detect single observations with high final
or average edge, there is the possibility of detecting a cluster of observations, all
with high final average edge. In this case, we may conclude that such observations
fall along or near decision boundaries. By isolating these observations we may
gain some insight into areas of the input space which are critical for prediction.
If we are then able to determine unique, defining characteristics of the input variables for such observations, interpretable boundaries can be unearthed. Knowing
these boundaries will enable us to treat future observations with similar input
properties with caution when classifying unseen cases.
Refer to Figure 4.6 which shows an example of the possible change in edge(m, i)
for 4 contrived observations as the number of iterations increases. The plotted
number in Figure 4.6 refers to the observation number.
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• Observation 1 is classified correctly in iterations 1-5 but then 'sacrificed' at
iteration 6 and classified incorrectly, hence the increase in edge.

• Observation 2 is always classified correctly as it has a consistent edge value
ofO.

• Observation 3 is classified correctly in the first iteration but incorrectly in
some later iterations (this can be detected by the rise and fall in the edge
plot).

• Observation 4 is initially classified incorrectly and the negative slope in the
edge(m, i) time series shows that boosting is able to classify observation 4
correctly in later iterations.

This data was a contrived series of 0/1 sequences to demonstrate the behaviour
of the edge under varying model performance and was not a result of applying a
classifier on an existing dataset.
The best edge measure for the detection of boundaries is unclear. Measures are
sought which will capture and differentiate behaviour between observations such
as those plotted in Figure 4.6.
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It would also m a k e sense to calculate a least squares regression for each observation with edge(m, i) as the response and the iteration number, m as the predictor.
This is a similar notion to fitting a time series model but the length of the series
may restrict robustness.
Observations which are consistently classified correctly or incorrectly will have
an estimate of slope close to 0 as the value of the edge should be relatively unchanged from 0. However, observations falling on border regions will either have
their initial correct classification sacrificed or have their initial incorrect classification 'boosted' to a correct classification in subsequent iterations. Hence for
such sets of observations, the edge will stray from its initial value. The resulting Pi for such observations will be either negative or strongly positive, with the
latter also being reinforced by a high R2 value. However, after testing all statistics empirically, it was seen that sufficient information can be gained from the
E[edge(10, i)\ versus Var[edge(10, i)] plots, with the information contained on
regression diagnostic plots being redundant. This seems contradictory to earlier
results where trends are present in both the mean and variance. However, after
10 iterations, the dramatic changes in these statistics have already taken place
and these statistics are equally as stable as R2 and p\.
It is suggested to calculate the following statistics after m = 10 iterations, with
subsequent analysis confirming these statistics as feasible options. Note the expectations and averaging are not taken over all observations as in Section 3.1
and the i subscript is omitted in expectation and variance terms, resulting in
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each observation having a m e a n and variance edge value calculated over m = 10
iterations.

• edge(10, i) = final edge after 10 iterations

• E[edge(10, i)]= ^ £™=1 edge(m, i)
. Var[edge(lO,i)}=^J21^1(edge(m,i)-E[edge(10,i)})2

4.6.1 A Simulated Classification Problem
Two contrived datasets were created using the random number generators available in Splus. Both datasets contain 2 classes, each class being a sample of 100
observations generated from distinct bivariate normal distributions with /it1 =
(1, l)r + /x2 and common a. iii,H2 and er were generated randomly. Noise was
added to the variates via the rnorm term in Splus. The final dataset is of the
form (Xli,X2i,clasSi) (i = 1.. .200) with 100 observations being generated for
each class. No deliberate outliers are added, although the noise results in a handful of outlying points. Random seeds of 2 and 24 were used in order to replicate
results, with the datasets being names mvn2 and mvn24 respectively. Figures 4.7
and 4.8 show scatter plots the raw data for each seed. There is a clear overlap
between the two classes in each case. This will result in some uncertainty when
determining decision boundaries between the classes.
For each dataset plotted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the following analysis steps were
performed to determine class boundaries and possible outliers.

• c4.5 was run using default parameters for m = 10 boosting trials. For the
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findata[,1]
Figure 4.7: X2 vs X I with symbols representing class : random dataset seed=24seed=24 dataset, only 8 iterations were performed before boosting terminated. It is widely known that boosting will terminate when too much noise
is present in the training data.

• edge(10, i), E[edge(10, i)] and Var[edge(10, i)] were calculated at the completion of 10 iterations (as outlined in Section 4.6).

• Scatter plots of edge(10, i) versus observation number and Var[edge(10, i)]
versus E[edge(10, i)] were formed.

From the resulting scatter plots, it may be possible to flag unusual observations. Unusual observations may be noise, outliers or observations lying on or
near boundaries. From Figure 4.9, it is observed that edge(8,i) exhibits gaps
for observations 100 onwards possibly indicating class 2 is easier to classify. The
Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] plot shown as Figure 4.10 shows 2 relationships : one a negative relationship between Var[edge(10, i)] and E[edge(10, i)]
and the other a positive one. The separation of these clusters may help in detecting boundaries or regions of classification uncertainty. The idea behind this
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Figure 4.8: X2 vs XI with symbols representing class : random dataset seed=2.
procedure is that an observation falling into the smaller 'negative' cluster has
more variation in the edge and is probably a boundary point with classification
decisions alternating at each iteration.
A new variable, edgeflag is appended to the existing mvn24 dataset, creating
the mvn24flag dataset. Observations falling in the top right hand cluster in Figure 4.10 are assigned an edgeflag value of 1 and the remainder of the observations
assigned an edgeflag value of 0. By then plotting the original XI, X2 variates
with the symbol of the plotted point representing the value of the new edgeflag

variable, regions of 'difficult' observations are apparent. It is clear that non-linea
boundaries exist if we are trying to determine conditions on XI, X2 which result
in edgeflag values of 1. This plot is shown as Figure 4.11. In order to model
these boundaries according to the predictor variables, decision trees were again
applied to each dataset with the predictors as XI, X2 and the response being the
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Figure 4.11: Plot of X I vs. X 2 with symbols representing number of edge flags
triggered for each observation: seed=24.
0,1 edgeflag value.
The preceding process is applied to the mvn2 dataset, resulting in a plot of
Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] shown as Figure 4.12. again a cluster of
observations is evident in the top right hand corner of the plots, exhibiting a
negative relationship between Var[edge(10, i)] and E[edge(10,i)]. Assigning an
edgeflag value of 1 to observations falling in this smaller cluster will lead to a
new binary classification problem to determine structure pertaining to which observations are expected to fall in this smaller cluster in future, and would most
likely be observations falling on or near borders or difficult decision boundaries.
This solution to this classification problem is referenced in Section 4.6.2 at the
conclusion of this Chapter.

4.6.2 Using Edgefiags on the mvn24 Dataset
A new dataset was created by appending a new variable, edgeflag to the existing
mvn24 dataset. A value of 1 is assigned to this edgeflag variable if an observation
falls in the upper right hand corner cluster of Figure 4.10 and a 0 otherwise.
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vs. E[edge(10,i)]: seed=2.

This creates a n e w classification problem with the n e w edgeflag variable as the
binary response. Only 2 input predictors are used since using response class
(1,2) will be futile when the class value of unseen data is sought. Interestingly,
the decision trees output by Splus and c4.5 have similar structure. The resulting
trees are much simpler when compared to the trees produced when the initial 2
class problem was attempted using basic tree learning algorithms. Because of the
non-linearity of boundaries, it is proposed to try to fit a neural network (MultiLayer Perceptron) to the edgeflag variable.
A neural network is trained using this edgeflag = 0/1 variable as its response
and the initial XI, X2 as its predictors. It was decided not to use the initial
response class (1,2) as a predictor because the model will be unable to generalise
to unseen cases if it requires knowledge of the class. Refer to Figures 4.13 and
4.14 for contour plots of the surface generated by neural networks for seeds of
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Figure 4.13: Contour plot of predicted edge flag (via neural network):seed=24-

Figure 4.14: Contour plot of predicted edge flag (via neural network):seed=2.
24 and 2 respectively . The higher values are certainly occurring on the border
regions between the two classes in each of the simulated datasets. This can also
be represented by a distinctive ridge in a 3 dimensional surface plot.
An alternative method of boundary modelling is to use logistic regression with
the edgeflag — 0/1 as the response. For the two simulated datasets (seed=2,24),
a second order model was chosen which was of the form:
logit(edgeflag) = p0 + PXX\ + p2X2 + /?3X12 + PAX22 + P5XIX2
The second order terms were included to allow for some curvature of the boundary.
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Figure 4.15: Contour plot of predicted edge flag using a quadratic logistic model
: seed=24-

Figure 4.16: Contour plot of predicted edge flag using a quadratic logistic model
: seed=2.
Refer to Figures 4.15 and 4.16 for the resulting contour plots of the predicted
edgeflag variable. The contours follow the same direction as those detected
using a neural network. It is interesting to note that both have high predictions
in the top left hand corner with a central band of high predictions indicating the
boundary region for the seed=24 dataset, and consistency of methods. Chapter
5 will extend these results to datasets from the UCI [2] repository and confirm
the success of the methodology suggested in this Section.

Chapter 5
Further Exploitation of Edge
Distributions
5.1 Background
The ability to classify unseen observations efficiently is a desirable property of
many data mining algorithms. Numerous barriers may be present when an optimal classification model is being sought. In particular, unavoidable dataset
symptoms such as noisy data, outliers and 'fuzzy' boundaries inhibit a model's
performance. In Chapter 4, a noise detection process was introduced, whereby
observations unable to be 'equalised' with high final edge were flagged as unique
noisy or outlying observations. Demonstration of this process on induced noise on
the UCI letter and census datasets proved the process to be simple and robust.
Testing on a real-life industrial dataset also demonstrated the technique's ability
to detect noise in temporal data.
The noise detection process outlined in Chapter 4 is founded purely on flagging
observations having high values of the final edge after m iterations. An obvious
extension to the use of final edge as the indicator to the presence of noise is
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the notion of measuring deviation from the overall edge distribution for each observation across iterations. Anomoly detection may be optimised by monitoring
edge statistics as opposed to monitoring only the final edge. Since edge values
are calculated for each observation at each iteration, they will form a distribution for each observation across iterations. Appropriate sample statistics for each
edge distribution may be valuable in shedding light not only on unique observations, but on clusters of observations possibly forming border or 'fuzzy' regions,
or groups of observations that are behaving differently to the remainder of the
dataset. Chapter 4 demonstrated a simple example of this notion in detecting
borders on a simulated bivariate binary classification problem.
Section 4.6.2 demonstrated this idea by calculating E[edge(l0, i)], Var[edge(10, i)]
and edge(10, i) for two example binary classification problems. Assigning thresholds to these statistics and flagging observations whose associated edge statistics
fall beyond the thresholds led to repeated highlighting of clusters of observations
along the boundaries or difficult decision points. These observations alternate
between correct and incorrect classification at each iteration and determining the
location of such observations with respect to the input variables is invaluable for
future classification as we can be wary of particular combinations of the input
variables which are difficult to classify.
Instead of only detecting single, unique outliers or border regions, it would be of
benefit to be able to detect clusters of observations with properties dissimilar to
the rest of the data. By isolating these observations and attempting to determine
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their collective structure, w e m a y gain insight into areas of the input space which
should be segregated, or at the least, treated with caution.
Another barrier to successful classification is the presence of more than one context within a dataset i.e. different sections of the dataset being classified according to significantly different models. An extreme example of this is when two
sections of the data are the inverse of each other. For binary classification this
means that groups of observations may have identical values of their input variables but some members of the group will have opposite class labels. Undetected,
this results in increased generalisation error and a more complex model prone to
over-fitting as the classifier is torn between classifying observations which oppose
each other. The concealed presence of such sub-contexts has previously been ignored, and subsequently been attributed to unmodellable noise and deterioration
in generalisation error. If such situations can be detected and either removed or
partitioned in the final modelling stage, significant gains may be made in both
model simplification, robustness and improved generalisation performance.
Two issues now arise:

1. Detecting clusters is a different problem to detecting boundaries as we are no
longer assuming a global model is applicable for the entire dataset. Different
sections of the data may behave differently and in extreme cases be the
inverse of each other. Are the methods introduced in Sections 4.6 - 4.6.2
applicable to the problem of detecting clusters other than boundary points
within a dataset?
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2. T h e use of sample statistics suggested in Section 4.6.2 have been shown to
yield constructive results on the datasets tested. No theoretical justification,
however, has been provided to substantiate the use of such statistics.

In theory, decision tree methodology should be capable of accommodating Issue
1 (assuming the correct split is taken on significant input variables). Also assumed is the existence of the appropriate branching variable that will distinguish
between the two models. In many datasets it is suspected that key variables required to distinguish between classes have not been measured and hence groups
of observations distinguishable by such variables appear to behave differently to
the majority of the data since the information available is incomplete.
This Chapter attempts to address both issues outlined above. Firstly, some empirical studies on UCI [2] datasets are described which result in clusters and
inverse sub-models being detected. Theory for these studies is detailed in Section
5.7.1, which in turn tackles Issue 2 detailed above.
As discussed in Section 4.6, to facilitate noise and boundary detection, it is unclear as to which edge statistics would be the most appropriate. The same notion
holds for detecting clusters of observations with unique properties. Measures are
sought which will capture and differentiate behaviour deviant from the main 'core'
of data. Observations belonging to the main 'core' of data that are consistently
classified correctly will have a low mean and variance of the edge. Observations
that are persistently misclassified will also have a low edge variance but high average edge. Groups of difficult observations that collectively behave in the same
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manner but differ in structure from the majority of observations will have a high
edge variance as boosting will alternate between correct and incorrect classification. Such clusters should fall in a common location when the variance of the
edge is plotted against the mean edge.
It is therefore proposed to calculate only the mean and variance of the sequence
of edge values for each observation. Depending on the succession of correct or in-

correct classifications for each observation, these edge statistics will vary greatly
between observations. As mentioned above, it is suspected that observations that
can be grouped together will have similar mean and variance of their edge distributions. More formally, for m = 10 boosting trials, the edge measures would be
calculated as follows:
• E[edge(l0, i)] = ^ Y?m=i edge(m, i)
• Var[edge(10,i)] = £ Em=i(edge(m,i) - E[edge(10,i)})2
The next step in the cluster identification process encompasses the plotting of
Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10,i)]. Any clusters or sub contexts within the
dataset should become apparent when this diagnostic plot is drawn. It will be
shown on the UCI [2] colic and heart-h datasets, as well as a large industrial
domain dataset, that signature behaviour is observed when this plot is drawn.
Figure 5.1 is a sketch of the typical regions observed when Var[edge(10, i)] is
plotted against E[edge(10, i)]. We observe a large group of observations exhibiting
a positive relationship between edge variance and mean edge and a smaller group
exhibiting a negative one. The positive cluster is significantly denser with many
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Figure 5.1: Typical plot of Var[edge(10, i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)]
observations having a mean and variance of their edge both equal to zero. Could
these observations falling into the smaller, negative cluster belong to a different
context?
Sections 5.2.1-5.2.6 demonstrate this phenomenon in detail on both the UCI colic
and heart-h datasets.

5.2 Basic Methodology used on all Datasets
The following Sections describe an empirical study undertaken on a selection of
UCI [2] datasets. For all datasets, the term 'boosting' refers to the AdaBoost
algorithm presented in Section 2.3.1. Unless otherwise described for a particular
dataset, 10 boosting iterations were applied using c4.5 with default options as
the base learner. Edge values for each observation (edge(m,i), m = 1... 10)
were stored at the completion of each iteration. At the completion of the 10
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boosting iterations, the m e a n (E[edge(10,i)]) and variance (Var[edge(10, i)]) of
the 10 stored edge values were calculated for each observation (the parameter i
representing values for the i-th observation).
A plot of Var[edge(10,i)] versus E[edge(l0,i)} with observation number as the
plotted symbol was drawn as the next stage in the analysis. From this plot,
outliers, anomolies and clusters may be detected and examined.

5.2.1 Results on the colic Dataset
The colic dataset contains 300 training observations with 23 input attributes
and 30% missing values on the input attributes. The aim is to predict a binary
classification variable (yes/no) pertaining to whether or not a horse's lesion was
surgical. Input attributes are a combination of continuous and categorical variables and include : was surgery undertaken (yes/no), pulse, respiratory rate, age
and a categorical pain variable.
Decreased generalisation performance has been observed on this UCI [2] dataset
when AdaBoost is applied [34]. In [34], Quinlan estimates generalisation error
using 10-fold cross-validation with c4.5 using default options as the base learner.
This error was reported to be 14.92% on a single decision tree, and when boosted
this generalisation error increased to 18.83%. As a check on the code used for this
Thesis, Quinlan's experiments were repeated resulting in average generalisation
errors of 14.99% and 20.35% respectively. Differences in these figures are due
to the randomness in splitting into the individual folds used in cross-validation.
They are, however, in the same order of magnitude as reported in [34]. Reasons
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Figure 5.2: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)} vs. E[edge(10,i)] : colic data.
for AdaBoost 's reduced performance are un-addressed to date and the edge and
margin methodology previously outlined in Section 4.6 may shed some new light
on this dataset and demonstrate the effectiveness of edge and margin diagnostics
in dealing with difficult data.
As with all other datasets tested in this study, 10 boosting trials were run as
outlined in Section 5.2. Refer to Figure 5.2 to see at least two distinct clusters
of observations when Var[edge(10, i)] is plotted against E[edge(10, i)], with the
plotted symbol representing the observation number. This may imply at least
two distinct contexts with one context encompassing those observations with the
positive relationship between Var[edge(10,i)} and E[edge(10,i)} and the other
those observations exhibiting a negative relationship. The negative cluster incorporates a smaller section of the data than the larger positive cluster. This
negative relationship is a potential flag for another smaller context being present
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within the dataset. The positive cluster is significantly more concentrated with
many observations having mean and variance both equal to zero. For some observations, symmetry about the line E[edge(10,i)} = 0.5 (plotted as the X-axis)
is also apparent in Figure 5.2. This symmetry is a key feature leading to provable
results on the structure of the dataset. This feature and subsequent proofs are
discussed in detail in Section 5.4.
There is also the notable observation (29) located to the far right of the plot,
indicating a probable outlier. Examining observation 29 reveals a vector of missing values for all but 3 of the 23 input predictors. In further classification, this
observation can deservedly be removed as an outlier. It is also interesting to note
that observation 29 would have been flagged as a suspected outlier if the noise
detection process from Section 4.6 was applied.
Analysis proceeds by partitioning the original (colic) dataset into smaller datasets
according to the two clusters as observed in Figure 5.2. Cluster membership may
now be used as the target (class) variable in a new classification problem. This
may illuminate differences between the two clusters with respect to the input
space and improve classification accuracy as confounding on contexts (clusters)
will be removed.

5.2.2 Using Edgefiags on the colic Dataset
A new dataset named colicflag is created which results from appending a new response (class) variable to the colic dataset. This new response variable, edgeflag,
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is assigned a value of 1 if an observation lies in the negatively sloping cluster located in the upper right hand corner of Figure 5.2 and 0 otherwise. This creates
a new classification problem with edgeflag = 0/1 as the new class variable.
A model built on edgeflag using the initial 23 predictor variables may lead to
the discovery of difficult border regions or subcontexts present within the colic
dataset. If c4.5 or other classification algorithms can find robust structure in
differentiating edgeflag = 0 from edgeflag = 1 using the available 23 predictor
variables, then it may be concluded that such structure forms boundary regions of
uncertainty or differentiates between two contexts within the dataset. Because an
aim of this study is interpretability, single trees are fitted as opposed to boosted
ensembles since boosted models become un-interpretable very quickly.
The distribution of edgeflag values over the original yes/no response is tabulated
in Table 5.1. A total of 14.1% of the observations were flagged with edgeflag = 1.
This is certainly a smaller subsection of the data than those observations assigned
edgeflag values of 0, as was observed in Figure 5.2. It is also worth noting for
this dataset that a higher proportion of the initial response =no are flagged with
edgeflag = 1 as seen below in Table 5.1. This is indicative of the original response=no being more difficult to classify.
Table 5.1: Distribution of edgeflag over initial response : colic data.
lesion surgical=no
lesion surgieal=yes

edgeflag=0
79(72.5%)
183(95.8%)

edgeflag=l
30(27.5%)
8(4.2%)
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T w o methodologies m a y be applied in proceeding with the analysis on the colicflag data:

1. The original response (yes/no) may be included as a predictor resulting in
a binary classification problem on edgeflag with 24 input variables.

2. The original response (yes/no) may be omitted resulting in a binary classification problem on edgeflag with the original 23 input variables.

It is still unclear as to the benefits of using the initial response (yes/no) as a
predictor variable since the value of this variable will be unknown when the class
of future observations is sought. After testing, however, it was seen that the
only robust modelled separation of edgeflag classes was obtained by including
the original response (lesion surgical=yes/no) in the predictors. The original
(yes/no) response was returned as the initial spilt on the decision tree, indicating
different mechanisms occurring for different values of the initial response.
Conversely, building a single c4.5 decision tree with default options using all 300
observations in the colicflag dataset as the training set with 24 predictors (including the original response) resulted in 0.3% training set error. Testing the
robustness of the resulting decision tree via 10-fold cross-validation resulted in
almost identical trees being built for each of the 10 data folds. Average test set
error based on 10-fold cross-validation was 0.34%. Refer to Table 5.2 for a comprehensive listing of generalisation errors estimated via 10-fold cross-validation
for all trials on the colic dataset.
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Figure 5.3: Decision tree for edgeflag = 0/1 response : colic data.
The decision tree resulting from classification of edgeflag=0/l using 24 input predictors is drawn as Figure 5.3, with the numbers in brackets on the leaf nodes
referring to the predicted value of edgeflag as (0) or (1). Note that the two
subtrees beyond the 'Had surgery1 split variable are the inverse of each other. A
possible model and the derivation of edge statistics for this behaviour is introduced in Section 5.6.2.
The problem with the decision tree drawn as Figure 5.3 is the use of the original
response variable as the initial split variable, indicating that it is key in determining the structure difference between edgeflag = 1 ('difficult') observations
and edgeflag = 0 ('standard') observations. Having a two-stage model requiring
prior knowledge of the original class variable will be futile in predicting future
unseen cases.
However, building a decision tree for the response variable edgeflag without the
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original response variable (lesion surgical =yes/no) included in the predictors resulted in significantly higher training and test set errors. Also apparent was a
highly complex tree unable to be pruned sensibly. Pruning resulted in a root node
classifying all edgefiags to the default value of 0, hardly a robust solution. This
phenomenon still demonstrates something of interest in the colic dataset (and
other UCI datasets as will be seen in later sections of this Chapter). Boosting
results in deteriorated generalisation error on the colic data and it can be seen
that the information provided by the classification variable is incomplete since
this variable is required to separate the data into clearly observable clusters. A
conjecture is that boosting is more likely to fail when there is more than one
context within the dataset or there is more than one mechanism of classifying the
original data using the input predictors available. This is seen later in Section
5.6.2 where such a mechanism requires the presence of a sub-model which is the
inverse of the main model classifying the majority of the dataset.
However, if the value of the target class on unseen data is unpredictable given the
input data available, we will have to default to all new observations belonging
to the larger cluster using this method. This may seem ad-hoc but we see in
Section 5.2.3 that the classification model built on the larger subsection of the
colic data is highly generalisable with simple structure . Section 6.1.1 introduces
an alternative method of estimating generalisation error which applies to the
heuristic of assigning all unseen observations to the majority cluster when cluster
membership is unable to be determined given the input variables available.
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Second Stage Classification of colic Dataset

Using the edgeflag variable defined in Section 5.2.2, the colic dataset is split
into two distinct datasets. These datasets are labelled horsecO and horsed respectively, with 0 and 1 representing the value of edgeflag determined in Section
5.2.2. The number of observations in each dataset is 262 and 38 respectively.
The initial binary classification problem of surgery required=yes/no using 23 input predictors may then be re-estimated for each sub-dataset (horsecO, horsed).
For interpretability, a c4.5 decision tree using default values was used as the classification method. The results are encouraging with training error for the horsecO
dataset being only 0.38% (as opposed to 12.7% on the entire colic dataset). Figure
5.4 shows the simple decision tree produced for the horsecO dataset in classifying the original surgery required=yes/no response. The leaf nodes refer to the
predicted value of surgery required. Recall the horsecO dataset comprises the
262 observations which were flagged with edgeflag = 0 from the original boosting and edge analysis. These observations are deemed 'standard' according to
the notion of belonging to the main cluster with a positive relationship between
Var[edge(10, i)] and E[edge(10, i)]. This is confirmed in the low training and test
set error obtained on these data points. Figure 5.5 shows the resulting decision
tree for classifying lesion surgical=y/n on the horsed dataset.

It can be seen that the tree built for the horsecO dataset is inverse to that built fo
the horsed dataset. The negative and positive relationships observed in Figure
5.2 are symptomatic of this result. Refer to Section 5.6.2 for more detail on the
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Figure 5.4: Decision tree for lesion surgical—yes/no response : horsecO data.

mechanism causing this.
Generalisation error as estimated via 10-fold cross-validation is reported in Table
5.2. The mean column refers to the mean generalisation error (%) as estimated
on the leave-out fold in a 10-fold cross-validation . The bracketted figure alongside the mean refers to the standard deviation of this error as estimated on the
10 leave-out folds.
It should be noted, however, that on the horsed dataset, test sets will only
contain 3-4 observations due to the small size of the segregated dataset. These
are probably not representative and will result in a higher standard deviation of
the error estimate. Dramatic improvement in generalisation error is noted for
the horsecO dataset but this generalisation error is not representative given that
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Figure 5.5: Decision tree for lesion surgical=yes/no

response : horsed data.

this is a classifier built on only one cluster which only holds for observations belonging to the majority cluster. For unseen observations, cluster membership is
unpredictable and we default to the classifier built on the majority cluster. This
will almost certainly give incorrect predictions for any observations in the smaller
(inverse) cluster, hence inflating generalisation error. Section 6.1.1 in Chapter 6
outlines a method of generalisation error which is robust to this situation and
gives an unambiguous estimate of generalisation error.
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dataset
colic
colic
colic2flag
colic2flag
horsecO
horsecO
horsed
horsed

Table 5.2: Cross-validation results for colic dataset.
response
method
c4.5 single
Lesion surgical (y/n)
c4.5 10 boost
Lesion surgical (y/n)
edgeflag (0/1)
c4.5 single with original:response
edgeflag (0/1)
w/out original response
c4.5 single
;
c4.5 single
Lesion surgical (y/n)
c4.5 10 boost
Lesion surgical (y/n)
c4.5 single
Lesion surgical (y/n)
c4.5 10 boost
Lesion surgical (y/n)
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mean
14.99(8.76)
21.01(7.21)
0.34(1.08)
11.66(8.33)
1.53(2.68)
0.38(1.20)
3.33(10.25)
3.33(10.25)
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Figure 5.6: Plot of Var[edge(10, i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : heart-h data.

5.2.4 Results on the heart-h Dataset
This UCI [2] dataset was collected from 294 patients in Hungary, with the heart-h
database requiring binary classification as to whether or not a patient had heart
disease. Sick patients were assigned a response class variable of 1 and well patients a class of 0. There are 13 input predictors such as sex, age and cholesterol.
Using the method outlined in Section 5.2, 10 iteration boosting was applied and
the resulting edge statistics calculated and plotted in Figure 5.6, with the plotted
symbol referring to the observation number.
From Figure 5.6, three (3) possible outliers are observed (obs. 83, 221, 138). On
inspection there are no obvious reasons for these points to be discarded as outliers
and hence they are retained. There is also the distinct possibility of 2 contexts
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being present as seen in the observations exhibiting a positive Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] relationship perhaps opposing those exhibiting a negative one.
As with the colic data in Figure 5.2, symmetry about the line E[edge(10, i)} = 0.5
is noted for a selection of observations in Figure 5.6.

5.2.5 Using Edgefiags on the heart-h Dataset
A new dataset, hearthflag is created by appending a new class variable to the
existing heart-h dataset. The class variable, edgeflag, is assigned a value of 1
if an observation falls into the negative cluster appearing in the top right hand
corner of Figure 5.6 and a 0 otherwise. In total, 12.03% of all observations are
assigned values of edgeflag — 1. Table 5.3 shows the distribution of edgeflag
over the original response variable for the hearthflag dataset. It can be seen that
the original response of sick(l) has a higher proportion of its observations flagged
as edgeflag = 1. (28.3% as opposed to 4.3%), implying that "sick" patients are
more difficult to classify or comprise the majority of the smaller sub-context.
Table 5.3: Distribution of edgeflag over initial response : heart-h data.
edgeflag=0
edgefiags 1
well (0)
180(95.7%)
8(4.3%)
sick (1)
76(71.7%)
30(28.3%)

As was observed for the colic data, when trying to fit a tree to the data to
differentiate edgeflag = 0 versus edgeflag = 1, the tree requires the original
response to make robust differentiation between edgeflag classes. Refer to Figure
5.7, where the resulting decision tree splits on the original response (sick/well)
and sub-trees beyond the initial split are the inverse of each other.
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(O)

Figure 5.7: Decision tree for edgeflag — 0/1 on the hearthflag dataset

5.2.6 Second Stage Classification of the heart-h Dataset
New datasets are created by splitting the hearthflag dataset according to the value
of edgeflag. The resulting hearthl and hearthO datasets can now be used in 2
new prediction problems to classify sick versus well patients. Figure 5.8 shows
the resulting tree which classifies sick/well for the 87.97% of data assigned to the
hearthO dataset. Figure 5.9 shows the resulting tree which classifies sick/well for
the 12.03% of data assigned to the hearthl dataset, with bracketted digits on the
leaves referring to the predicted values of sick(l) versus well(0) patients. Table
5.4 gives generalisation error results estimated via 10-fold cross-validation for the
heart-h dataset and its permutations.
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Figure 5.8: Decision tree for sick = 0/1 on hearthO dataset

dataset
heart-h
heart-h
hearthflag
hearthO
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Table 5.4: Cross-validation results for heart-h dataset.
mean
response
method
Patient (sick/well)
c4.5 single
23.73(26.59)
26.81(17.41)
Patient (sick/well)
c4.5 10 boost
3.75(3.40)
c4.5 single
edgeflag (0/1)
7.94(6.94)
Patient (sick/well)
c4.5 single
Patient (sick/well)
c4.5 10 boost
5.21(7.33)
6.66(14.04)
c4.5 single
Patient (sick/well)
23.27(35.30)
Patient (sick/well)
c4.5 10 boost

^
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T
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F

Figure 5.9: Decision tree for sick = 0/1 on hearthl dataset
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Revisiting the BHP
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data

In Chapter 4, the BHP dataset was used as an example dataset in the testing
of the noise detection procedure. What the procedure unearthed was a dataset
comprising 2 contexts. One section (observations 2480-3021) comprises low noise
data with consistently low edges and a significantly higher proportion of class=0
(defect free) observations. The remainder of the BHP dataset had a significantly
higher defect rate with greater edge variation. The difference in operating condition between these two subsections was predictable. Recall from Section 4.3.1,
the BHP data was successfully partitioned into smaller datasets; BHPlarge and
BHPsmall according to the decision tree drawn in Figure 4.4.
It would be interesting to apply the edge analysis procedure undertaken on the
colic and heart-h datasets in Sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.6 to the BHP data. Will this
new methodology detect the already known change in context detected in Section
4.3.1?
Shown as Figure 5.10, is the plot of Var[edge(10, i)} vs E[edge(10,i)} for the entire BHP dataset, with the plotted symbols representing the observation number.
In Figure 5.10, distinct bands can be seen, possibly inferring different contexts
or clusters of observations with similar properties. Also of interest is the smaller
cluster of observations located to the far right of plot, possibly representing a
cluster of outliers.
In Section 4.3, we observed the sequence of observations in the range 2480 — 3021
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Figure 5.10: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)} vs. E[edge(l0,i)} : BHP

data.

being modelled as having significantly different input conditions than the remainder of the BHP data. By re-plotting Figure 5.10 for observations 2480 - 3021
only, we would expect to see these observations appear in a common location on
the plot. The new plot is included as Figure 5.11.
From this plot it can be seen that the observations from 2480-3021 do not strictly
lie in only one of the distinct bands seen in Figure 5.10. There also appear to be
2 possible outliers in observations 3019 and 2489. Although discouraging, Figure
5.10 is still exhibiting the signature mean/variance behaviour of the colic and
heart-h datasets. i.e. a smaller group of observations with a negative relationship between Var[edge(l0, i)] and E[edge(10, i)] and a selection of observations
showing symmetry about the line E[edge(10,i)} = 0.5.
It is still of interest to proceed with splitting the BHP dataset into BHPlarge
and BHPsmall according to the tree drawn as Figure 4.4 from Chapter 4 and
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Figure 5.11: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : BHP data observations
2480-3021.
test edge diagnostics on each sub-dataset.

5.3.1 Edge Diagnostics and Boosting on the BHPsmall
Dataset
The notion of 10 trial boosting and checking the resulting edge diagnostics may
be used to detect outliers, difficult border regions or sub contexts present in
the BHPsmall dataset. The already high accuracy noted in Section 4.4 may be
improved when further edge diagnostics are applied. Plotting Var[edge(10,i)]
versus E[edge(10, i)] in Figure 5.12 shows a group of points with high final mean
edge above 0.5 and a pair of observations with high edge variance. Again, symmetry about the line E[edge(l0,i)] = 0.5 is evident in Figure 5.12 (as was also
apparent in Figures 5.2 and 5.6 for the colic and heart-h datasets respectively).
Figure 5.12 also flags the possibility of 2 outliers in observations 2607 and 2653.
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Figure 5.12: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)} : BHPsmall data.

A new variable, edgeflag was appended to the existing BHPsmall

dataset, cre-

ating a new dataset named BHPsmallflag. The edgeflag variable is assigned a

value of 1 if an observation falls in the band of observations exhibiting a negative
relationship between Var[edge(10, i)} and E[edge(l0, i)] and a 0 otherwise. A
total of 2.03% of observations were assigned an edgeflag value of 1. Refer to
Table 5.5 for the distribution of edgeflag across original response for the BHPsmall dataset. It can be seen that 62.5% of observations with original class
defect=l have edgeflag = 1 as opposed to 0.2% for those observations with no
defect, implying defects are more difficult to predict or form the majority of the
sub-context.
A new classification problem arises with the class variable being edgeflag and predictor variables being the existing input predictors from the BHPsmall dataset.
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Table 5.5: Distribution of edgeflag over initial responseBHPsmall
edgeflag=0
edgeflag=l
525(99.8%)
1(0.2%)
defect=0
defect=l
6(37.5%)
10(62.5%)
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data.

Decision trees using Splus' rpart function and c4.5 both failed to classify any of
the edgeflag = 1 observations correctly. Logistic regression and neural networks
also failed to converge. These results indicate that the 10 points flagged in the
BHPsmall dataset are most likely outliers, or that vital predictor variables have
not been measured as no common properties of the x^'s for these observations
can be determined. Interestingly, the percentage of observations flagged with
edgeflag — 1 is 2.03% which is significantly lower than that for the colic and
heart-h datasets, both of which have inverse models for a subset of the data.

This is initial evidence of setting a threshold on the percentage of a dataset being
flagged with edgeflag = 1 to indicate the presence of inverse models.

5.3.2 Edge Diagnostics and Boosting on the BHPlarge
dataset
Both of the single tree results in Section 4.5 on the BHPlarge dataset point to an
opportunity to apply boosting and edge diagnostics as there is the possibility of
significant noise, or several independent operating regimes, all of which result in
different defect prediction mechanisms.
Boosting with 10 iterations using c4.5 with default options as the base learner was
applied to the BHPlarge dataset. Edge values for each observation were calculated
and stored after each iteration. A plot of Var[edge(l0, i)\ versus E[edge(l0, i)]
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Figure 5.13: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : BHPlarge data.
is drawn as Figure 5.13, with the plotted symbols representing the observation
number. Again, a smaller cluster of observations is evident on the far right of
Figure 5.13, possibly indicating outliers, with the signature negative cluster relationship as seen for the colic, heart-h and BHPsmall datasets.
Analysis proceeds by separating the original BHPlarge dataset into the clusters
as appearing in Figure 5.13. Cluster number may now be used as a target (class)
variable in a new classification problem to enable us to determine possible differences in the input space for each cluster. This may illuminate disparity between
the two contexts and improve classification accuracy as the entire BHP dataset
may contain distinct regions operating under different conditions or process control. The separation is achieved by appending a new variable, edgeflag to the
existing BHPlarge dataset. Where an observation falls into the cluster exhibiting a negative relationship between Var[edge(\0, i)\ and E[edge(10, i)\, the value
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of edgeflag is set at 1, and 0 otherwise. A total of 11.4% of observations were
assigned edgeflag values of 1. Refer to Table 5.7 for the distribution of edgeflag
values across original response for the BHPlarge dataset. As was seen for the
BHPsmall dataset, the majority of edgeflag=l values occurred for original response^, i.e. defects are more difficult to predict or form the majority class in
the smaller sub-context.
Table 5.6: Distribution of edgeflag over initial response : BHPlarge data.
edgeflag=0
edgeflag=l
defect=0
3960(92.8%)
308(7.2%)
defect^l
126(19.8%)
511(80.2%)

A new classification problem now arises with the target variable being edgeflag.
as with all datasets tested in this Chapter, there is the option of using only the

original predictor variables available in order to classify edgeflag, or including th
original response (defect=0/l) in the predictors to form a more robust model.
After testing both methods, the only robust split between edgeflag = 0/1 was
made when the original response (defect=0/1) was included in the predictors.
The resulting tree was still very complex with high generalisation error as estimated via 10-fold cross-validation , indicative of the suspected high level of noise
present in the BHPlarge dataset. As with other datasets tested, having cluster
membership undeterminable given the information available will be futile when
trying to predict the class value of future unseen cases.
The original BHPlarge dataset is partitioned into two smaller datasets depending on the value of the new edgeflag variable. BHPlargeO and BHPlargel are the
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new datasets, with the last digit in the dataset name referring to the value of

edgeflag applicable to that particular dataset. As with other partitione

in this study, single decision trees and 10 iteration boosting was appli

sub-dataset. Cross-validation results for all trials on the BHPlarge dat

given in Table 5.7. It should be noted that boosting improves generalisa
formance on both the BHPlargeO and BHPlargel datasets.
Table 5.7: Cross-validation results for BHPlarge dataset.
method
dataset
response
mean
c4.5 single
defect (0/1)
19.60(5.29)
BHPlarge
21.16(5.33)
c4.5 10 boost
defect (0/1)
BHPlarge
c4.5 single
11.63(3.62)
edgeflag (0/1)
BHPlargeflag
9.62(5.74)
c4.5 single
defect (0/1)
BHPlargeO
7.68(4.69)
c4.5 10 boost
defect (0/1)
BHPlargeO
28.34(11.60)
c4.5 single
defect (0/1)
BHPlargel
21.97(7.92)
c4.5 10 boost
defect (0/1)
BHPlargel

5.4

Signature Behaviour Observed on Var[edge(l0, i)
versus E[edge(l0,i)] Plots

The argument of using the mean and variance of the edge is purely notional and
we may question whether the data is behaving in the manner we'd expect

the logic presented in Section 5.1. There are certainly the group of ob

with low variance and mean which capture the majority of the data. Outl

to fall singularly to the high mean or high variance areas of the Var[e

versus E[edge(l0, i)] plot. Additionally, there are groups with high var
symptomatic offlippingbetween correct and incorrect classification as boosting
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proceeds.
This Chapter has presented empirical edge statistics results for two UCI datasets
and a large industrial dataset, all of which were subject to m = 10 boosting
trials. For each dataset, a plot of Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] was drawn
in order to detect border regions or flag clusters of observations with behaviour
deviant form the main body of data. In all cases three features were present in
the Var[edge(10, i)\ versus E[edge(l0,i)] plots:

1. a large dense cluster displaying a positive relationship between Var[edge(10, i)]
and E[edge(10, i)]. Many observations in this cluster had both mean and
variance of their edge equal to zero, indicating correct classification in all
boosting rounds.

2. a smaller cluster with a negative relationship between Var[edge(10, i)] and
E[edge(10,i)].

3. symmetry about the line E[edge(l0, i)] = 0.5 for a selection of observations,
with corresponding Var[edge(10, i)] values below 0.03.

The features listed above are best visualised by the sketch plot drawn below as
Figure 5.14. The smaller black oval represent the groups of observations which
have symmetry about the line E[edge(l0, i)] = 0.5.
This Thesis suggests the partitioning of each dataset according to cluster membership and training a new classifier on each partition. This process results
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Figure 5.14: Example of features listed above for typical Var[edge(10,i)] versus
E[edge(10,i)] plots.
in significantly lower generalisation error estimated over each partition as confounding on contexts or clusters is removed. The difficulty arises for unseen
observations when the correct cluster is unknown. If the clusters identified via
the Var[edge(10, i)\ versus E[edge(10, i)] plots are able to be discriminated using only the predictor variables, it would be simple to use the resulting classifier
to determine cluster membership for a new unseen observation. However, if the
classification procedure fails to discriminate between clusters without using the
original target variable, the optimal way to proceed is to assume all new observations are best modelled according to the robust classifier trained on the larger
partition. We then proceed by applying the classifier built on the majority cluster
to all unseen observations.
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It seems ad-hoc to blindly apply this procedure to all unseen data but the empirical studies presented in Sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.6 have demonstrated this to be
an effective means of detecting inverse models and sub-contexts present in the
dataset which would otherwise go undetected using only the input variables available.
It is recognised that estimating generalisation error using the majority partition
would give overly optimistic results. Chapter 6 introduces a mechanism whereby
generalisation error is measured as the sum of two important components. When
this more appropriate measure is applied, overall performance is not degraded.
At this stage it is salient to shift from empirical work and develop a theoretical
basis for the inverse sub-context hypothesis. This work is carried out in Sections
5.7 and 5.7.1.

5.5 Discussion
In many cases, the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] procedure identifies clusters no differently than simply selecting observations which were initially misclassified by a single decision tree on the entire dataset. Although discouraging, this
phenomenon brings the following points to light:

• The usual practice of applying boosting to the entire dataset gives difficult
observations an opportunity to be modelled correctly by the classifier. It
was seen for the datasets tested, that even after 20 boosting iterations, the
boosted ensemble was no closer to making consistent predictions on these
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groups of observations. T h e variance of the edge also remains large as boosting flips between correct and incorrect classification on these observations.

• Closer inspection revealed these observations to occupy a similar region in
predictor space to that of the 'core' data but the class labels are reversed.
This could be attributed to mislabelling of the output or absence of a relevant predictor variable.

• In all datasets tested, the initial decision tree trained on the entire dataset
was significantly more complex in its attempt to accommodate for the observations falling into the smaller cluster. A very simple robust tree with
low generalisation error results w h e n c4.5 is trained on the main cluster
only. Using the tree trained on a subset of the data does not significantly
deteriorate generalisation performance, as demonstrated in Table 6.3.

• Boosting is often successful within the 'core' data cluster, even when unsuccessful on the entire dataset.

5.6 Inverse Model Hypothesis for Binary Classification
It is now conjectured that inverse or closely inverse models are present and detectable within m a n y datasets. T h e signature Var[edge(lO, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)]
and subsequent edgeflag analysis are symptoms of this behaviour. It is suspected
that the extent to which boosting degrades classification performance is a function of the percentage of the dataset contained in the inverse sub context. Also,
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the higher the percentage of observations with edgeflag = 1, the more likely it is
that an inverse model will be built. Refer to Table 5.8 for a summary of edgeflag
distribution for all datasets tested in this Thesis.

Table 5.8: Summary of datasets and presence of outliers and subsections of data
modelled by inverses.
dataset % data with edgeflag — 1 inverse model?
colic
14.13
heart-h
12.03
vote
3.4
BHPsmall
2.03
12.99
BHPlarge

yes
yes
no
no
no

Results to date on the colic, hearth-h and BHP datasets show a major cluster
comprising approximately 90% of the data with a well defined, highly accurate
classification rule, hi(x), say. The remaining 10% of the data can be modelled by
an equally accurate classification rule which appears to be the inverse of ^i(x).
This may be the explanation of the negative Var[edge(10, i)\ versus E[edge(10, i)\
trends observed in the edge diagnostic plots to date. This inverse model hypothesis is simulated empirically in Section 5.6.2, with theoretical variance and mean
expressions for inverse models being derived in Section 5.7.1.

5.6.1 The Formal Hypothesis
The inverse sub-context hypothesis is posed more formally below:
Let there be N training observations of the form {(XJ, y^), i = 1..., N}. Assuming
a 2-class problem, we have j/j 6 0,1. Let Ni of these observations be modelled
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according to /ix(x) and (N - Ni) according to 1 - hi(x).
Define Xx = jx* : i e 1... Ni} and X2 = {x* : i G Ni + 1,... N}.
Let pi represent the probability of mis-classification according to /H(X) over Xi.
By assuming all unseen observations will be classified by the majority model, the
probability of mis-classification for observations in X2 = 1 — Pi- Also assume
Ni >> (N — Ni). But pi only holds for the Nx observations correctly modelled
under /ii(x) and 1—pi for the remaining (N—Ni) observations correctly modelled
according to h2(x). So,

-P/uW.XitT-msc/ass) = px
Phl{*.),x2(misclass) = f-Pi

For AdaBoost.Ml, pi will change at every iteration as the data is reweighted.
Formulating theoretical E[edge(10, i)] and Var[edge(10, i)] may be intractable
due to the non-independence of the pj's. However, if we loosen the restrictions of
reweighting placed by AdaBoost and formulate the problem as a bagging problem, this dependence problem can be overcome. At this stage it is worth noting
that observations may not 'equalise' if there were different prior probabilities of
mis-classification (refer to Chapter 4 as this notion forms the basis of the noise
detection procedure).

5.6.2 Simulations on the Proposed Inverse Model
To check the hypothesis of datasets having an inverse sub-context, a simulation
was carried out on a contrived dataset with 300 observations as per the colic
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dataset. T h e 38 observations flagged with edgeflag = 1 in the colic dataset
were marked with context=l and the remainder with context=0. At iteration 1,
the probability of mis-classification of context 0 observations under the resulting
hypothesis was randomly assigned to be ex. Assuming a 2-class problem, the
probability of mis-classification of context 1 observations would be equal to \ — t\
(since context 1 represents an inverse model to context 0 ). The 7i(i)'s were
simulated using a simple Bernoulli Monte Carlo process and the resulting itfji's,
ei and Pi calculated according to the AdaBoost (2.1) algorithm before proceeding
to the next iteration. At iteration 2, the probability of misclassification, e2, was
assigned randomly to context 0 observations and 1 — e2 to context 1 observations.
This iterative process was repeated 10 times. The edge (edge(m, i)) for each observation was stored after each iteration and final calculations of E[edge(10, i)]
and Var[edge(10, i)} edge were made after the 10 simulated iterations had been
completed. This is certainly a simplified model since the e^/l — ej relationship
does not strictly hold due to noise components and if so, boosting would terminate
due to €j becoming larger than 0.5. However, for the purposes of this exercise this
model is retained as it has the same base structure as the colic data excluding
noise. The aim of the simulation is to reproduce versions of the Var[edge(10, i)]
versus E[edge(10, i)} plots for the 300 observations and confirm that 2 clusters
are observed and that the observations falling into each cluster are those deliberately assigned to each context. This scenario will exaggerate the negative and
positive slopes on the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] plots as the model
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Figure 5.15: Plot of Var[edge(lO,i)] vs. E[edge(10, i)] on simulated model using
300 observations (as per colic data) with pre-assigned clusters.
does not include any noise and is restrictive on the e.,/1 — e7- relationship. Refer
to Figure 5.15 for a plot of the simulated Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)]
results. By definition, average edges below 0 and above 1 are impossible but due
to the nature of the simulated model, and the looseness of assumptions, resulted
in some unfeasible edge statistics. This does not, however, lessen the impact of
the simulated results.
Examining Figure 5.15, distinct bands are clear but are exaggerated from the true
Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] plots using the actual colic dataset (Figure
5.2). If thresholds are set to capture those observations in the negative sloping
band, all bar 13.5% (5) of the observations set up as context 1 are contained
within the negative sloping band. Figure 5.15 shows results for one simulation
run only, but is typical of repeatable behaviour observed when more simulations
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are executed. T h e Var[edge(10, i)} versus E[edge(10, i)] plot is typically triangular with those observations falling on the negatively sloping side belonging to the
smaller sub-context (and inverse model) in almost 90% of cases.
The trial described above is repeated on the hearth-h dataset whereby 38 observations are assigned to context 1 and the remaining observations to context 0.
The 38 observations selected are those which were assigned an edgeflag value
of 1 in the hearthflag dataset. Monte Carlo Simulation was used to simulate
Bernoulli errors of ei, 1 — ei for contexts 0 and 1 respectively. Weights were
updated according to the AdaBoost algorithm before proceeding to the next iteration. Edge values were stored for each observation after each iteration and
the resulting E[edge(10, i)] and Var[edge(10,i)] statistics calculated after the
10 iterations had been completed. Similar reproducible Var[edge(10, i)] versus
E[edge(10, i)] plots result from the simulation on the heart-h structure. With
the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] plots being comparable for the actual
heart-h dataset plot (Figure 5.6) and the simulated heart-h dataset (Figure 5.16).
Checking those observations with negative slope returns the original observations
in the heart-h dataset which were flagged with edgeflag = 1. Although the negative trends are exaggerated, this demonstrates the point that observations which
are classified according to an inverse rule to the main classification rule result in
the negative trends when Var[edge(10,i)] is plotted against E[edge(10,i)].
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Figure 5.16: Plot of F a r [edge (10, i)] vs E[edge(10, i)] on simulated model on 294
observations with pre-assigned clusters as per hearth data .

5.7 Theoretical Derivations for Inverse Models
Given that the same signature features appear in all Var[edge(10,i)\ versus
E[edge(10, i)] plots drawn in this Chapter, can it be proven theoretically that such
features are expected when inverse sub-contexts are present within a dataset? The
repeatable signature behaviour of symmetry about the line E[edge(10,i)} = 0.5
is certainly worth investigating theoretically. This Section develops theoretical
expressions for mean and variance of the edge and explores the assumptions regarding inverse contexts made in the empirical studies of Sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.6.
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Theoretical expressions for E[edge(m, i)] a n d Var[edge(m, i)}

Recall in Section 2.5, the edge of the 2-th observation can be expressed in the
form:
edge(m, i)

Y^=iajlj[hj(xj)^yi
Em

(5.7.1)

i=iaJ

Now, Ij(i) = I[hj(xi) 7^ y^ and is equal to 0 if the j'-th hypothesis is correct for
the i-ih observation and 1 otherwise, aj is equal to the weighted vote of the jhypothesis, which for AdaBoost.Ml is equal to log(-^-), where €j is the weighted
error of the j-th hypothesis.
In matrix notation, the vector of edge statistics after 1,2,... ,m boosting iterations can be expressed as CZ;, where Z^ = (Ii(i), I2(i),..., Im(i))- As the total
votes for each iteration sum to 1, C is a lower triangular matrix which satisfies
CI = 1, where 1 is a column vector of ones.
In the case of equal voting weights, the edge of the z-th observation after m
iterations is given by:
m

1

edge(m, i) = — 2_\ Ij{*i)
m

(5.7.2)

j=i

A n d for equal hypothesis vote weights, edge(m, i) m a y be represented as the m-th
row of the following vector:
\

/

h(i)
I/^i) + I/2(i)
!/!(») + Ij2(i) + I/3(t)

V

iET=i40
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Or the m-th row of CZj where,
/

C =

I
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And,
/

\

h(i)

h(i)

Empirically it is observed that vote weights for the m hypotheses do not

stray significantly from uniformity. We seek expressions for the v

average and variance of the edge for the z-th observation taken ov

Denote these quantities by Em[edge(m, i)] and Varm[edge(m, i)] res
expectations are taken over the m iterations for each observation

expectations being taken over the N observations for the m-th iter
in Chapter 3.

The mean edge of the i-th observation over the m iterations is giv

Em[edge(m,i)} = Em[CZi]
1

1 T CZ,

m
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And the variance is:
Varm[edge(m,i)}

=

Varm[CZi]

= -ZjCTCZi-(-lTCZi)2

m

m

T

= ZjC (^-I-^-23)CZi
ml

m

Where I is an m x m identity matrix and J is an m x m matrix of ones.

It is possible to determine bounds for Varm[CZi] as a function of Em[CZi

explain the nature of the lower rim of the bell shaped curve noted in F
We see that Varm[CZj] > ,^-1) (-^[CZj] — I\(i)) as is proven below:

Let us re-express Em[CZi] as /zTZ; where fi = — CT1. Recall Ij(i) is the

classification indicator for observation i at the j'-th iteration. Now:

Varm[CZi] = izfC^CZ, - f-lTCZ^
m

\m

= zfsz,
where: £ = CT (^1 - \ J) C
Since CI = 1, it follows that:

SI = CTfll-^j)l
\m

mz J

\m m )
= 0
Therefore Varm[CZi] may be re-expressed as:
Varm[CZi] = (Zt - h(i)l)TZ(Zi - h(i)l)

J
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where Yt = (I2(i) - Ii(i),..., Im(i) - h(i))T and the matrix £* is obtained by
omitting the first row and column of S. A standard multivariate result

WV)
But

^* £* /z„, —
—

lm_1C*C;(c (Im_i + J7n_i)(C#) C^ lm_i
m
1
— 1 (Im-l + Jm-l)l
m
m —1

Where C* is the matrix obtained by omitting thefirstrow and column of C, and
[i^ results from omitting the first row of the vector fi.
Now,

tfYi = /i(Zi-/i(t))l
= Em\CZi] - h(i)

Therefore:
Varm[CZi] >

X

(Em[CZi] - h(i))2 (5.7.3)
{m l)

For example if m = 10 and Em[CZi) = 0.5 are substituted into equation (5

we obtain a lower bound for Varm[CZj] of 0.0278 which closely matches t

seen at the mode of the bell shaped curves observed in Figures 5.17 and

This bound is consistent when other values of Em[CZi] are substituted i

derived bound and compared to values from the theoretical mean/variance
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Inverse Observations

Consider two observations with xfc = Xj but yk = 1 — y{ i.e. opposing class values.

For each of the m classifiers the predicted class for the i-th. and fc-th observation
will be the same, and therefore Vj = 1... m Ij(k) = 1 — Ij(i). Or, in vector notation: Zfc = 1 — Zi. We call the i-th and fc-th observations inverse observations
and from the results derived below in Equations (5.7.4) and (5.7.5) we see that
they have inverse means and equal variances of their edges. More generally, this
is also the case if x^ and x*. differ only in redundant input variables. This result
has important practical implications which will be revealed in Chapter 6.

For any vector Zj. it follows that:

Em[C(l-Zi)} = £lTC(l-Z0
= ^lTCl-^CZi (5-7.4)
m

m

'

= 1 — Em(CZi)
And
Varm[C(l - Zi)] = (1-Z,)TCT(^I-^J)C(1-Zi)
= iTcT(ii-iJ)ci-iTcT(^i-^j)cZl
- Z?CT(±I - £J)C1 + Z?CT(i;I - ^J)CZ,
= lT(£l - ±1)1 - 1T(±I - iJ)CZ, - Z^CT(0)(5-7.5)

+ z?cT(^i - ^J)cz,
= Zf CT(^I - ^J)CZi
= Varm(CZi)
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Figure 5.17: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : 2 1 0 possibilities input
space

As each component of Zj has two possible values, there are 2m possible outcomes of Zj. The edge variance can be plotted against the mean edge over the
complete state space, in order to help interpret the variance/mean plots arising
from actual boosting experiments on UCI and 'real life' datasets. This is drawn
as Figure 5.17. For the above results involving 1 — Zj, it can be seen that the
plots of all possible combinations of mean and variance is symmetric about a
mean of 0.5. Figure 5.17 is not dissimilar to Figures 5.2, 5.6 and 5.10 except for
the latter Figures there are certain regions in mean/variance space which are not
occupied. In Figures 5.2,5.6 and 5.10, we see a dense cluster in the lower left
hand corner of the mean/variance plot. W e also observe mirror imaging in the
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mean=0.5 line, but only below the variance=0.03 line. We seem to be missing
points with a negative relationship between mean and variance with a low mean.
The mean and variance plots from the datasets tested seem to be hugging the
lower border of a bell-shaped curve evident in Figure 5.17 and plots from empirical studies on actual datasets are not displaying as many points in the higher
sections of the plot drawn for all 2m possibilities. However, if this higher section
of the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] plot was filled, boosting would terminate due to the weighted error of the hypotheses becoming larger than 0.5. When
mirror images are occurring they are often clustered around E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5,
Var[edge(10, i)] = 0.03, the centre of the bell shape. Upper bounds on the variance of the edge were derived in Equation 5.7.3, which explains this phenomenon.

An interesting investigation would be to plot Var[edge(10, i)] and E[edge(10, i)]
for observations where Ii(x/) = 1 i.e. those observations which were initially misclassified. This may shed some light on the effect of using unweighted means as
opposed to weighted means since we will be able to detect where all initially misclassified observations fall in regards to the total possible state space. This plot
is drawn as Figure 5.18 and we can see that only the right hand side of the plot in
Figure 5.17 results. This points to the flaw in the previous argument of segregating all observations exhibiting a negative relationship between Var[edge(10, i)]

and E[edge(10, i)]. By doing this we are merely isolating all initially misclassified
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Figure 5.18: Typical plot of Var[ed(?e(10, i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : initially misclassified observations
observations and losing vital information about the nature of the data. This explains the dramatic decreases in generalisation error noted in Sections 5.2.1-5.2.6
and although the power of the results in Sections 5.2.1-5.2.6 is now diminished,
we have gained knowledge of the flaws in the inverse model conjecture and subsequent edge analysis. In knowing this we seek to combine the logic behind the
inverse model conjecture and the results derived in Equations (5.7.4) and (5.7.5)
to detect inverse observations based on sound theoretical derivations.
For comparison, if we plot the mean and variance state space for observations

misclassified at iteration 10, a consistent spread appears unlike the Var[edge(10, i)]
versus E[edge(10, i)] plot for observations initially misclassified. Refer to Figure
5.19 for the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] plot for observations misclassified at iteration 10. We see no distinct location as in Figure 5.18, rather an
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Figure 5.19: Typical plot of Var[ed<7e(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : observations
misclassified at iteration 10.
'equalisation' with points falling in a similar shape to Figure 5.17 but less dense.
This is a possible indicator that we should be using weighted mean and variance

as the misclassifications in later iterations have significantly less influence on the
overall edge mean and variance. This notion is investigated in this Chapter as
equation (5.7.9).

The plots of mean/variance space shown as Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 may be
redrawn for weighted voting. Since there are infinite possibilities for the weight
vector, the weights obtained empirically for the colic dataset are applied. Instead
of each of the ten hypotheses having equal vote weights of ±, the vote weights
vector is given by:

Ccouc = (0.1735,0.1857,0.0825,0.1170,0.0747,0.0980,0.0728,0.0845,0.0814,0.0299)T
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Figure 5.20: Typical plot of Var[edpe(10, i)] vs. E[edge(10, i)] : weighted voting
according to Ccoiic
The resulting mean/variance plots are given as Figures 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22. The
overall shape and space occupation of the plots is unchanged from that observed
for the unweighted voting case. We see minor perturbations in the shape of the
dominant bell and initially misclassified observations still form a negative relationship when edge variance is plotted against mean edge. In Figure 5.22, where

the space is plotted for observations misclassified at iteration 10, the plot is very
similar to that plotted for the unweighted case where a more even distribution of
points is plotted. Hence weighted voting and edge formation has no impact on
the key features of a theoretical mean/variance plot and methodologies suggested
from the features of such plots will be robust in the more general case of weighted
voting.
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Figure 5.21: Typical plot of Var[edge(lO,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : observations
misclassified at iteration 1, weighted voting according to ccouc.
It seems intuitive that the initial edge value (edge(l,i)) will have a strong influence on any edge statistics calculated across m iterations. This influence may
mask behaviour and disadvantage later misclassifications. It now seems appropriate to apply a weighted mean and variance to the edge diagnostic procedure.
More generally, if the mean of the edge is calculated as a weighted mean as opposed to an unweighted mean, we may adjust the weighting of each iteration
so as to reduce the impact of earlier iterations and give later iterations a greater
opportunity to influence edge statistics. Weighted mean and variance expressions
are derived below in Equations (5.7.6) and (5.7.7) but the relationship between
mean and variance for perfect inverses does not change if the means and variances
are weighted. So even if we seek to lessen the impact of the initial misclassification on the final mean and variance calculations, we will still observe the perfect
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Figure 5.22: Typical plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] observations
misclassified at iteration 10, weighted voting according to ccouc.
symmetry in the fine E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5 for inverse observations, where means
are inverse and variances are equal.

Letting the weights for edge(l, i), edge(2, i),..., edge(m, i) be wi, w2,..., wm, then
the weighted mean and variance of the edge for the i-ih observation are given by:

Em[edge(m,i)] = Em[CZx\

= wTCZ;

(5.7.6)

And
Varm[edge(m,i)]

=

Varm[CZi]

= Z/TCTWCZi - (wTCZi)2
Z

T

C

T

( W

(5.7.7)
_

W W

T

) C Z

.
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where w = (uii, w2,..., wm)T and W = diag(w). The fact that J2wj

= 1

impli

that:

wTl = 1

And

(W-wwT)l = w — w
= 0
For any vector Zi? it follows that:
Em[C(l-Zt)] = wTC(l-Z,)

= wTCl-wTCZ;
(5.7.8)

=

T

l-w CZi

= 1 — Em[CZi]

And:
Varm[C(l-Zi)] = (l-ZifCT(W-wwT)(^I-^J)C(l-Zi)
= lT(W-wwT)l-21T(W-wwT)CZ,
+ ZlTCT(W - wwT)CZ, (5-7.9)
= Z,TCT(W - wwT)CZ,
= VarjCZi]
Again, as for the unweighted case, inverse observations will have inverse

means and equal weighted variances. The symmetry properties proven in Equa

tions (5.7.4) and (5.7.5) will hold irrespective of the weighting given t
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value in calculating the means and variances across iterations. Equations (5.7.4),
(5.7.5), (5.7.8) and (5.7.9) demonstrate a key factor in being able to detect inverse
observations, (i.e. observations where xfc = X; but yk = 1 - y{). The practical
implications of these relationships are demonstrated in Chapter 6, whereby the
symmetry observed in the Var[edge(lO,i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] plots is exploited
to isolate the inverse observations which cause conflict when a classifier attempts
to reconcile opposing class values for equivalent input values.

5.7.3 Refining the Inverse Model Hypothesis
In Section 5.7.1, we have seen that plots of the mean edge versus the edge variance
will always detect the initially misclassified observations if we isolate all observations with a negative relationship between mean and variance of their edges.

This may seem intuitive since the initial edge will be 1 for all initially misclassif

observations and this initial misclassification will follow through impacting all future edge calculations. However, we now know from the preceding theory that
observations with opposing class labels for equal input values will fall as mirror
images about the mean =0.5 line with equal variances. The above theory also
confirms that there may be more clusters than simply the negative and positive
relationships between Var[edge(10, i)] and E[edge(10, i)] as shown in Figure 5.23.

The dense cluster captures the majority of observations, the majority of which

are correctly classified in all iterations. A classifier built on this cluster will be
simpler and more robust than a classifier built on the entire dataset. It has been
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Figure 5.23: Typical plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(lO,i)]
proven that observations falling below the Var[edge(10, i)] = 0.03 line with mirrored observations in the line E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5 should be examined as they will
have opposing class values for equivalent input values. Modelling cannot properly account for such observations as the classifier is forced to make a decision
between two opposing class values. As observations weights are adjusted during
the boosting process, the classifier will change its decision on class based on the
class with the majority weight. We therefore expect such inverse observations to
alternate between the left and right hand sides of the E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5 line as
boosting proceeds. Detection and removal of the minority class in this situation

will lead to significantly more robust classifiers on the majority cluster. Of course,
the measure of generalisation error must be redefined as removal of observations
leads to optimistic, misrepresentative test set errors. Breiman [5] defines bias
and variance as partitioned quantities. His definitions are akin to the notion of
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inverse models identified in this Thesis whereby one partition includes the Xj's for
which the average classifier is unbiased for the optimal Bayes prediction rule. The
second partition is the complement (i.e. the biased inverse). Schapire et. al. [42]
use these definitions in their margin study and comment that it is "difficult or
even impossible to find a bias-variance decomposition for classification as natural
and satisfying as in the quadratic regression case.". The same difficulty is present
when trying to estimate generalisation error as a sum of components from each
partition of the dataset.
Chapter 6 applies this new discovery to the colic, heart-h and BHP datasets with
encouraging results.

Chapter 6
Inverse Detection and
Partitioned Generalisation Error
In this chapter we explore the practical implications of the theoretical expressions
derived for Em[edge(m, i)] and Varm[edge(m, i)] in Chapter 5. In Section 5.7.1
we considered two observations with x^ = x^ but yk = 1 — yi i.e. opposing class
values. For each of the m classifiers the predicted class for the i-th and k-th
observations will be the same, and therefore Vj = 1... m, Ij(k) = 1 — Ij(i). We
called the i-th and k-th observations inverse observations. In Chapter 5 it was
proven that observations with inverse means and equal variances of their edges
are inverse observations. More generally, this is also the case if x^ and x^ differ
only in redundant input variables.
This forces the classifier to make difficult decisions as is it torn between two opposing forces. Depending on the weights of each observation, the classifier will
swing between its class prediction. Incorrectly labelled observations will appear
on the right hand side of the E[edge(m, i)] = 0.5 line but will alternate depending
on weighting as boosting proceeds. Figures 5.2, 5.6, 5.12 and 5.13 appeared to
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have this feature.
It is now proposed to use this knowledge to improve classifier accuracy and simplicity. Observations with equal edge variance exhibiting a E[edge(l0,i)]/1 E[edge(lO,i)] relationship are said to be mirrored and are key in deteriorated
classifier performance. The presence of a significant number of such observations

results in unnecessarily complex classifiers due to the conflict of fitting inverse ob
servations whose relative weightings change at each boosting iteration. By dealing
with such observations, the resulting classifier is able to concentrate on the 'pure'
nature of the underlying model which is certain to be simpler in structure than
that over-fitted when inverse observations are present.

6.1 New results with mirroring
Further examination of the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] plots for the
colic, heart-h and BHP dataset shows a number of observations with identical input Xj's and opposite class labels. This is detected visually from the
Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] plots via observations having identical variances and an E[edge(10,i)] / 1 — E[edge(10, i)] relationship as formulated in
Section 5.7.1, and checked via a basic sorting algorithm. In all cases there was a
majority class label, given the identical input values. Do we simply remove the
'spurious' observations with apparent class mislabels or do we change the value of
their class label? The answer to this is unclear but we must consider the change
of weights which would result in the dataset for the particular combination of
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input values. For example, a group of 3 observations with equal edge variance
having one observation mislabelled will have greater impact than a group of 8
observations with one mislabelled. It is vital to ensure any resulting dataset is
still representative of the distribution across the input values. In this study, we
chose to simply remove the mislabelled minority and train and test on this altered
dataset. This differs from Sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.6 as we are not simply siphoning off
the observations with negative relationship between mean and variance, rather
carefully examining those with exact inverse relationships. This procedure has a
theoretical basis as developed in Section 5.7.1. By removing any data which we
may consider mislabelled, the generalisation error estimated on the new pruned
dataset should certainly improve, along with the benefit of achieving a simpler
classification model less prone to overfitting. However, the generalisation error
as measured on this reduced dataset is misleading and optimistic. But we now
have the opportunity of devising a more informed generalisation error estimate:
one which combines two components. Such an estimate will be able to quantify
both the proportion of mislabelled data and the amount of error attributed to
unmodellable noise and model inadequacies.

6.1.1 Generalisation Error Calculations
Using the mirroring property to detect and remove minority mislabelled observations will result in a misrepresentative generalisation error. The observations
removed from the dataset are responsible for overfitting and classification conflict when the classifier is torn between opposing class labels given identical input
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values. We would expect generalisation error based on the reduced dataset to be
smaller than that obtained when training on the entire dataset and we expect
future unseen observations to have the same distribution and same level of mislabelling as was seen in the training set. The amount of noise which is present in
incoming unseen data is unmeasurable. At best we can only assume that unseen
data will follow the same distribution as the training data and potential changes
in distribution are uncalculable at the time of testing.
Assuming that unseen data will be distributed in a similar fashion to the training
data and contain the same level of mislabels and noise, we may use this information as a means of segregating generalisation error into a component pertaining
to observation noise and a component for modelling noise. Combining the two
components does not significantly alter the magnitude of the existing generalisation error based on the entire dataset but we are gaining valuable insight into the
relative break-up of errors present when faced with an existing noisy dataset.
Because it is proposed to use the simpler model trained on a subset of the original
dataset, generalisation error must be re-defined.
Assume the proportion of observations removed due to mirroring is equal to p.
(0 < p < 1). Let ei represent the estimated generalisation error for the simple
classifier trained on the new training data, estimated via 10-fold cross-validation.
Now, since the remainder of the data is assumed to be mislabelled, the generalisation error for this section of the data will at worst be estimated at 100%.
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Denoting the new overall generalisation error estimate as emirror, we have:

emirror ~ (1 ~ p) * £\ +P (6.1.1)

Although we see in later empirical work that the magnitude of this generalisation
error is unchanged from published results for boosting [34], we are gaining more
information as the generalisation error (emirror) is now reported in terms of an
error due to mislabelling and error due to noise and classifier robustness. This

places the classification tools in a better light and also gives an indication of how
much influence the mislabelling has on the overall error expected on unseen data.
In knowing this, the analyst can decide whether or not the mislabelling is worth
remedying or seek to measure a key input variable which has been not measured
or omitted from the dataset. Including the mirrored observations in a training
dataset results not only in a more pessimistic estimate of generalisation error as
the generalisation error is forced to encompass these observations, but causes the
classifier to be overly complex. It makes sense to segregate the generalisation
error when such observations are detectable using the edge diagnostics and mirroring introduced in this Thesis.
Now, the question of how to appropriately split the reduced dataset in the cross
validation phase. Two methods may be applied in order to obtain an estimate of
generalisation error on the reduced dataset. These are tabulated in Table 6.1 We
see the two methods differing only in the order of the first two steps. In this Thesis, Method B is applied when determining the presence or otherwise of inverse
observations and estimating generalisation error. Method B was chosen because
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Table 6.1: Possible methods for estimating generalisation error on reduced
datasets.

Step Method A Method B
1
2
3
4

Remove fold
Assess and remove mirror points
Train on reduced set
Test

Assess and remove mirror points
Remove fold
Train on reduced set
Test

it has advantages in terms of computational intensity. Further investigation
the differences between Method A and Method B could be the subject of future
research.
Denote the generalisation error estimate using Methods A and B by eA and eB
respectively, and the proportion of mirrored observations by pmirror • Now,

eA — (1 - pmir.T.or)xP(misclass using A | not a mirror point using B)
+ Pmirror xP(misclass using A | mirror point in B)
~ \i- " Pmirror J^B 'Pmirror X 1

An empirical study is undertaken on a selection of UCI [2] datasets to test

the process outlined in Section 5.7.3. For all datasets, the term 'boosting' r

to the AdaBoost.Ml algorithm presented in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1). Unless other
wise described for a particular dataset, 10 boosting iterations were applied
c4.5 with default options as the base learner.

6.1.2 Results on colic data
Recall the plot of Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(l0, i)] for the colic data

as Figure 5.2 in Chapter 5. Analysis in Section 5.2.1 involved the partitioni
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Figure 6.1: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10, i)] : colic data.

of the data according to whether or not an observation fell into the negative
cluster in Figure 5.2. We have now seen that this method will only detect observations which were initially misclassified. The theory developed in Section
5.7 showed that an important relationship exists between groups of observations
with an equal edge variance and inverse mean edge relationship. By isolating
groups of observations which are mirrored in the E[edge(m, i)] = 0.5 line, we
can remove (after examination) those falling to the right hand side. These observations are exact inverses and no classification tool will be able to deal with
them perfectly as they are directly opposing observations to the left hand side
of the E[edge(m,i)] = 0.5 line. Figure 5.2 is redrawn as Figure 6.1 for ease of
comparison in this discussion.
In identifying all observations with equal Var[edge(10, i)] and a E[edge(l0,i)] /
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1 - E[edge(lO, i)] relationship, we may filter the original data and remove observations with inverse class labels. For the colic data, a total of 18 observations are
flagged as having equal variance to at least one other observation. Closer inspection reveals 8 of these observations lie on the right hand side of the mean edge=0.5
line and have identical input value to their mirror observations, but opposite class
labels. The next stage in the analysis sees these observations removed and the
classifier retrained on a smaller dataset. The colicrem dataset now contains 292
observations. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, the method of generalisation error
estimation will also need to be re-established. Using 10-fold cross-validation on
colicrem, a generalisation error of 12.24% is obtained and the resulting trees for
each fold are simpler than those obtained using the entire colic dataset (49 leaf
nodes reduced to 38 leaf nodes). The 12.24% estimate of generalisation error is
not representative of what would be expected for unseen data following the same
distribution as the colic dataset. The level of measurable noise (in this case inverse observations) in the dataset has been unaccounted for. A more appropriate
estimate of generalisation error is estimated via the emirror expression given in
equation (6.1.1). For the colic dataset,
/ 8 \ /292 \
emirror =
mzrrar

\S00J

+
X 0.1224
^ ^00
J

= 0.1458

The new estimate of generalisation error is not dissimilar to the generalisation
estimate of 14.99% obtained from training a single classifier on the entire colic
dataset. However, new light has been shed on the colic dataset in partitioning the
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Figure 6.2: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : heart-h data.
error, i.e. 2.7% m a y be attributed to the presence of observations which oppose
each other, and a further 11.9% to model inadequacies and inherent data noise.

6.1.3

Results on heart-h data

The plot of Var[edge(10,i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] for the heart-h data shown as
Figure 5.6 exhibited positive and negative clusters of observations. In Section
5.2.4, the data was partitioned according to whether or not an observation fell into
the negative cluster in Figure 5.6. The subsequent theory developed in Section
5.7 shows this method to be flawed as it will only detect observations which were
initially misclassified. As with the colic data, symmetry in the Var[edge(10,i)]
versus E[edge(10, i)] plot is evident and Figure 5.6 is redrawn as Figure 6.2 for
ease of reference.
All observations with equal Var[edge(10, i)] and a E[edge(10, i)] / 1—E[edge(10, i)]
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relationship we identified using a basic sorting and matching algorithm. For

heart-h data, a total of 46 observations are flagged as having equal variance

least one other observation. On inspection, 11 of these observations were see

lie to the right hand side of the E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5 line and have identica

value to their 'mirror' observations with opposite class labels. A smaller da
named hearthrem was formed by removing mirrored observations to the right of
the E[edge(l0, i)] = 0.5 line, resulting in a new training set containing 283

vations. Using 10-fold cross-validation on the hearthrem dataset, a generalisa

error of 19.48% is obtained and the resulting trees are simpler in structure t

those obtained after training on the entire hearth dataset (29 leaf nodes red

to 24 leaf nodes) . The estimate of generalisation error for hearthrem is equ
to 19.48% but this is not representative of what would be expected in future
as the level of measurable noise has not been considered. Applying the method
introduced in Section 6.1.1, a new estimate of generalisation error is given
/ 11 \ /283 \

6

—

= (,294 J + (,294 X °-1948J

= 0.2249

As was noted for the colic dataset, the new emirror estimate of generalisation

error is not substantially different to that obtained for a single tree train
the entire dataset. Yet new information has been gleaned about the heart-h

dataset in partitioning the generalisation error in that ^ = 3.7% of the data

inverse observations and result in deterioration of classifier performance. I

unseen data, this level of opposing observations is considered to be the same
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Figure 6.3: Plot ofVar[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : BHPsmall data.
an analyst may seek to remedy this situation.

6.1.4 Results on BHPsmall data
As outlined in Section 4.3.1, the dataset BHPsmall contains all observations
which were predicted to have obsflag = 1 based on the decision tree drawn as
Figure 4.4. Now that this subset of the BHP dataset is free of context differences, the process reverts to the original classification problem. After boosting,
the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] plot reveals the signature behaviour of
mirroring in the E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5 line. This is indicative of inverse data being
present in the dataset which will deteriorate any model's performance. Figure
5.12 is shown again as Figure 6.3.
In identifying all observations with equal Var[edge(10, i)] and E[edge(10, i)] / 1 —
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E[edge(10,i)] relationship, a total of 32 observations are flagged. Closer inspec-

tion reveals 8 of these observations lie on the left hand side of the E[edge(10, i)]
0.5 line. An example of such a group of observations is shown below, with the
final column representing the values of the target class variable. From Table 6.2

it is clear to see that this value varies for identical input values given in the pr
ceding columns, and depending on the current weightings the classifier is forced
to make some incorrect predictions.
Table 6.2: Example of a cluster of inverse observations : BHPsmall
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

I
L
L
L
I
L
L

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

L
L
L
L
L
L
L

L
L
I
L
I
t

543
543
543
543
543
543

543

912
912
912
912
912
912
912

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

74
74
74
74
74
74
74

285
285
285
285
285
285
285

16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9

0.101
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.101

-36
-36
-36
-36
-36
-36
-36

81
81
81
81
81
81
81

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

120
120
120
120
120
120
120

dataset.
505
505
505
505
505
505
505

566
566
566
566
566
566
566

496
496
496
496
496
496
496

1
1
0
0
1
1
1

These 8 observations are removed and the classifier retrained on a reduced BHPsmall dataset, renamed to BHPsmallrem containing 534 observations. Using
10-fold cross-validation on the BHPsmallrem dataset results in a generalisation
error of 1.49% being obtained, and the resulting tree is identical to that obtained
using the entire BHPsmall dataset. This is not discouraging since the decision
tree formed for the BHPsmall dataset (Figure 4.5) had a single split and is itself extremely simple in structure. Despite the decision trees being identical for
the two methods, an important dataset feature has been identified and future
classification on this dataset will be more informed as to the level of opposing
observations expected to be present in unseen observations.
Now, generalisation error as estimated using 10-fold cross-validation on the BHPsmallrem dataset is equal to 1.49%. Applying the expression given in equation
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(6.1.1) we obtain:

6

— = (0I2) + (H X °-°149)

= 0.029

Again the emirror estimate closely matches the generalisation error estimate for a
single decision tree on the entire BHPsmall dataset, yet we now know that this
2.9% comprises 1.49% inverse (possibly mislabelled) observations.

6.2 Results on BHPlarge
As outlined in Section 4.3.1, the dataset BHPlarge contains all observations which
were predicted to have obsflag = 0 based on the decision tree drawn as Figure
4.4. Now that this subset of the BHP dataset is free of context differences,
the process reverts to the original classification problem. After boosting, the
Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] plot reveals the signature behaviour of mirroring in the E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5 line. This is indicative of inverse data being
present in the dataset which will deteriorate any model's performance. Figure
5.13 is shown again as Figure 6.4.
In identifying all observations with equal Var[edge(10, i)] and E[edge(l0,i)] /
1 — E[edge(10, i)] relationship, a total of 964 observations are flagged. Closer
inspection reveals 348 of these observations lie on the left hand side of the
E[edge(10, i)] = 0.5 line. Examples of observations exhibiting this behaviour
are given in Table 6.2 in the previous section, whereby we see varying class labels
for identical input values.
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Figure 6.4: Plot of Var[edge(10,i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : BHPlarge data.
The 348 mirrored observations are removed and the classifier retrained on a reduced BHPlarge dataset, renamed to BHPlargerem containing 534 observations.
Using 10-fold cross-validation on the BHPlargerem dataset results in a generalisation error of 15.13% being obtained, and the resulting tree is simpler than that
obtained using the entire BHPlarge dataset. Again, an important dataset feature
has been identified and a significant number of inverse observations flagged as
contributing to decreased generalisation performance.
Now, generalisation error as estimated using 10-fold cross-validation on the BHPlargerem dataset is equal to 15.13%. Applying the expression given in equation
(6.1.1) we obtain:
/348\ /4557 n,r,An\
6

— = (,4905)

= 0.2115

+

(,4905

X

°-15143J
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Again the emirror estimate closely matches the generalisation error estimate for a
single decision tree on the entire BHPlarge dataset, yet we now know that this
21.15% comprises 7.10% inverse (possibly mislabelled) observations.

6.2.1 Summary of mirroring results
This Section provides a summary of results obtained after applying the new emirror
methodology to the datasets tested in this Thesis. In all cases we see emirror is
not significantly different from the initial generalisation error estimate based on
the entire dataset (both generalisation error estimates are the result of fitting a
single decision tree). However, the first column in Table 6.3 gives an indication of
the proportion of the generalisation error which results from observations which
oppose each other.
In any case, this process certainly doesn't deteriorate generalisation error, and
for all datasets tested we have gained model simplicity. The only exception is
the BHPsmall dataset where the initial decision tree was stump and unable to
be simplified further.
Difficulty in generalisation error estimation always arises as we assume the unseen
data will follow the same distribution as the training data. Without additional
information on new unseen data, this is the best we can hope for. Therefore,
in removing noise and retraining we really need to assume that unseen data
will contain the same level of noise and possibly mislabelled observations as the
training set. Furthermore, by using this new generalisation error estimate we now
have a 'partitioned estimate'.
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In removing opposing observations we may seek to measure additional variables
which are not present in the existing dataset but may be key in differentiating
between classes and hence negating the observations' inverse status.
Table 6.3: N e w estimates of generalisation error for a selection of U C I datasets.

% data
mirrored

dataset
colic
heart-h

2.7
3.7

BHPsmall
BHPlarge

6.3

1.41
7.09

©init

^mirror

14.99
22.61
2.98
21.16

14.58
22.49

2.9
21.15

A Proposed Process

The analysis process developed and applied in this Thesis may be represented as
a series of unique tasks. This representation is given in Figure 6.5. Where the
term 'boosting' appears in a rectangle, the AdaBoost algorithm is applied. In this
thesis, 10 boosting trials were applied with c4.5 using default options as the base
learner. It is important to note, however, that the theory developed in Chapters
5 and 6 is not restrictive on the exact form of the classifier to be used, nor the
number of iterations applied. Also worthy of noting is the final retraining step
resulting in a simpler classifier than would otherwise have been obtained had the
noise and inverse observations gone undetected by the analyst. Manual detection
of inverse and noisy observations is tedious and time consuming, particularly in
the case of large, high dimension datasets.
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Boost on entire dataset
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Detect unique outliers via. high final edge
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Repeat boosting on possibly reduced dataset
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Plot edge variance versus mean edge
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Remove mirrored observations
(seek additional input variables)
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Retrain on the reduced dataset now
containing no opposing data values

I
mirror

; (error due to mirrored observations) + (model error)

Figure 6.5: Process flow for inverse detection and generalisation error partitioning.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
7.1 Conclusion
This Thesis has described an empirical and theoretical journey in extending boosting to solve a variety of problems and devise a more informative measure of generalisation error. After demonstrating boosting's tendency to balance the number
of misclassifications per observation as the number of trials proceeds, a method for
detecting noisy observations was introduced and tested on a variety of datasets.
It is widely known that boosting fails on noisy data, often terminating with errors
too high for the algorithm to proceed. Therefore the ability to detect and account
for noisy data is highly desirable, so that misleading information does not hinder
a classifier.
An extension to the notion of detecting unique noisy observations is to detect
noisy clusters or subgroups of observations which behave differently to the remainder of the data. An extreme example of this is when two sections of the
data are the inverse of each other. In the binary case, this implies opposing
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class values for identical input values. Undetected, this results in increased generalisation error and more complex models prone to overfitting as the classifier
is torn between observations which are contradictory. If such situations can be
detected, the dataset partitioned and new classifiers trained on each partition,
simple robust models should be apparent for each partition with an improved
generalisation error. This concept was noted empirically and sound theoretical
derivations ensued to substantiate the empirical claims and methodologies.
Futher exploration was carried out on the inverse observation scenario i.e. where
Xfc — X; but yk = 1 — y^, resulting in opposing class values for equivalent input
values. Multivariate statistics formed the basis of a proof that such observations
will have equal edge variance and inverse mean edges. Such a result is significant
in practice as it is the foundation of a simple algorithm which is invaluable in
detecting inverse observations in what may otherwise have been a tedious and
time consuming task in high dimensional data. Again, if such observations go
undetected the resulting classifiers are unnecessarily complex and generalisation
error pessimistic.
The final result of this Thesis was to suggest the partitioning of generalisation
error according to the identification or otherwise of inverse observations. A new
measure of generalisation error was suggested whereby components pertaining to
the proportion of inverse observations and a more realistic generalisation error
based on the remainder of the data were combined. Although this results in
equivalent generalisation error estimates to those estimated using standard cross
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validation techniques, w e have a more informative gauge which gives quantitative
measures of expected unseen data noise versus model repeatability.
In conclusion we see that the methods introduced in this Thesis do not make any
adjustments to Freund and Schapire's standard AdaBoost algorithm [20], but
rather exploit the existing algorithm's output to gain insight into data structure
prior to classification. As a result some difficulties with noisy data may be overcome and the analyst gains more succinct information about the makeup of the
dataset one is working with.

7.2 Further Work
Many avenues remain open for research into the methodologies and ideas introduced in this Thesis. The area of data mining as a whole continues to remain
a fertile ground for research into new algorithms and improvements to existing
algorithms. Whilst only dealing with the classification problem, this Thesis has
demonstrated the breadth and depth of issues arising even when we are concerned
with the simplest binary case. The following list suggests further extensions from
the noise methodologies and inverse observation detection covered in this Thesis.

1. In this Thesis, unweighted edge means and variances were used as the basis
of new methodologies. Whilst theory on unweighted mean and variances
was developed, it remains an open problem to formulate new methods of
weighting to have a measure of mean edge and edge variance which better
encompass contributions made from misclassifications across all iterations
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instead of biasing the measures to over-represent earlier misclassifications.

2. It may be possible that plots shown as Figures 5.17, 5.17 and 5.18 be represented by a general mathematical expression. Bounds for the edge variance
were derived in Chapter 5, yet the exact mathematical form of the bell
shaped curves is elusive.

3. The distribution of inverse observations would certainly have an effect on
the partitioning of generalisation error and resulting data noise estimates.
For example a group of 10 observations having 1 of these observations as an
inverse would have less impact on any classification system than a group of
10 observations with 4 observations being inverse. This issue also leads to
the decision as to which inverse observations to remove - and in fact, should
they be removed or relabelled to match the majority class?

4. It would be of value to determine the level of inverse observations permissable within a dataset before boosting or other classifiers simply breakdown
and are unable to deal with the contradictions present.

5. The bound developed in equation (5.7.3) may be tightened by developing
a bound in terms of misclassification at later iterations i.e. I2(i),..., Im(i).

6. Two publications are included as appendices in this Thesis. Another publication titled "Variance Reduction Trends on Boosted Classifiers" has been
accepted pending revision for the Journal of Applied Mathematics and Decision Sciences.
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Abstract

firm exisiting theories on boosting's tendency to 'balance' error rates. T h e reNoisy data is inherent in many real-life
sults are then extended to introduce a
and industrial modelling situations. If methodology whereby boosting m a y be
prior knowledge of such data was avail- used to identify noise in training data
able, it would be a simple process to re- by examining the changes in edge and
move or account for noise and improve margin distributions as boosting promodel robustness. Unfortunately, in ceeds.
the majority of learning situations, the
presence of underlying noise is suspected
1 Introduction
but difficult to detect.
Ensemble classification techniques such
as bagging, (Breiman, 1996a), boostingThis paper is concerned with the clas(Freund & Schapire, 1997) and arcing sification problem, whereby a learner is
algorithms (Breiman, 1997) have re- presented with a training set comprisceived m u c h attention in recent litera- ing of a series of n labelled training exture. Such techniques have been shown amples of the form (x±, yx),..., (x n ,yn),
to lead to reduced classification error with yt £ (1,..., k). T h e learner's task
on unseen cases, and this paper demon- is to use these training examples to
strates that they m a y also be employed produce an hypothesis, h(x), which is
as noise detectors. Recently defined an estimate of the unknown relationdiagnostics such as edge and margin ship y = /(x). This 'hypothesis' then
(Breiman, 1997; Freund & Schapire, allows future prediction of yi given new
1997; Schapire et al., 1998) have been input values of x. A classifier built
used to explain the improvements m a d e by combining individual /i(x)'s to form
in generalisation error when ensemble a single classifier is k n o w n as an enclassifiers are built. T h e distributions semble. Whilst there are m a n y ensemof these measures are key in the noise ble building methods in existence, this
discussion focusses on the method of
detection process introduced in this
boosting which is based on a weighted
study.
This paper presents some empirical re- subsampling of the training examples.
sults on edge distributions which con- Introduced by Freund and Schapire in
1997, boosting is recognised as being

2

one of the most significant recent adTable 1: AdaBoost:Ml
vances in classification (Freund &
Schapire, 1997). Since its introduction, AdaBoost
boosting has been the subject of many Input: n training instances Zj with labels yi. Maximum trials, M. Base
theoretical and empirical studies
learner,
H.
(Breiman, 1996b; Quinlan, 1996;
Schapire et al., 1998). Empirical stud- Initialization: All training instances
ies have shown that ensembles grown begin with weight w® = 1/n.
from repeatedly applying a learning al- Repeat for M trials:
gorithm over different subsamples of
the data result in improved generali- • Induce classifier, hm, using
weighted training data and H.
sation error.
Boosting is an iterative procedure which• em = weighted error for hm on
trains a learner over the n wieghted
the training data. If em > 1/2,
observations. Boosting begins with all
discard hm and stop boosting.
with all training examples being given
(If em = 0, then hm gets infinite
equal weight (i.e. ^) At the m+l-th itweight.)
eration, examples which were classified
• Classifier weight, /3m = log^
incorrectly at the m-th iteration have
their weight increased multiplicatively
• Re-weight training instances:
so that the total weight on incorrect
if hm(xi) ^yt then,
observations is equal to 0.5. Hence, the
<*+1 = <7(2em)
learning algorithm will be given more
else, w?+1 = < 7 2 ( 1 - e m )
opportunity to explore areas of the training set which are more difficult to clas- Unseen instances are classified by votsify. Hypotheses from these parts of ing the ensemble of classifiers hm with
the space make fewer mistakes on these weights wm.
areas and play an important role in
prediction when all hypotheses are combined via weighted voting. At each
iteration, the weighted error is stored
and used in thefinalvoting weight when
individual classifiers are combined to
form the ensemble. Accuracy of the
final hypothesis depends on the accuracy of all the hypotheses returned at
each iteration and the method exploits
hypotheses that predict well in more Ensemble classifiers and the reasons for
difficult parts of the instance space. An their improved classification accuracy
advantage of boosting is that it does has provided a fertile ground for renot require any background knowledge search in both the machine learning
of the performance of the underlying and statistical communities. In theory,
weak learning algorithm. Refer to Ta- as the combined classifier complexity
ble 1 for details of the boosting algo- increases, the gap between training and
rithm and its weight update method- test set error should increase. However, this is not reflected in empirical
ology.

2

3

Current Explanations
of the Boosting Mechanism

studies. There is strong empirical supSchapire et al., 1998). M o r e deport for the view that overfitting is less
tail on these measures and related
of a problem (or perhaps a different
studies is provided in the next
problem) when boosting and other resection.
sampling methods are used to improve
a learner. S o m e authors have addressed
this issue via bias and variance decompostions in an attempt to understand
the stability of a learner (Breiman, 1997; Recent explanations as to the success
of boosting algorithms have their founBreiman, 1996b; Friedman, 1997).
The following is a s u m m a r y of the key dations in margin and edge analysis.
These two measures are defined for the
comments and conclusions m a d e on
zth training observation at trial m as
boosting and ensemble classification to
follows:
date:
Assume w e have a base learner which
produces
hypothesis hm (x) at the m-th
• Breiman (1996b) claims the main
effect of the adaptive resampling iteration, and an error indicator funcwhen building ensembles is to re- tion, J m (xj) = I(hm(xi) ^ y^. Let c m
duce variance, where the reduc- represent the vote for the m-th hypothtion comes from adaptive resam- esis with ^2m cm = 1. Then,
pling and not the specific form of
• edgei(m,c) — total weight asthe ensemble forming algorithm.
signed to all incorrect classes.
Breiman (1997) defines the edge
• A weighted algorithm in which
as:
the classifiers are built via weighted
observations performs better than
m
weighted resampling at each iteredgei(m, c) = ^ Cjlj(xi) (1)
ation, apparently due to removing the randomisation (Friedman,
Hastie & Tibshirani, 1998).
• margirii(m, c) = total weight assigned to the correct class minus
• Confidence rated predictions outthe maximal weight assigned to
perform boosting algorithms where
any incorrect class.
a 0/1 loss is applied to incorrect
classification (Freund & Schapire, For the 2 class case margini(m,c) =
1996; Schapire & Singer, 1998).
1 — 2 edgei(m, c) and in general,
margini(m,c) > 1 — 2 edgei(m,c).
• Successful ensemble classification
Whilst more difficult to compute, the
is due to the non-overlap of er- value of the margin is relatively simrors (Dietterich, 1997) i.e. obserple to interpret. Margin values will alvations which are classified cor- ways fall in the range [—1,1], with high
rectly by one hypothesis are clas- positive margins indicating confidence
sified incorrectly by others and of correct classification. A n example is
vice versa.
classified incorrectly if it has a negative
margin.
T h e edge on the other hand
• Margin and edge analysis are recannot
be
used as an indicator variable
cent explantions (Breiman, 1997;
for correct classification (except in the
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4

Edge and Margin

2-class case). Whilst the margin is a
useful measure due to its interpretability, mathematically it is perhaps not as
robust and tractable as the edge.
Schapire et al. (1998) claim that boosting is successful because it creates a
higher margin distribution and hence
increases the confidence of correct classification. Breiman, however, claims
the high margin explanation is incomplete and introduces n e w ensemble techniques which actively improve margin
distributions but do not result in improved generalisation error (Brieman,
1997, 1999).
This study demonstrates the tendency
for boosting to 'balance' the edge (or
margin) in its quest to classify more
difficult observations. Using this property, a method of detecting noise in
training data is presented. Methodology for the study is discussed in detail
in the next section.

titions. Each of the ten partitions was
used in turn as a test set for the ensemble generated using the remaining
9 0 % of the original data as a training
set.
At each iteration, the values for edge
were calculated for each observation in
the training set. T h e average and variance of edgei(m,c) were calculated as
follows:
E[edgei(m,c)]= ± £"=i edgei(m,c)
Var[edgei{m,c)]= ± ^™=i(edgei(m,c)E[edgei(m,c)])2

The graphical results of these trials for
the colic, glass and letter datasets appear overleaf.

colic
glass
letter

•

4 Empirical Results

i

In all experiments, the decision tree
learner C4.5 with default values and
pruning was used as the base classifier,
with a boosted ensemble being built
from M — 50 iterations. Datasets used
are a selection from the U C I 1 Machine
Learning Repository. Results from only
four of these datasets are presented in
this paper. These four datasets were
chosen to provide a representative mixture of dataset size and boosting performance previously reported. All edge
distribution results are certainly replicable for other U C I datasets. 10-fold
crossvalidation was applied whereby the
original training data was shuffled randomly and split into 10 equal-sized par1
http://www.ics.uci.edu/
mleam/MLRepository.html
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Figure 1: Var edge vs number of boosting trials

Refer to Figure 1 to note an apparent
exponential decrease in variance perhaps indicating an asymptote of zero or
some small value, e. Figure 2 shows the
average edge increasing as the n u m ber of boosting trials increases. These
results show a homogenisation of the
edge, implying that the observation error rate is becoming more uniform, i.e
observations which were initially clas-
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Figure 2: Average edge vs number of
boosting trials

m a y n o w be exploited to detect noise
in the training data. Since w e expect
the distribution of the edge values to
become more uniform as the number
of boosting trials increases, w e m a y assume deviations from this distribution
to be caused by noisy or incorrect data.
Noisy data is certainly difficult to classify and some observations m a y be too
difficult to classify correctly in all but
a few boosting iterations. Such observations would have edge values which
remain high due to persistent misclassification. If these deviations from the
overall edge distribution can be detected
at say, m = 1 0 - 2 0 iterations, then the
associated observations m a y be deemed
to be noisy data. Removal of such observations should lead to improved classficiation accuracy on training and test
data. T h e choice of optimal m is still
unclear but at m = 1 0 - 2 0 , computing time
is still relatively small and deviations
from distributions should already be
apparent.

sified correctly are classified incorrectly
in later rounds in order to classify
'harder' observations correctly. This
results in the percentage of incorrect
classifications for each observation becoming more uniform as the number
of boosting trials increases. This notion is consistent with margin distribution results presented by Schapire et
al. (1998) and edge and margin results
To test this hypothesis, and check wheby Breiman (1997, 1999).
T h e most dramatic variance decay is ther 'offending' noisy data could be idenseen in boosting trials m < 5 i.e. most tified, noise was injected into the letof the 'hard' work appears to be done ter and census datasets by assigning
in thefirstfew trials. This observation random class labels to 5 % of the data.
is consistent with several authors not- These datasets were chosen because of
ing in earlier published empirical stud- their size (20,000 and 32,000 observaies that little additional benefit is gained tions respectively). T o perform this
after 10 boosting trials w h e n a rela- randomisation, the data was shuffled,
tively strong learner is used as the base then thefirst5 % of observations were
assigned a random class label before
learner.
the data was reshuffled again. This ensured no systematic bias in the noise
while still retaining the observation n u m 5 A method for detect- ber for later comparison. T h e edge values were captured after 15 iterations
ing noise
and plotted against observation n u m ber
below.
T h e notion of 'balancing' was discussed
to Figure 3 below, a clear
Referring
in the previous section. This property
distinction between edge values can be
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seen around observation 1000. For the
letter data, observations 0-1000 were
deliberately relabelled with random class
values to simulate noise. T h e remainder of the observations were untouched,
yet it is still possible that some of these
observations m a y be noisy but as yet
undetected in the raw U C I dataset. For
the census data, another clear boundary is evident, this time with earlier
observations (i.e. observations 0-1500)
showing failure to reach lower edge values - note the gap in the plot on the
5000
10000
15000
lower left hand corner. Although this
Observation Number
example is contrived with k n o w n noise
Figure 3: edge vs observation number: being introduced, it demonstrates an
letter data with class labels randomly important result in being able to identify and eliminate noise. These results
assigned for obs. 1-1000
indicate that truncating the edge distribution at the top say, 5 % of edge
values or setting a threshold on edge
values and relearning could be an effective way of reducing noise and improving model performance. It would
also seem that this technique would be
best applied to larger datasets where
5 % of observations is not an insignifi0.45
cant number.
0.4
0.35
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This study has presented some interti*n*mtiiHHi*mf*iHvmmimmimHm*'i esting results on the variance of the
edge w h e n a boosted ensemble is formed.
0.05
These results confirmed existing research
0
on margin distrubtions. A n empiri5000 10000 15000 20000 25000
Observation Number
cal study on 2 larger datasets demonstrated that is is possible to track deFigure 4: edge vs observation number: viations in the edge (or margin) districensus data with class labels randomly bution w h e n trying to identify the exassigned for obs. 1-1600
istence or otherwise of noisy data. Although this concept was only tested on
known datasets from the U C I repository, initial results are certainly encouraging and further application and
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Abstract
Ensemble classification techniques such as bagging, boosting and arcing algorithms have been shown to lead to reduced classification error on
unseen cases and seem i m m u n e to the problem of overfitting. Several explanations for the reduction in generalisation error have been presented,
with authors more recently defining and applying diagnostics such as edge
and margin [2,3,7]. These measures provide insight into the behaviour of
ensemble classifiers but can they be exploited further?
In this paper a four stage classification procedure in introduced, which is
based on an extension of edge and margin analysis. This n e w procedure
allows inverse sub-contexts and difficult border regions to be detected using properties of the edge distribution. Classification is m a d e more robust
as confounding within a dataset is removed.
The majority of classification techniques have not been adapted to detect
contexts within a dataset and the generalisation error reported in studies
to date is based on the entire dataset and can be improved by partitioning the dataset in question. T h e aim of this study is to move towards
interpretability, and it is shown that by training on a subset of the original training data w e gain simplicity of models and reduced generalisation
error.

1

Introduction

The ability to classify unseen observations efficiently is a desirable property of
m a n y data mining algorithms. N u m e r o u s barriers m a y b e present w h e n a n optimal classification model is being sought. In particular unavoidable dataset
s y m p t o m s such as noisy data, outliers and 'fuzzy' boundaries inhibit a model's
performance. Another such inhibitor is the presence of m o r e than one context
within a dataset. i.e. different sections of the dataset being classified according
to significantly different models. If undetected, this results in increased generalisation error and a m o r e complex model prone to overfitting. T h e undetected
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Table 1: AdaBoost:Ml [6]
A d a B o o s t : M l Input: n training instances x; with labels tn. M trials. Base learner, H.
Initialization: All training instances begin with weight uif — 1/n.
Repeat for M trials:
• Induce classifier, hm, using weighted training data and H.
• em = weighted error for hm on the training data. If em > 1/2, discard hm
boosting. (If £ m = 0, then hm gets infinite weight.)

and stop

• Classifier weight, f}m = log( 1 ~ e m )
• Re-weight training instances:
if hm(xi) ^ yi then, w™+1 = w ™ / ( 2 e m )
else, w t m + 1 = w t m /2(l - e m )
Unseen instances are classified by voting the ensemble of classifiers hm with weights fim-

presence of such subcontexts has previously been attributed to noise and deterioration in generalisation error. If such situations can be detected and either
removed or accounted for in thefinalmodelling stage, significant gains m a y be
m a d e in both model simplification and generalisation ability.
A classifier built by combining individual hypotheses to form a single classifier
is k n o w n as an ensemble. Whilst there are m a n y ensemble building methods in
existence, this discussion focusses on the method of boosting which is based on
a weighted subsampling of the training examples.
This paper presents the results from an empirical study on boosting and edge
analysis. Section 2 introduces the theory behind the study, which is tested in
Sections 3 and 4 on a selection of U C I x [1] datasets.

2 Boosting, Margin and Edge
Boosting is an iterative procedure which trains a learner over n weighted observations, beginning with each observation having weight K At the m + 1-th
iteration, examples which were classified incorrectly at the m-th iteration have
their weight increased multiplicatively so that the total weight on incorrect observations is equal to 0.5. T h e learning algorithm will be given more opportunity
to explore areas of the training set which are more difficult to classify. Accuracy
of thefinalhypothesis depends on the accuracy of all the hypotheses returned
at each iteration and the method exploits hypotheses that predict well in more
difficult parts of the instance space. Table 1 gives the details of the boosting
algorithm and its weight update methodology.

2.1 Margin and Edge
Recent explanations as to the success of boosting algorithms have their foundations in margin and edge analysis [2,3,7]. T h e edge is defined for the i-th
1

U R L = http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html
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training observation as the total weight assigned to incorrect classes, whereas
the margin is defined as the total weight assigned to the correct class minus the
maximal weight assigned to any incorrect class.
M o r e formally, assume the ensemble comprises a combination of base learners,
each of which produce hm(x) at the m-th iteration. P r o m hm(x), an error indicator function I(hm(x.i) ^ yi) m a y be determined. Let cm represent the vote
for the m-th hypothesis with J2m Cm = 1- Then, for the i-th observation:
m

edge(m, i) = ^

Cjl(hj(xi) ^ y{)

(1)

3=1

In its pursuit of correctly classifying 'harder' sections of the data space, boosting
tends to 'balance' the edge i.e. the proportion of misclassifications for each
observation becomes uniform as the number of iterations increases [3,8]. B y
utilising this property, a method for detecting noise has been introduced in [8]
whereby noisy or difficult observations are detected via deviations in the overall
edge distribution.
In Section 3, the notion of deviation from the main edge distribution is used as
the basis of a procedure to detect clusters of observations behaving differently to
the rest of the data (as opposed to detecting single outlying observations). B y
isolating these clusters and attempting to determine their collective structure,
w e m a y gain insight into areas of the input space which should be segregated
or at the least, treated with caution.

3 A Four Stage Classification Process
3.1 Stage 1: Detect Obvious Outliers
In the noise study discussed in [8], plots of edge(10, i) versus observation number
are drawn as thefirststep in detecting noise or anomolies in the data. Identified
via a significant deviation from a 'balanced' edge distribution, such observations
can be examined and if justified, removed. If observations are removed from the
original dataset, boosting trials must be re-run as changes in the dataset results
in adjustment of the edge values for all other observations.

3.2 Stage 2: Detect Clusters via Edge Diagnostic Plots
The best edge measure for the task of detecting clusters of observations with
unique properties is unclear. Measures are sought which will capture and differentiate behaviour deviant from the main 'core' of the data. Observations
which are consistently classified correctly will have a low average edge and a
low variance of the edge. Observations which are persistently misclassified will
also have a low edge variance but high average edge. Groups of difficult observations which differ in structure from the majority of observations will have
a high edge variance as boosting will alternate between correct and incorrect
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classification. Observations which collectively behave in the same manner have
similar m e a n and variance of their edge values, and will fall in a c o m m o n location w h e n edge variance is plotted against average edge.
M o r e formally, the edge measures for m = 10 boosting trials are calculated as:
. E[edge(10,i)} = ± £L°=i edge(m,i)
. Var[edge(lO,i)] = ± £m=i(«toe(m,i) - E[edge(m,i)])2

3.3 Stage 3 - Define a new Classification Problem to Differentiate Between Clusters
Analysis proceeds by separating the dataset into the clusters as appearing on
the Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] plot. Cluster number is used as the
class variable in a n e w classification problem. This m a y illuminate differences
between the clusters and improve classification accuracy as confounding on clusters will be removed. This process goes beyond simply selecting observations
which were initially misclassified or by choosing observations with a high proportion of misclassifications. It is highlighting observations which have a certain
variance and m e a n structure, symptomatic of flipping between correct and incorrect classification as boosting proceeds.

3.4 Stage 4 - Retrain the Classifier on Subsets
Once clusters have been identified, training classifiers on individual clusters
will result in more generalisable models over these partitions. T h e difficulty
arises for unseen observations w h e n cluster membership is unknown. If the
classification procedure in Section 3.3 fails to discriminate between clusters, w e
proceed by assuming all n e w observations are best modelled according to the
classifier trained on the larger partition. This notion is shown to lead to reduced
classification error as demonstrated in Section 5.

4 Demonstration on the UCI colic dataset
The four-stage edge based procedure is now demonstrated on the colic dataset.
(For more detail on this and other U C I datasets tested in this study, refer
to Table 3.) Decreased generalisation performance has been observed on the
colic dataset w h e n boosting is applied [8]. T h e four stage classification process
suggested in this paper sheds some light on this phenomenon.

4.1 Stages 2 and 3 : Formulation of a new Classification
Problem
After detecting and removing an obvious outlier using the methodology from
[8], a plot of Var[edge(10, i)] versus E[edge(10, i)] is drawn and shown as Figure
1.
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Figure 1: Plot of Var[edge(10, i)] vs. E[edge(10,i)] : colic data.

T w o clusters are evident in Figure 1: one cluster being those observations exhibiting a positive relationship between Var[edge(10,i)] and E[edge(10, i)] and
the others a negative one.
A n e w dataset n a m e d colicfiag is created for which a n e w response variable is
appended to the colic dataset. This n e w response, edgeflag is assigned a value
of 1 if an observation lies in the upper right hand cluster of Figure 1 and 0 otherwise. This creates a n e w classification problem with edgeflag = 0/1 as the n e w
response variable. If a classifier can find repeatable structure in differentiating
edgeflag = 0 from edgeflag — 1 using the available predictor variables, then it
m a y be concluded that such structure forms boundary regions of uncertainty, or
differentiates between two contexts within the dataset. Because an aim of this
study is interpretability, single trees are fitted as opposed to boosted ensembles,
since boosted models become un-interpretable very quickly.
Several unsuccessful attempts to classify edgeflag using only the initial predictor variables were made. Only w h e n the original response is included as a
predictor did a concise, highly accurate classifier result. T h e original response
was returned as the initial split on the decision tree, indicating different mechanisms occurring for different values of the initial response, given identical input
contributions. T h e resulting decision tree had subtrees beyond the initial split
which were inverse to each other.
This m a y seem intuitive as observations which are difficult to classify will naturally be predicted oppositely the main 'core' of data. However, in this and other
U C I datasets tested w e see that each cluster has equivalent input (XJ) values
but reversed yi (class) values.

4.2

Stage 4 - Retrain the Classifier on a Majority Subset
of the colic Dataset

Using the edgeflag variable defined in Section 4.1, the colic dataset is split into
two distinct datasets (horsecO and horsed). Although w e require the original
target variable to do this, the important property if inverse sub-contexts is
demonstrated.
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T h e initial binary classification problem m a y then be re-estimated for each subdataset (horsecO, horsed) using the input predictors. For interpretability, a
c4.5 decision tree using default values was used as the classification method.
T h e results are encouraging with training error for the horsecO dataset being
only 0.38% (as opposed to 14.99% on the entire colic dataset). Refer to Table
2 for detail of generalisation performance on the colic dataset. T h e figures
presented in thefinalcolumn refer to the average generalisation error estimated
via 10-fold cross-validation , with bracketted figures giving the standard error
of this estimate. T h e large standard errors evident for the horsed dataset are
based on test sets of 3-4 observations and m a y not be representative. Because

Table 2: Cross-validation results for colic dataset.
dataset
response
method
colic
H a d surgery (y/n)
c4.5 single
colic
H a d surgery (y/n)
c4.5 10 boost
colicflag
edgeflag (0/1)
c4.5 single with original response
horsecO
H a d Surgery (y/n)
c4.5 single
horsecO
H a d surgery (y/n)
c4.5 10 boost
horsed
H a d surgery (y/n)
c4.5 single
horsed
H a d surgery (y/n)
c4.5 10 boost

gen. error
14.99(8.76)
21.01(7.21)
0.34(1.08)
1.53(2.68)
0.38(1.20)
3.33(10.25)
3.33(10.25)

the decision trees arefittedon a reduced set of training data, the generalisation
error on these partitions will not be representative of the generalisation error
for the entire dataset. Section 6 outlines logic for a n e w generalisation error
estimate which encompasses error from both partitions of the dataset.

5 Generalisation Error Calculations
Because it is proposed to use the simpler model trained on the majority partition
for future prediction, generalisation error must be re-defined. A s s u m e the proportion of observations falling into the main cluster is given as p. (0 < p < 1).
Let e\ represent the estimated generalisation error for the simple classifier
trained on this cluster. N o w , since the remainder of the data is modelled in
an inverse fashion to the main cluster, the generalisation error for this section
of the data will at worst be estimated at 1 — e\. Denoting the n e w overall
generalisation error estimate as eciuster, w e have:
eduster & (j> * ei) + (I - p) * (1 - ei) (2)

Table 3 gives a description of the UCI datasets used in this study. Unless otherwise described for a particular dataset, 10 boosting iterations were applied
using c4.5 with default options as the base learner. Calculations of this generalisation error after applying the four-stage classification process from Section
3 for a selection of U C I datasets are presented in Table 3. Note: einit refers to
the generalisation error as estimated on a 10 iteration boosted classifier trained
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Table 3: S u m m a r y of U C I datasets used in this study - as per [9] plus n e w
generalisation error calculations
Dataset

Cases

Classes

Continuous
Attributes

Discrete
Attributes

^init

colic
credit
heart-h
heart-c
hepatitis

368
690
294
303
155

2
2
2
2
2

10
7
8
8
6

12
13
5
5
13

21.01
18.24
22.61
18.41
16.00

e

cluster

14.40
12.17
15.99
16.64
14.98

on the entire dataset.
For the colic, credit and hearth-h datasets, this simplification of models results
in an impressive reduction in generalisation error estimates. For the heart-c and
hepatitis datasets, reduction of generalisation error occurs but is less dramatic.

6 Discussion
In many cases, the Var[edge(10,i)] versus E[edge(10,i)] procedure identifies
only those observations which were initially misclassified. Although discouraging, this phenomenon brings the following points to light:
• The usual practice of applying boosting to the entire dataset gives difficult
observations an opportunity to be modelled correctly. It was seen for
the datasets tested, that even after 20 boosting iterations, the boosted
ensemble was no closer to making consistent predictions on these groups
of observations. T h e variance of the edge also remains large as boosting
flips between correct and incorrect classification on these observations.
• Closer inspection revealed these observations to occupy a similar region in
predictor space to that of the 'core' data but the class labels are reversed.
This could be attributed to mislabelling of the output or the absence of a
relevant predictor variable.
• In all datasets tested, the initial decision tree trained on the entire dataset
was significantly more complex in its attempt to accommodate for the
observations falling into the smaller cluster. A very simple robust tree
with low generalisation error results w h e n c4.5 is trained on the main
cluster only. Using the tree trained on a subset of the data does not
significantly deteriorate generalisation performance.
• Boosting is often successful within the 'core' data cluster, even when unsuccessful on the entire dataset.
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7

Conclusion

This study has proposed a new multi-stage classification process which not only
improves generalisation error but also results in easily interpretable classification
models. In all datasets tested it was seen that a simple, highly accurate model
built on the majority of the data was preferable to a more complex model trained
on the entire dataset. T h e more complex modelfittedto the entire dataset was
a result of the need to accommodate noise and difficult observations. This additional detail was seen to cloud the underlying core classification model. It was
also proposed that the U C I datasets tested contain sections of mislabelled data,
or are lacking the measurement of a key predictor variable.
The clusters identified from the edge diagnostics are usually unable to be discriminated without the use of the initial class variable. However, if the simple
tree trained on the majority cluster is applied to the entire dataset, the overall
misclassification rate is reduced, sometimes substantially.
Further work will concentrate on automatic cluster detection and testing other
possible edge measures across a varying number of boosting iterations and
datasets.
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